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Will MASTER-LIGHTS
Protect You Tonight
The fire you may have to fight tonight will probably be covered by insurance.
How about you? Will you have insurance- MASTER-LIGHT insurance-the kind that prevents accidents to you?

MORE SAFETY GOING TO THE FIRE
At the left is the New 05 MASTER LIGHT Wig-Wag
Redhead. When you’re speeding to that fire tonight,
your safety demands that you have this powerful warning signal on your car. For 500 feet ahead of you, the
Wig-Wag sweeps a red beam back and forth across the
street. Every driver in your vicinity knows you’re
coming- for the distinctive red beam shows where
you are! You’ll get to night fires quicker, more safely,
more quietly, when your Wig-Wag Redhead clears your
way!
WI(~-WAG REDHE~,D

MORE SAFETY AT TIlE FIRE
You must have a portable searchlight you can
trust -- a light that smoke or steam won’t baffle -a light that lets you SEE! MASTER-LIGHT WS,
pictured here, gives you the high-powered, penetrating, convenient light you need for safety. Your
WS shoots an intense beam of ~50,000 candle
power, with a range of one mile. Perfect balance
--you point it in any direction with just a flick
of your wrist. Best of all, your WS weighs only
12 pounds complete -- you can carry it anywhere
easily and swiftly! Your WS helps you find the
fire while it is still small and easily controlled.

Type

ws

WRITE NOW FOR FREE FOLDER
The powerful lights you need for safety -- Chief, that’s what we mean by "MASTERLIGHT insurance!" MASTER-LIGHTS will give you EXTRA PROTECTION for many
years to come. Let us tell you more about them. Write now for our illustrated
MASTER-LIGHT Folder for Fire Chiefs.

Any MASTER-LIGHT will be sent you for 30 days free trial

CARPENTER MFII, CO, 179 si
iii
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THE NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION OF FIRE CHIEFS
WISH TO THANK OUR ADVERTISERS AND FRIENDS FOR
THEIR SUPPORT BY ADVERTISING IN OUR ANNUAL
REPORT.
MEMBERS~ PLEASE
The Advertisers IN THIS BOOK ARE OUR FRIENDS.
WITHOUT THEIR CO-OPERATION~ THIS WORK WOULD
NOT HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE. WHEN YOU ARE PROViDING FOR YOUR NEEDS~ PLEASE PATRONIZE.iiTHESEi
OUR FRIENDS~ WHO HAVE SO WILLINGLY HELPED TO
MAKE OUR REPORT A
WARNING TO ADVERTISERS
Again we warn our advertisers against fraudulent solicitors°
REPORT SUSPICIOUS PERSONS TO YOUR FIRE CHIEF.
OR TO THE SECRETARY,

NOTE TH~ iMPORTANT

The 19th o4nnual Convention
of lhe

New England e~4ssociation of Fire Chiefs
will be held in

Boston in conjunction with the
Conference of the International Association

of Fire Chiefs in the !atter part of August,
De~qni~e Da~es ~o l~e Announced ga~er.
vii
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Does Your Hose

When Under
Without
No washboarding in EUREKA "StreamSmooth Interlor Filler] Ply
lined" Fire Hose. EUREKA SmoothInterior Filler-Ply leaves no valleys in
the interior of the inner jacket .... assures a smooth waterway at all pressures,
high or low.
Multiple Woven construction eliminates
wriggling .... writhing .... serpentining;
Eureka Fire Hose lies straight under hydraulic pressure .... and this accomplished
without loss of flexibility. All cords woven under uniform tension, assuring greater
With
strength, durability, and longer life.
All fabric treated with mildew repellant
solution. Improved rubber lining made
of long-lived rubber ~-~~
specially developed to
eliminate the formation of destructive
solutions within the
hose.

FOR GREATER PROTECTION TO LIVES AND PROPERTY, SPECIFY EUREKA!

EUREKA FIRE HOSE
DIVISION OF UNITED STATES I~UBBEI~ COMPANY

Execulive Oiliees: Rocl(eleller Cenler, Ne~v Yorl~, N. Y.
Branches:
ALEXANDRIA, LA.
ATLANTA
BILLINGS, MONT.
BOSTON
CHARLOTTE, N.C.

CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT

SEATTLE
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MARION, OHIO
MINNEAPOLIS

viii

SYRACUSE
NEW YORK
OMAHA
PHILADELPHIA
SALT LAKE CITY
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CHIEF THOMAS F. BURNS
Bridgeport, Conn.
Past President
Died in the performance of duty,
October 9, 1940
There are some men whose concentration upon their life work, an old-time
virtue to be sure in this age of versatility
and scattered talents, is so intense as to
single them out from their fellow men...
their fellow executives.
Such a man was Fire Chief Thomas
Francis Burns, of the Bridgeport Fire
department, who died, as he would have
desired it, on duty, in the Park avenue
fire last week.
Bridgeport Sunday Post. October 13, 1940
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CHIEF HENRY J. HARRIGAN
DEDHAM, MASS.
Died in Line of Duty
October 19, 1940
Fire Chief Henry Harrigan of Dedham
went to bed Friday night at peace with the
world. He was in good health and was
rounding out 32 years as head of the department. An alarm sounded in the early
morning hours. He went to the fire, and
a short time later he fell to his death, This
is a tragic commentary on the perpetual
dangers in which our fire fighters live. To
the credit of Dedham’s hero fire chief, he
did not stand back while his men were in
danger. He went into danger himself. His
name adorns the long list of civil heroes, as
brave as those in war.

Boston Sunday Post, October ~0, 1940
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Standard Equipment Radiators
Made in New England but Original Equipment on most Fire Apparatus
throughout the World. Factory engineered to your particular problem.
You have been riding behind a G & O radiator for 25 years.
We offer a continuance of Satisfactory Service.
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TUESDAY, JUNE 25
10:30 A. M.
PRESIDENT POPE: Members of the New England Association of Fire
Chiefs, Ladies and Guests, it is indeed a great pleasure for me as President of your
organization to welcome you here in this beautiful Switzerland of America to our
Eighteenth Annual Convention. I am pleased to say that it is probably one of the
most successful conventions in the matter of registration and also in exhibits that
we have held, and I sincerely hope that everybody who attends will carry away
with them some knoMedge that wil! be beneficial to their own community, as well
as having a very enjoyable time.
To the ladies, if there is anybody who will be responsible for them in enjoying
themselves, I wil! place that responsibility on Mrs. Selden Ro A!len who is chairman
of the Ladies’ Reception Committee, and, incidentally, she has a prize for verybodyo
Now it has been suggested that we have a very large number of exhibitors and
some beautiful exhibits, and I think at this time it would be proper if we added a
little beauty to those exhibits by asking the Past Presidents of the New England
Association of Fire Chiefs to come forward and take a seat at my right. The
Secretary, Chief O’Hearn, wil! ca!! their names°
SECRETARY O’HEARN: John Pach!, Annex Fire Department, New
Haven, Connecticut; Oliver To Sanborn, Portland, Maine; Dan Tierney, Arlington,
Massachusetts; Tom Burns, Bridgeport, Connecticut; Joe Randlette, Richmond,
Maine~ Selden Allen, Brooldine, Massachusetts~ Larry Reif, New Haven, Connecticut~ Pat Hurley, Holyoke, Massachusetts. I think he is the oldest, he is here
at the convention but not present at the moment. Joe Lawton, Newport, Rhode
Island; Alfred Koltonski, Rutland, Vermont~ and last but not leas5 Charlie French
of Manchester, New Hampshire.
PRESIDENT POPE: Now if there are any other Past Presidents that have
been omitted, we would like to have them step forward. Chief O’Hearn wrote those
names down from memory, and after a!!, he is not twenty-one years old, even
though he feels it and acts it.
We wil! now have the Invocation by our Chaplain, the Revo Michael Fo
Collins; Father Collins.
INVOCATION
REv. FATHER MIC=r-IAEL Fo COLLINS
Chaplain, New England Association of Fire Chiefs
Almighty and eternal God, we ask you this morning to look down and bless
these members of the New England Association of Fire Chiefs assembled here in
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operating

PAWTUCKET and EAST PRO~IDENCE, Ro Io
extends its greetings and best
wishes to the New England
Association of Fire Chiefs°
÷÷÷
We appreciate the cooperation
of the Fire Departraents
throughou~g New England°
JAMES E. DOOLE¥,
~resident.
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In Providence, the BILTMORE offers
its unexcelled hospitality, supremely good food, unostentatious
service and comfortable guest rooms. Besides that, four outstanding public rooms which are rapidly growing famous from
coast to coast, all air-conditioned and each with its own
characteristic charm.
The Bacchante
The Town Room
The Garden Restaurant
The Falstaff Room

PROVIDENCE- BILTMORE
"How you live depends on where you live"

Chief THOMAS H. COTTER, President, Providence, R. I,

Watchman’s Supervisory and Fire Alarm Service
SPRINKLER SUPERVISORY

and WATERFLOW ALARM
BURGLAR and HOLDUP
ALARM SERVICE
RHODE ISLAND ELECTRIC PROTECTIVE COMPANY
111 MATHEWSON STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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PROVIDENCE WASHINGTON INSURANCE COo
Incorporated 1928

ANCHOR XNSURANCE COo
Organoized and Owned by the 2rovidence Washington, Insurance Co.
Each company writes the fo!lowin~ classes of Insurance
FIRE o TORNADO- OCEAN and INLAND MARINE ~ ALL RISKS
AUTOMOBILE = COMPREHENSgVE - FINE = THEFT
COLLISION and PROPENTY DAMAGE
Patronize Your Local Cmnpanies Thru Your A~ent or Broker
Bequest "Providence Washington" or "Anchor" Policies

Incorporated 180~

PROVIDENCE

RHODE ISLAND
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annual convention. Thou knowest that in these times of stress .we need men of
leadership~ men of courage and men of ability, and we ask you this morning,
O Lord, to bless them in all of their deliberations. We ask you especially to
lighten their minds, to increase their knowledge, that upon leaving this convention
the thoughts that they receive may be .applied to the best interests of their community. We ask you to bless them one and all, that when they return to their
homes they may better serve Thee and the citizens whom they represent. Amen°
PRESIDENT POPE: It had been our hope and wish that we would have an
address of welcome from His Exce!lency Francis P. Murphy, the Governor of New
Hampshire, but as we al! know, in these days the Governor is a pretty busy man and
Governor Murphy particularly has endeared himself not only to us Fire Chiefs but
to all of the population of New England. He has sent as his representative his
Adjutant General, Charles F. Bowen, and at this time it is my pleasure to present
Adjutant General Charles F. Bowen of the State of New Hampshire.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME
BY BRIOADIER GENERAL CHARLES F. BOWEN
The Adjutant Genera! of New Hampshire, representing
Governor Francis P. Murphy
President Pope, Fire Chiefs of New England, Your Ladies and Guests: I am
glad to be here today as the representative of His Excellency, the Governor, who
unfortunately is unable to be with you, and I feel highly privileged indeed to be able
to attend this meeting of a group of men whose !ives are devoted exclusively to the
prevention of destruction of life and property by fire. o
The people of the State of New Hampshire are happy to have the Fire Chiefs
of New England assembled in their state, for they know that, in addition to the
many valuable discussions you are to have here where you can enjoy and profit
from them far from the pressures of city life with a!! its tensions and cares, you
wi!l all, without exception, derive healthful relaxation from a few days spent in
these wonderfu! North Woods.
We all recall the ancient tale of the giant, Anteus, born of earth, receiving his
sustenance from earth, and imperatively and often needing to return to that
flovcing breast for renewal of his great strength. And you wil! remember that his
enemy discovered that weakness and reduced the normally powerful Anteus to the
helpless state of a child by raising .him from the ground and holding him there, thus
interrupting the steady flow of strength into his veins from his mother~ Earth.
That old story is not all fancy. It has application to our own lives in these
modern, stream-lined times. Like Anteus, we are of the earth earthy, and, like him,
we suffer when the bond of union with earth is broken.
In our great cities into which people crowd, we insulate ourselves from the
earth by heavy buildings and pavement. It almost seems that we wish to hide, under
lifeless stones and brick, the warm blanket of soil, teeming with countless species
of living things; nature’s great chemica! works wherein are produced, direct[y or
indirectly, al! of the things man needs to eat and wear and to use in mandfacturingo
Here in this mountain region, however, the very heart of nature is exposed.
Unless one is devoid of all sensibility or of religious feeling, it is impossible to walk
in the great depths of these woods without feeling the beatings of that great pulse,
without experiencing something of the awe which the undoubted presence of God
brings.
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IrlDIArl

PUMPS ALONE WILL

HANDLE 70% OF
YOUR CALLS!

is no piece
THERE
of fire fighting apparatus which will give
you,so much all ’round
use -as an INDIAN FIRE
PUMP. Here in one
compact unit is the
outfit that will take
care of building, room,
partition, chimney,
roof and rubbish fires
without laying a section of hose. More and
more fire departments
are relying on INDIANS
--the clear water extinguishers -- to take
care of al! their smaller
fires. Water damage is
reduced to a minimum.
You need INDIANS.
Send for New Catalog
READ WHAT A MAINE CHIEF SAYS ABOUT
THEIR INDIAN FIRE PUMPS

RUST
PROOF
TANK

FIRE DEPARTMENT
of
Harrison, Maine
D. B. Smith & Co.
Utica, New York
Gentlemen :
We use your INDIAN FIRE PUMPS the year
’round and are very well pleased with them. I have
found we can use an INDIAN any place we would
use a soda acid tank and to much better advantage,
as we can have one pint or 5 gallons of water as
needed. They are excellent for chimney and
partition fires.
Very truly yours,
CLIFFORD D. DENISON, Chief
OTHER TESTIMONIALS AND CATALOG ON REQUEST

D. B. SMITH & CO. 425 Main St. UTICA, N. Y.
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Be thankful that in these parlous days, when destruction and anguish are being
visited upon the peoples of other lands and when, even in our own country, on every
hand, men and women are upset and distraught with worries over what the future
may hold for these United States, be thankful that you have been able to betake
yourselves to this peaceful spot for a short time, momentarily forgetting all your
cares. I am sure that you wi!l go back feeling refreshed in mind, quite aside from
the wonderfu! mental stimulation which your business sessions and your informal
conferences and discussions will bring you.
And, as I stand here, speaking to you, I cannot help thinking of the wonderful
example which the fire chiefs and their profession set for all the rest of men, especially the diplomats, who are responsible for so many of our woes.
We talk. about "blitzkriegs", as if such things were utterly new to the world
but, as a matter of fact, the fire chiefs have always been waging that kind of warfare°
That old man m iv~re m is a resourceful, surprising, relentless foe who moves with
tremendous speed° The men who battle with his deceptions and tricks cannot relax
their vigilance, even for a moment, !est Fire begin raging and spread on a vaster and
vaster scale.
As in warfare between men, so, in the war against fire, there must be a con~
tinua! improvement in equipment, for, with industrial progress, there comes a
steady increase of vulnerability to fire.
In this conflict between the expanding interests of mankind and the first of the
elements, fire, mankind is slowly winning. He is winning against fire by means of
preventing fires -- the only way he can withstand the assaults of an enemy which
noever ceases to attack, the chiefest of men’s enemies and the one which, in the end,
may encompass his utter destruction and the destruction of this earth by the intense
heat generated by some celestial collision or by the fatal attraction of some giant
star exerted upon our Sun.
If only our diplomats would concentrate, as the fireman does, on prevention,
wars w0uld be few and far between. Instead, however, each generation manages to
sow the seeds of future international discord. The diplomats get us into wars and
the soldiers have to fight wars in_ order to secure peace.
A little more than twenty years ago I was on duty in Paris, and, with my own
eyes, I witnessed the planting of the seeds which~, in the last few years, have grown
to be dragon’s teeth. I saw the Austro-Hungarian Empire, a spraMing group of
states whl-ch long time had knit into a good-working unit, broken up and its place
taken by three small states, each one of which !acked something the others possessed°
Czechoslovakia had the industrial plants, Austria the great business centers~
Hungary the farming areas.
Together, each supplemented the other economically° Separate, they were
bound in time to fa!l under the sway of a greater power which needed their
sources. Today, Austria and Czechoslovakia are part and parce! of Germany, and
Hungary, while independent, seems destined inevitably to fal! under the sway of
Nazi influence.
Today, we see Europe in travail. The French have capitulated and the map is
daily being remade. Unless human nature has greatly changed ~ and it hasn’t ~
in the making of the peace we shal! now witness the breeding of the germs of another
future great war° It is dreadful to contemplate this, but the lessons of history,
during all time~ cannot be denied.
Many who have not given heed to those lessons draw hasty conclusions from
recent happenings in China, in Spain, in Poland, is_ Norway, in The Netherlands,
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FIRE o AUTOMOBILE o MARINE ~ TOURIST FLOATER
MOTOR CARGO o PARCEL POST
SPRINKLER LEAKAGE
USE A?’4D OCCUPANCY
RENTS- TORNADO- RAIN ~ ENIPLOSION
RIOT AND CI¥IL COMMOTION

g7 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass°

THE

~)ed~am l~aa~ Fire
hs~ra~ce t;~pa~y
Dedham, Mass~
Consolidated 1937

HAROLD A. KNAPP, _President
I~LPH H. WESTGATE, Secretary
AL~&/~N F. WORTHINGTON, Assistc~.t Secretc~y
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HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.
114 Washington Street, Salem, Mass.
Established 18z[3

Chief WILLIAM C. MAHONEY, First Vice President, Peabody, Mass.

Surrette Storage Battery ¢o.
Specializing in the Manufacture of

Special High Capacity Long Life Batteries
tot Fire Apparalus and Radio Cars
JEFFERSON AVENUE

SALEM, MASS.
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COMPLIMENTS OF

T;mken Silent Automat;c D;v;sion
The Timkin-Detroit Axel Company
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
and

110 CUMMINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Commonwealth 5300

OIL BURNERS OILBOILERS AIR CONDITIONING
OILFURNACES WATER HEATERS and HEATING
EQUIPMENT- FUELOILS

PETROLEUM HEAT & POWER CO.
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in Belgimn and in France. Seeing successes~ they urge that the United States plunge
in headlong and adopt these military methods and these equipments, fdrgetting
that the greatest successes in al! wars have been achieved by means of surprise, by
means of unexpected methods, audaciously conceived and executed with the
greatest speed.
In the first World War the Germany Army surprised the Allies by the use of
gas and, as a matter of fact, if they had vigorously followed up its first use, they
could have broken through, possibly have outflanked the French and British, and
the War might have been over soon. They were not prepared, however~ and the
golden opportunity slipped away, never to return.
Today you hear nothing of gas. That is because the surprise element is lost.
Everyone is ready with measures to counteract gas attacks. Resourcefulness in
warfare requires the development of new stratagems, new devices. This time it is
the heavy tank, the "dive" bombers, the "panzeF’ units and the motorization of all
units, including the infantry, that constitute the surprise elements of warfare.
The Germans learned their lesson very well twenty odd years ago when, with
victory early in their grasp, they lost out by being unprepared to fo!low up the
major advantage gained. This time, they broke through the French fortified line
in the vicinity of the Ardennes forest but, instead of allowing the operation to
dwindle in intensity as a mere local action, they pushed rapidly through that gap,
like the waters tearing resistlessly through a break in a dike. They were thus able
to flank the French out of the Maginot line upon which they had lavished so many
hundreds of millions of dollars and upon which they had completely depended.
When that line broke, the fate of France was sealed.
Germany won by surprise methods, by the,exerc!,se of the utmost audacity and
speed. Means of effectively combatting the dive bomber have now been developed, however. Large type anti-tank guns are now becoming available which can
be used to halt these destroying monsters. A means of defense against parachute
troops has been worked out, too.
Unfortunately, however, the war on the Continent is now all over. It is too
late to use .these new devices against these surprise weapons and methods. Now
that everyone knows about them, their real usefulness is ended. Something rise
wi!l have ~:o be tried, if need be; something equally surprising, if it can be deve!oped.
just as every major fire is a problem peculiar unto itself, so is each war° That
means that, unless one is foolish enough to believe that wars are no more and that
the mil!enium is at hand, he will favor the devoting of the greatest possible attention to national defense against those who would bring war to these shores.
War has become a highly technics! and costly thing, and it requires long and
arduous study to understand the significance of passing events in their relation to
the national security° We have observed the fate of those who trifled with these
grave matters and who foolishly~ trusted the national security to agreements and
understandings and treaties wmtten on paper instead of resolutely and openly
planning to depend upon the strong arms and the fighting hearts of their peopleo
The present course of events in the United States indicates that we have put
aside the false counsels to which we have been listening during the last two decades
and now intend to proceed along the lines of a realistic and practical policy of national defense.
In future we Should all, like you, give heed to the prevention of war by endeavoring to avoid the causes of war. You, the Fire Chiefs of New England, are
daily practising fire.prevention[ .All credit and praise to you!
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G[~NERAL ALARM

CO~PO~AT~ON
Rendering Central Station Signal Service for

PUBLIC S]gRVIC£ BU!LD!NG

89 BROAD STREET "

¯

CHARLIgS C. HIgWITT

¥ice-Pres[dent
N~gLSON ~o LElg
Treasurer

WILL:AN[ D~ BOARDM~
Secre~a~?y

Better Rubber Products s~nee

WATgRTOWN, MASS° FIRE; DEPARTMENT
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The Union Market National Bank
Established 1873

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $1,000,000
ASSETS OVER $10,000,000
WE OFFER YOU COMPLETE BANKING FACILITIES
Two Conveniently Located Offices

Watertown Square and 635 Mt. Auburn Street
Watertown, Mass.

Chief JOHN W. O’HEARN, Secretary-Treasurer, Watertown, Mass.

WALKER & PRATT MFG. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

CRAWFORD, COAL, GAS AND ELECTRIC COOKING
RANGES AND HEATERS

31- 35 Union Street, Boston, Mass.
Factory at WATERTOWN, MASS.
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COMPLIMENTS OF

BEACON AUTO RADIATOR COo~ INCo
70:~ BEACON STREET~ BOSTON~ MASS°

WE MANUFACTURE A SPECIAL CORE FOR REPLACEMENT OF FtR~
APPAP=&TUS~ ALSO UNIT H.EATERS FOR FIRE STATIONS

COMPLIMENTS OF

BOSTON~ MASS°

~4! MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE

G. t-!_o GATES, Manager
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Because your services are so valuable in our lives today, I have gladly come
170 miles from the capital city of Concord, bringing a message of congratulations ¯
from the government of the State of New Hampshire and an assurance of warmest
welcome from the people on this, the first day of your convention.
From Governor Murphy, who today is in the city of Philadelphia attending
one of those remarkable gatherings at which political parties in America select their
candidates for the national tickets, I bring you an expression of sincere regret that
he could not be with you, a personal message of best wishes and his affectionate
greetings and salutations to you al!.
May your convention be most successful in every way. May you leave our
state bearing with you only the best souvenirs of your visit and may you be
couraged to come back again and again to old New Hampshire where we all respect
and !ove you.
PRESIDENT POPE: Thank you, Genera! Bowem
Ladies and Gentlemen, these are strange times. A few months ago the Massachusetts Fire Chiefs hdd their monthly meeting in the city of Springfidd and that
was more or less of a joint meeting. It was not only their ordinary monthly meeting
but it was in the form of a testimonial to Chief Pat Hurley of Holyoke, Massachusetts, and I remember quite distinctly at that time that one of the virtues that was
expressed about Chief Hurley was that he had never been late t’or a ro!l call, but I
must say he was late this morning. Chief Hurley, will you come up forward as a
Past President ? (Applause)
The largest city that is located in this vicinity is Berlin, New Hampshire, and
it seems quite proper that we should call on a representative of this municipality
at this time. It is my pleasure to present the City Clerk of Berlin, New Hampshire,
Gaston C. Coumoyer.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME
BY GASTON Co COIJRNOYER
City Clerk, Berlin, N. Ho
President Pope, Adjutant Genera! Bowen, Officers, Members, Ladies and
Guests: As you wi!l recall, three years ago on your opening you were blessed with a
magnificent rain. I am happy to witness that water did not prevent you from
returning. It did not dampen your enthusiasm or your spirits.
The State of course is happy to have you, but particularly so is this North
Country and our City of Berlin. We know that your committee has provided a
race entertainment for you. I think they have been very thoughtful in providing
some of you with canes. I hope they will not only be ornamental but possibly
useful. I am sure that the ladies have nicely provided for the ladies attending the
convention.
I want to express my appreciation for the courtesy of your convention in ineluding me in a list of such distinguished company and such fine speakers.
Have a nice time. I hope to enjoy it with you as !ong as I shall be able to stay
away from Berlin. Thank you again so much, and we are happy to have you all
here in this northern section.
PRESIDENT POPE: Thank you, Mr. Cournoyer. It had been our hope to
ha~ze the president of the New Hampshire State Firemen’s Association give a little
ta!k at this time, and now it is indeed a great pleasure for me to put Charlie French
on the spot to substitute for the president of that organization.
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Kaler, Carney, Liffler & Co.
INSURANCE AND BONDS
of every description

200 Franklin Street, corner of Pearl Street, Boston
Telephone Liberty 7460

BAYARD TUCKERMAN, Jr.
ARTHUR J. ANDERSON
ROBERT J. DUNKLE, Jr.
ROBERT T. FORREST
JULIUS F. HALLER

OBRION, RUSSELL & CO.
Insurance of Every Description
108 Water Street, Boston

111 Broadway, New York

Telephone Lafayette 5700

ARTHUR K. POPE

Telephone Barclay 7-5540

FRANCIS S. SNOW
EBEN A. THACHER

CYRUS BREWER & CO.
INSURANCE

BOSTON, MASS.

44 KILBY STREET
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JUSTIN A. McCARTHY CO.
Headquarters for Finest Quality Fire Hose
and
Fire Fighting Equipment of Every Description

176 FEDERAL STREET

BOSTON~ MASS.

Chief SAMUEL J. POPE, Past President, Boston, Mass.

McLEAN REPORTS, INC.
C. GARFIELD McLEAN, President

101 MILK STREET

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

REPORTS of Vacant and Dilapidated Buildings For
Insurance Companies
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FIRE DEPARTMENT SUPPLIES
Telephone LAFayette 884~2

Bra,~m]ws:
Lyn~ Mass.~ 429 ~road Street~ John W. Peck, Mgr.~Te!. Breaker~ l!0!
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Central Station
17~ SUMMER STREET, BOSTON, MASS°
Represented by NELSON WHITNEY, Gem Manager a~d Treasurer

"SPA RK SER VICE"
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LUX F RB F QUJPMENT COo
818 PARK SQUARE BUILDING

BOSTON, MASS°

GEORGE Ho WHITNE~~, Manager

Telephone Nenmore
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PY~NE M~NUFACTURING CO.
Organ~ers of PrNate Fire Departments~Extinguishera Recharged and Renewed
BADGER~ WHITNEY iND AUTOFRYSTOP FI~ EXTINGUISHERS

~

BOSTON, MASS,

NEWBURY STREET
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ADDRESS OF WELCOME
BY CHIEf" CI-IA~L~S"H. FI~ENCH., MANCI-IEST~I~, No H.
Representing the .New Hampshire Fire Chiefs Association
Chairman Pope, Ladies and Gentlemen, M~mbers of the New England Association: This is kind of a put-up j6b~.n me b.ymy colleague on the Board of Direco
tots of the New England Association, but in behalf of the New Hampshire Fire
Chiefs we welcome you here to this beautiful spot. I know that you must have
had a good time three years ago when you were here because so many voted to
return here for their convention, and rest assured that you are welcome here to New
Hampshire, we are glad to see you come here and we wi!! do everything that we can
to have you go away with a good taste in your mouth. Thank you°
PRESIDENT POPE: We will now have a response to the addresses of welcome by Chief John So Pachl of the Annex Fire Department of New Haven, Conn~cticut.

RESPONSE TO ADDRESSES OF WELCOME
BY Cm~r JoHN S. P~CH5
Annex Fire Department, New Haven, Connecticut
President Pope, Reverend Clergy, Genera! Bowen, Mr. Cournoyer and Past
President French representing the New Hampshire Fire Chiefs Association: In
behalf of The New England Association of Fire Chiefs we desire to express to you
our sincere thanks and appreciation for your very hearty welcome.
It is a far cry from those memorable days of 1923 when Chief Murray and I
used to drive daily to Bridgeport in my old Ford to that first convention held under
the leadership of that venerable and amiable Chief Dan Johnson.
Since then we have seen the .fire service throughout New England improve to
its present high degree of efficiency due to this Organization’s leadership and the
co-operation and the aid given by the New England states through their officers,
the Governors, the Education officials and others.
We have seen the formation of new Chiefs Clubs, County Mutua! Aid Associations, Drillmasters’ Associations, and Regiona! Firemen Training Schools
throughout the whole of New England.
We have met in every stage several times. The hand of we!come has been extended to us by every town we have met in, including this wonderful little community of Dixville Notch. We have always been received in a friendly way and
have been cordially invited to return. This speaks volumes for our Association and
the esteem in which it is he!d,~ May this Association’s activities always warra~nt the
continuation of the friendly esteem with which we are welcomed here today.

MEMORIAL EXERCISES
PRESIDENT POPE: Now, ladies and gentlemen, during the Memorial
Exercises we will refrain from any applause. We will start these Memorial Exercises
with a selection by the Quartette.
Selection by the Quartette.

PRESIDENT POPE: Is the bugler in the ha!l? If so, I would like to have
him step forward.
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REDDY K~LOW~
Your El~c~r~cal

33 STATE $TREE% BANGOR~ MA~NE

Display and Sales Room

MA~NE

SANFO~D
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The American Oil Company
PORTLAND, MAINE

Chief OLIVER T. SANBORN, Board of Directors, Portland, Me.
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We wi!l now have the reading of the Rol! Call of the deceased mere_ .bets by the
Secretary, since the last convention.

ROLL CALL OF DECEASED MEMBERS
S~Ca~TAI~¥ Jo~- W.
WALTE~ E. SHA~r~ON, Chief, Wakefield, Rhode Island; admitted to membership, February 18, 1929; died, April 21, 1939.
I~vi~o C. WXlT~, Chief, Bedford, Massachusetts; admitted to membership~
March 20, 1930; died July 16, 1939.
J~I~ F. S~ZlVa~, Ex-Chief, Fall River, Massachusetts; admitted to
membership, June 2, 1924; died, August 8, 1939.
Wlzzla~ C. S~Pa~, Ex-Chief, Pittsfield, Massachusetts; admitted to membership, June 15, 1923; died, September 2, 1939.
J. L~sT~ HOWZA~D, Chief, Hyannis, Massachusetts; admitted to membership, January 9, 1934; died, November 3, 1939.
WlzzIa~ E. C~T~, Ex-Chief, Burlington, Vermont; admitted to membership,
January 26, 1928; died, November 22, 1939.
Fa~ C. Ma~TI~, Chief~ Cohasset, Massachusetts; admitted to membership,
May 15, 1925; died, November 29, 1939.
F~a~¢ J. Mo~Is, Ex-Chief, Lawrence, Massachusetts; admitted to membership, July !2, 1923; died, December 3, 1939.
A~r T. O~so~, Walpole, Massachusetts; admitted to membership, October
5, 1922; died, December 6, 1939.
D~m~5 W. Fg~sr~, Ex-Chief, Great Barrington, Massachusetts; admitted to
membership, June 20, 1923; died, December 9, 1939.
Fso~ E. MCGSA~F~I~, Chief, Presque Isle, Maine; admitted to membership,
May 27, 1933; died, January 28, 1940.M~o~ G~svI~, Chief,-Naugatuck, Connecticut; admitted to membership,
Jm~e 26, 1934; died, February 21, 1940.
Rufus A. C~TT~D~, Chief, Haverhill, Massachusetts; admitted to mernbership, June 14, !934; died, February 24, 1940.
G~o~o~ F. B~oD~, Marlboro, Massachusetts; admitted to membership~
.June 23, 1938; died, March
8, 1940.
.
WILLIAM H. DAOOETT, Ex-Chief, Springfield, Massachusetts; admitted to
membership, June 21, 1927; died, ~ay !8, 1940.
EDWarD E. C~s~ Ex-Chiet; Lynn, Massachusetts; admitted to membership,
May 27, 1925; died, May 30, !940.
PRESIDENT POPE: As a token of respect to our departed brothers we wi!1
stand for a moment of silence.
(Members and guests stood for a moment in silence.)
We will now have another selection by the quartette.
Selection by the Quartette.
PRESIDENT POPE: The memorial address, followed by the benediction,
will now be given by our Chaplain, Rev. Michael F. Co!lins; Father Collins.
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MEMORIAL ADDRESS
REv. Fm MICHAEL F. COLLINS
Chaplain
Mr. President, Distinguished Guests, Members of the New England Association of Fire Chiefs, and Ladies and Gentlemen: In honoring the memory of your departed comrades, [I would ask you to come in spirit this morning and stand with me
at the gates of a cemetery, any cemetery, any .place in New England; and as we
look in upon that ha!lowed ground, a scene of peace presents itself to our eyes.
Surely we think this is a city in itself. This is a city wherein sleep the honored dead.
The bright sunlight streams down fi°om the heavens above° The green grass and the
order!y rows of crosses al! help to give us that sense of calmness and peace.
As we enter through the gates we see there below us a sad scene, for there
before an open grave is assembled a group of people; and upon approaching closer,
we find that here the last services, the last tribute of respect, is being paid to the
chief of the fire department. And standing before that grave are the men whom he
commanded°
We listen to the prayers of the clergyman. We hear the words of the firemen’s
ritual; and as we bow our heads to pay our last tribute of respect, perhaps we say in
our hearts, "He was a good man, yes, a good man." But if we were to elaborate
upon that, our words of praise for our departed comrades would encompass more
than that, because we would reveal the days that we knew him, the days of friendship, the days of comradeship. Then, too, we would realize the endeavors that he
had made, the service that he had given to his community.
Perhaps it is a chief that died in the line of duty, a chief that followed to the
letter the words of our Master, "Greater love than this no man hath than he lay
down his life for his friend." A chief that died leading his nfen in battle; a chief that
lived up to the last to the great words of every chief that he would not ask his men
to go where he himself would not go.
Or perhaps it is a chief and a .comrade that you have known for many years, a
chief that grew old in the fire service, a chief not required perhaps to lay down his
life in battle against the flames, but nevertheless a chief who is every inch a hero,
a chief that devoted his life to the service of his community, a chief l~erhaps whose
years crept upon him, whose years were shortened by the rigors of his duties, a man
that tried in his own community to improve conditions and perhaps could not do
anything about it; a chief who perhaps laid awake nights worrying over the possibilities of conflagration, knowing his department was undermanaed, knowing his
apparatus was obsolete, old and worn, and perhaps aware of money in that community approp~Tiated for some other purpose than the safeguarding of life and
property. A chief who went out and sought to substantiate the laws, the laws on
explosives, the laws on fireworks, and instead of being able to enforce those laws,
at every turn hindered by the politicians of a city, the men that have no regard for
the lives and property of the citizens as long as they finish and fulfill their selfish
ends° All those things weigh upon the mind of a fire chief; those things weigh him
down and cause him to grow old in the service, but that man is every inch a true
chief.
And then, perhaps, with these thoughts in our mind as we turn away from the
grave of our departed comrade, we throw back our shoulders a little bit, perhaps we
straighten up a little more; and the thought comes to our minds, as it does to every
one who succeeds the chief before him, that his battle would not be in v.ain, that
you will take up the burden, you will carry the torch for him, that you wi!! take up
the aims and purposes which he had in mind and try to fulfill them°
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JOHN B’ VARI(~B (~OMPANY
MANCHESTER, N. H.
Main Store, 801-819 Elm Street
Warehouse No. 1, Nutfield Lane
Warehouse No. 2, West Auburn Street
Warehouse No. 3, Valley Street
Agricultural Store, Depot Street
Telephone Connecting All Departments 4560
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Chief CHARLES H. FRENCH, Board of Directors, Manchester, N. H.
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Let that be the lesson of this memorial address, that as these men have laid
down their burdens and gone to their eternal rewards, that you realize the problems
that face you, that you realize the struggle, that you will lend your endeavors to the
best interests of your municipality, to the honor and glory of the fire service.

Let us stand and bow our heads in benediction.
O God, our Heavenly Father, we reCommend to Thy tender care and loving
mercy the souls of our departed comrades. While they lived, we cherished them,
honored them and respected them. Now that they are gone, we recommend them
to Thy mercy. During their lifetime they sought to serve Thee and their community. We ask you now, O Lord, to enable us to carry on the burdens that they
have placed upon our shoulders. May they one and al! have eternal rest and may
perpetual light shine upon them. We ask you to bless our dead today, and we ask
you in the words that you yourself taught us to use in prayer:
Our Father, Who art in Heaven, hallowed be Thy Name. Thy Kingdom come,
Thy Will be done on earth as it is in Heaven. Give us this day our daily bread, and
forgive us our trespasses as We forgive those who trespass against us, and lead us not
into temptation, but deliver us fi’om evil. Amen.
Selection by the Quartette.
TAPS sounded at the close of the selection by the Quartette.
PRESIDENT POPE: The Secretary has some important announcements to
make. This is one of them I know nobodyis" interestedin. It has something to do
with the meal periods.
SECRETARY O’HEARN: We have made arrangements for the noon meal
at twelve rather than one and the evening meal at six rather than at seven o’clock
for the rest of the time we are here.
Now this evening, as the program states, Chief Allen will put on his pictures,
and the Chief and Mrs. Allen are very anxious that a!l the ladies come, if possibleo
After the pictures the ladies are going to play some games that Mrs. Alien has
arranged, but the men we want to hold because of a very important session. We
thought we would have the Round Table first and then the pictures after the talk,
but Chief Allen says it won’t make any difference, so we will have the pictures first
and the Round Table last. These pictures of Chief Allen’s show the more intimate
things of the convention that the-public doesn’t see, and Chief Allen wants the
ladies to see what their men do in the inner circles after dark. These pictures are
never shown outside of our organization. Nobody sees them but ourselves, and Chief
Allen wants you to see how well he has behaved during the convention.
I think, Mr. President, that this is all for the present. Try and fill this hall
tonight; come and see these pictures.
The President has asked me to tell you of the importance of being here at two
o’c!ock for the opening business session. We have a !or of impo’rtant business to do
at this convention, men. It is my opinion and the opinion of those on the inside, that
this will be one of the most important conventions we have ever held. There is not
any question but what the firemen and policemen are going to be the first line of
defense in our country. Many of us are not in a position to tel! you what is going on.
There are one or two men in the room right now who know what is going on and they
are not at liberty to tell you what is going on, but there are certain things that we
must be ready with in preparedness. These men may let some of the secrets out
but they are not allowed to let them a!! out, so, men, come to these sessions. As I
said, I think there is no doubt this is going to be one of the most important con31
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ventions we have ever had because of the conditions in our country, as well as
conditions abroad.
PRESIDENT POPE: The meeting is now adjourned until two o’clock ~chis
afternoon°

TUESDAY, JUNE 25
2P.M.
PRESIDENT POPE: Now, gen’demen, I have an announcement to make and
it is this, that the members of the convention wi11 receive a specia! rate of $2.50 for a
round trip to the summit of Mr. Washington on the cog railway. Please identify
yourself as a member of the convention at the base station ticket office.
There has been a little change in our afternoon session due to the fact that one
of our speakers has to get away, and that is in the case of Mr. C. William Johnson,
Assistant Secretary of the Insurance Company of North America, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Mr. Cadman has agreed to swap places with him due to the fact that
Mr. Johnson has to leave, so I wi!l start the meeting off by presenting to you Mr. Co
William Johnson of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania° His topic is the "Co-operation
Between Insurance Companies and Fire Departments", and I am glad to say that
every day as we go along it seems to me as though we are arriving at a better stage
of co-operation and agreement with thd insurance companies. Particularly is that
true in the case of the National Board, where we have received very excellent
co-operation, both for our New England Association and also the International
Sd_I take pleasure in presenting Mr° C. William Johnson.

CO-OPERATION BETWEEN INSURANCECOMPANIES
AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS
BY Co WILLIAk2¢I JOI-INSON

Assistant Secretary, Insurance Company of North America
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Mro President, Honored Guests and Members of the New England Association
Fire Chiefs: I am very happy indeed to be here and I want to assure these friends in
New Hampshire that I was very glad indeed to move out of Philadelphia tem~
porarily and make room for Governor Murphy so he could attend the Republican
Convention. I only hope he is going to come back with a splendid job done.
There is a story told about an old colored preacher who wanted to deliver a
sermon on the International situation to his congregation, so he started off by
saying -"Now, we’ve got to do somethin’ about this situation over here in China.
Those Japs over there are killing off the women and children; somethin’ ought to be
done about it." One of the deacons on the rostrum turned to his fellow deacon and
said, "Amen, Brother, that’s tellin’ ’era."
The preacher went on: "We’ve got to do somethin" about the situation in
Gelmaany; they’re killing all the innocent people, the women and children~ and
patting them in concentration camps. Somethin’ ought to be done about it."
"Amen, Brethren, Ha!lelujah."
"On top of that we’ve got to get down to business and do somethin’ about the
chicken stealing in our community." And the deacon said- "Oh, he!l, .he’s quit
preachin’ and gone to meddlin’."
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State Oil Co.
W. L. SCOTT, Treas.
STATE DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Atlantic Refining Co.’s Products
Atlantic White Flash Gasoline
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MANCHESTER, N., H.

Chief SELDEN R. ALLEN, Past President, Brookline, Mass.

SAMUEL EASTMAN COMPANY
Sole Manufacturers and Patentees of

The Eastman New Nozzle System
Improved High Pressure Outfits
Unexcelled for Simplicity of Control

Please write for Catalogue

EAST CONCORD, N. H.
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I don’t want you gentlemen to think that because Fire Insurance is on the
program it is a subject of meddling.
One night over the telephone Gracie Allen made this remark, "If I talk twice as
much, I only have to be half right," but I won’t talk twice as much and I am sure
I wil! try to be right, so am going to talk to you fi’om a few notes.
The subject assigned to me was "Co-operation Between Insurance Companies
¯ and Fire Departments", and I just want to add "in the elimination of fire waste",
because I do feel we are already co-operating splendidly, not only fire departments
and fire insurance companies, but also fire marshals.
Since I have been down in Pennsylvania, I have been able to pick up a few of
the remarks of the so-called Pennsylvania Dutch, and in speaking of co-operation
they emphasize it th,!,s way -- "it is easy ezaough to line up two posts, but a he!l of a
job to line up three. But, I think in this case we have lined up fire insurance and
fire departments and fire marshals, and even the public, generally, recognize that
fact.
,
The business of insurance is charged with a responsibility to the public to constantly reduce the cost of insurance and at the same time maintain the highest
standard of security° It is only natural, then, that the insurance companies should
co-operate with al! those interested in fire prevention and fire protection activities.
There is no group more alert to these things (fire prevention and elimination of fire
waste) than you Fire Chiefs as the leaders of these splendid groups of dri!led and
disciplined firemen, known to us as City or Municipa! Fire Departments. And
I want to personally, right now, and I am glad to do that, extend the best wishes of
Fire Chief Davis of Philadelphia. I don’t know any man more interested in fire
prevention and fire protection and who has done such a splendid job than Chief
Davis. He just eats and sleeps fire prevention and fire protection. But you, too,
have a duty to the public, not only to prevent !oss of property when fires occur, but
also lives as well.
Let’s go back for a few minutes to the history or progress of Fire Insurance,
Fire Protection and Fire Prevention. The first insurance practiced in this country ¯
with the form_ing of the Co!onies was Marine Insurance and followed natural!y the
trade with European countries, but soon a need developed for Fire Insurance on
houses, warehouses, and manufacturing plants as well as their contents. No activity, however, was given to preventing fires, but the people did attempt to extinguish fires, should they occur, which really formed the nucleus for our first
fire fighting equipment.
Bucket Brigades were formed, some of which were maintained by the Fire
Insurance Comps.hies themselves, and you wi!l be interested in knowing that these
insurance compames used fire marks or plates on the various buildings which they
insured, indicating it was insured in their specific company, and if you go to Phi!adelphia today you will see a number of these fire marks still hanging on many of the
old buildings.
Of course this produced many interesting conditions, even competition, so that
if one of these company brigades responded to a fire and found that sorae other
company insured the buildings they would just walk off°
These brigades were soon followed by hand pumper engines of al! types and
sizes, some of which are well preserved today in museums and in the headquarters
of some of the old volunteer fire company stations.
If~yqu
to Company
be in Philadelphia,
we wouldBuilding
appreciate
much
your
visitin~
the happen
Insurance
of North America
andvery
seeing
some
of
these on display, along with a very complete co!lection of fire marks.
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I would also like to mention that if you happen to be in New York City~
Harold Smith, President of the Home Insurance Company, has a very valuable col
lection of these old fire marks and fire department relics in his office building at the
corner of Wi!liam and Maiden Lane, and I am sure he would appreciate your visit°
Later came the rather crude steam fire engines, until today we have the highest
type of gasoline propelled pumper, supplemented with chemicals, foam-mixing
devices, ladder truck and small speed units for quick response (with first aid hand
extinguishers); the very latest fire alarm systems for prompt and accurate notifica~
tion of fires, and in the congested, high-valued areas in many of our larger cities
there are individual high pressure purnping systems, with special water mains, to
obtain large quantities of water at. high pressure.
In addition, if the cities are located near navigable water, modern fire boats
with hose, monitor nozzles and chemicals are also available
With the growth of industrial and mercantile establishments and the
portance of these institutions in the life of the community, something had to be
done to prevent interruption of their continued operation by fire, so it was not only
necessary to stop a fire promptly but, if possible, prevent one from starting by
studying all hazardous operations and arranging to segregate them either in better
type of construction, or arrange for protection, which was really the start of our
first Fire Prevention efforts°

Today we reverse the order and think of Fire Prevention first; then, Fire Prom
tection and, third, Fire Insurance.
The tremendous strides made in our chemical industry- whi!e a blessing in
addi.ng more comforts and bettering living conditions- has also brought up a
combination of hazards that has made it necessary for not only Insurance Companies
but our Fire Departments as we!l as Safety Organizations to study these conditions
very carefu!ly and co-operate with the manufacturers in not only maintaining safe
conditions for manufacture, but also for merchandising, storage and final use°
In some respects we can almost say that with the splendid co-operation that we
now have between Insurance Carriers, Fire Departments, Fire Marshals’ Offices
and the manufacturers themselves, together with our great research institutions~
such as the Underwriters Laboratories, National Board of Fire Underwriters and
the National Fire Protection Association, we have been ab!e to devise methods of
not only preventing fires from starting, but if through accident they do occur~
special methods of extinguishing, so that now we actually are using certain types
of chemicals to extinguish chemical and oi! fires.
While I fee! I am imposing on the audience by quoting figures, I feel sure that
some of you like to get rather definitely in your minds some figures as to losses
nation-wide, and I am taking a chance, therefore, in quoting just a few.
First~ the accomplishment of the efforts of fire protection and fire prevention
in the average rate reduction for insurance, nation-wide, over a period of several
years.
In 1921 the average rate for all insured property was $1.05 per $100 of
surance.
In 1929, which was the year in which the largest volume of insurance premiums
were written, this average rate had dropped to 89c per $100 of insurance, and last
year, in 1939, it was 67c per $100 of insurance. Showing a drop of 2c since 1938o
Actually, that .rneans in ten years the drop was 22c or approximatdy 25%°
That, alone, should convince the public that it pays to co-operate in fire protection
and fire prevention activities°
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Then I think you will also be interested in nation-wide losses° In 1939 these
reached $313,000,000. Our low year, .1934, it was $275,000,000; however, 1937 was
really the low year with on!y $209,000,000° "get it is only a few years since this has
been as high as $500,000,000 annua!!y, so there have been splendid gains made°
I hardly think it is necessary to quote some of the principa! causes of fire. I am
sure all of you are quite familiar with them, but if you analyze them, there is an
awful lot of it that is nothing more than carelessness° For instance, abuses of
electric wiring and appliances stands first with ~;26,400,000~ °defective overheated
chimneys and flues is second with $20,900,000~ spontaneous xgnition is third with
~!6~800,000; careless smoking, which !cads in number of fires (86,700) is fourth on
the list with $15,500,000 and so on.
But the interesting thing to me is the result of fires in our commercial institu~
tions; statistics show that 43% of the concerns suffering severe fires are not able to
resume operations° 17% that were able to furnish financial statements before the
fire were no longer able to do so. !4°-/o suffered a severe reduction in their credit
ratings and the remaining 26%, while unaffected as to credit ratings, nevertheless
suffered serious losses in other ways.
Probably two of the greatest contributing factors in the reduction of fire !osses
are fire resistive construction and automatic.sprinklers, and I don’t think it is fair to
pass up a meeting like this without mentioning the progress of thpse two features°
We have been able to do with fireproof construction what we never have been able
to do in other types of construction° Our Building Codes have been circulated now
to the point where every fire department knows them and knows the conditions for
their application, and are co-operating splendidly in getting the building codes in
force in their various cities°
If you wi!l excuse a personal interest, because I happen to be Chairman of the
Automatic Sprinkler Committee of the National Fire Protection Association, but I
want you Fire Chiefs to know we have just been able to work out a new set of
sprinkler ruleso Our old rules were built around more or less isolated risks and
we were not giving proper credit in the rules for our splendidly equipped fire depart°
ments and improvements in the city water supplies. These rules were not flexible
enough under the changed conditions and if you men are familiar with those old
rules you wi!l have in mind that they started out requiring two independent water
supplies. We ignored tha~ and started from the basis that a good city water supply
backed up with a good fire department was standard, and where buildings and
values were large, additional prwate supplies could be added°
With the congestion in our cities today, automobiles parked .Ml"-0ve@etCo~ I
think the fire department needs something for first line defense and I know of nothing better than automatic sprinklers for that purpose~ so in the new rules we have
given a little more space and attention to the use of the steamer connections°
I don’t know how some of you Fire Chiefs get in to fight basement fires today
with the conditions as they are. There are chemicals stored there~ which throw out
fumes, although it was said this morning and I think it is a fine thing to be said
of fire chiefs, that they won’t send their men in where they wouldn’t go themselves° I don’t blame them for not sending men in some of these basements, for some
of them are almost impossible to get in and out of.
If~vou can onD_ arrange_ to~ _get sprinklers in such., places, and then. make sure
that you ~et water there through the steamer connection, or.d~rect c~ty supply, you
have’got ~he best protection possible, and there wi!l be no need to send men in such
places where you might even take chances with gas masks°
Some cities today are seriously considering some plan of underground parking
to eliminate the automobile congestion on the streets and I think you Fire Chiefs
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should be sympathetic towards this move, study it carefu!ly and do everything you
can to encourage such a plan. If this is done, naturally automatic sprinklers wi!!
be the required protection and would be included in any suggested ordinance or
recommendations.
Many of our cities have been able to relieve this congestion by the tearing
down of obsolete buildings that are no longer profitable for renting and were nothing
more or less than fire breeders and using the ground for open air parking placeso
However, a charge is made here and we stil! have the public ignoring such places
arid stil! using the streets for parking purposes and they wi!l continue to do so until
some such plan of free parking is arranged.
’
After all, it seems to me that water is still the best type of fire extinguisher but
it can no longer be applied in the old-fashioned way. Therefore, fire departments
must be entirely familiar with the location and type of chemicals stored, so when
they respond to a fire.they wi!l know what to expect.’ This calls for careful survey
a~d continuous follow-up by uniformed firemen.
There is just one thing I want to mention. Of the three hundred and thirty
million in losses in 1939 one-third occurred in dwellings. That means about one
hundred million dollars in losses in dwellings and out of the 10,000 lives which were
!ost during the year from fires, either directly or indirectly, two-thirds of them
happened in these homes and one-half of the individuals were children.
It seems to me that we have done a splendid job in our industrial firms and in
our mercantiles and in our warehouses, and the men connected with those organizations are thoroughly familiar with fire prevention, but when they get into the
home they forget all about it, so we today have the job of carrying fire prevention
into the homes. Most of us would be surprised, but I think the casualty corrtpanies
te!l us that the most dangerous place is in the home.
So we still have a big job to do that is not finished by any means; I am positive
we aren’t ready to take advantage of the short day week we hear so much about.
I heard a story at the United States Chamber of Commerce meeting in Washington
not so long ago on the question of short hours, short work weeks, or whatever you
want to cal! it.
Old George, a colored farmer, was asked by a man on the street one day,
~’What time do you go to work in the morning? .... Bos, Ah doan go to work in de
mawnin"; Ah’s surrounded with it when Ah gits up."
It seems to me that is a pretty good definition of fire protection work and fire
prevention. It is all around us.
There is one little word of four letters that comes to my mind every now and
then, and it seems to me fits in nicely with what we think of as fire department men,
the chief and his associates, and that is the word "AREA". If you will each take
that little word and measure yourself with it, with this interpretation: A is for
ability. R is for reliability. E is for endurance, and A is for action. I think that
applies to our fire department men as splendidly as anything I can think of. I would
just like to dose with this clipping I ran onto the other day. It is headed -- "Time
to Quit".
"Business would cease to be the great adventure it is if things always came
easily. Half the fun is in the battle! The biggest thrills are the result of conquering
difficulties and winning against odds.
"John H. Patterson who built the great Nationa! Cash Register Company
once made the lot!owing statement: ’If there ever comes a time when courage will
not be necessary, when it will not be necessary to fight against obstacles, I shall
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know it is time to put up the shutters~ turn off the power and draw the fires for all
time.’ Most business executives will say ’Amen’ to that!
"We may bellyache about hard times, we may sob about lack of business~ but
when we check up we wil! find that adversity has brought, out the best in ourselves
and our co-workers. Horses are trained by jumping them over hurdles° Men, too~
are built by hurdling obstacles. The heavy seas make the great sailors.
"So thank God for difficuhies !"
Thank you.
PRESIDENT POPE: Now before Mr. Johnson leaves, I would like to know
whether or not the members have any questions. He would be only too pleased to
answer them.
CHIEF BURNS, Bridgeport, Conno: I move that we extend a rising vote of
thanks to Mr. Johnson for this splendid talk.
(MOtion seconded and carried°)
PRESIDENT POPE: Now we wil! call for a report of a committee that was
made in reference to the dues, and the Directors held a meeting !ast night at which
time they very thorougBly discussed that phase, particularly with reference to the
dues in our !ocal organization and those in the International° I would like to cal!
on a member of that committee to make a report of just what the Directors found°
Chief Tierney.
CHIEF TIERNE¥, Arlington, Mass.: Mn Presiden% as chairman of the
committee to look into the matter of increasing the dues and with the approval of
the Board of Directors, I make a motion that the dues in New England remain as
at present at three dollars and th~se~th~t~lec~ to join Internationa! pay three
do!lars additional to International.
CHIEF ALLEN, BrooNine, Mass~= I rise to second that motion.
PRESIDENT POPE: You have heard the motion, which has been seconde&
~! those in favor, say aye~ those opposed, no. It is a vote in the aNrmative~
CHIEF ROOT, Springfield, Mass.: There wan’t any chance for discussion on
that.
SECRETARY O’HEARN’: I move you~ sir~ that we reconsider the motion
j~st passed.
CHIEF ALLEN: I rise to a poin~ of order. ~ou can’t reconsider aher a vote
is passe& However, I.will waive that~
CHIEF ROOT: NI right, I will standby
PRESIDENT POPE: Now, gen~emen, we al! know how we have been ~reated
at various conventions by the Gamewell Company~ We all know the type of service
that the Oamewel! Company have been rendering to the fire departments in this
comatry and Europe for a gt, eat nmnber of years, and now it is my p!easure to pres~nt to you Mr. E. J~ McCarthy, General Sales Manager of the Gamewe!l Company, and his topic will be. that ~errible scourge of al! fire depar~ents, ~The
Delayed Na~". Mr~ McCarthy.
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DELAYED ALARMS
Genera! Sales Manageb The Gamewell Company
Newton Upper Fails, Mass.
Mr. President, Members of the New England Association of Fire Chiefs and
Guests: It is a pleasure to appear before you and address you on the subject of
delayed alarms.
The Allied army, numericMly, was sufficient to defend France against invasion,
but they were inadequately equipped to meet the menace that confronted them°
The same condition exists with our-fire-fighters. Firemen are carefully selected as
to mental and physicM requirements, they risk their lives in defense of our homes
and business against our most destructive enemy, but are. they properly supplied
with the means and equipment to effect the results ,are expect? Expressions of
sympathy for the soldiers of France are common, but l~_ow much sympathy is expressed when a fireman’s life is lost while fighting a fire so far beyond contro! when
the Marm is given that it is merely a burnt offering to the. Gqd of Unpreparednesso
The 1939 fire loss in the United States brings the total reported destruction of
physicM values by fire up to more than nine billions of dollars for a period of 23 years.
Adding 25% to cover uninsured and unreported property losses gives an average
arlm~al property loss i.n excess of five hundred mi!lions of dollars. There is no basis
for making a definite estimate of the far greater intangible losses entering into the
annual fire waste but the best informed authorities on the subject . . . The Underwriters o o . generally assume that the addition of these factors result in a total
fire cost approximately three times greater than the direct loss of physics! values.
Every sixty seconds, fire takes its terrible tol!. In cold hard facts, more than
one-half a million destructive fires occur each year in the United States alone o o .
at the rate of one every minute of the day and night, in spite of an annum investment of more than $200,000,000.00 for the maintenance of fire departments and
fire-fighting equipment, American yearly fire losses total half a billion dollars in
property alone. Fire is no respector of persons; once each minute someone finds
that out! During a recent 12-year period, the record shows that fires involving 40%
of the fire loss were attributed to unknown causes; thus indicating delays in the discovery and announcement which permitted the spread of flames to a point which
effectuMly destroyed all evidence of cause.
Reducing elapsed time between the outbreak of fire and the application of
the fire extinguishing resources of the community strikes definitely and directly at
the excessive annum fire loss. No time is lost after the existence and !ocation of
fire is known. This is a positive statement, yet it is true beyond any possibility of
doubt. Your fire departments are admittedly efficient, trained to instant response
after the location of fire is made known to you, and with modern motor-driven
fire-fighting equipment, arrive at the scene of fire in the shortest time humanly
possible. Indiscriminate criticism of delays on the part of fire departments are
sometimes heard, but investigations of these charges invariably prove them without foundation in fact, and generMly result in proving that inadequate provision
was made for notifying the department.
. Behind every large fire loss there is almost invariably the story of a delayed
alarm. Unfortunately these large property and life losses which daily occur in some
part of the country are too frequently accepted as unavoidable. Yet, they are
avoidable and at a cost equal to only a small percentage of the value of property
annually destroyed by fire.
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The remedy is the prompt transmission of alarmso And I mean intelligible
alarms that definitely establish the location of fire.
During the Ancient and Middle Ages the larger communities established watch
towers within which watchmen were stationed and who maintained a constant
watch for fire. In fact, such towers were used in the larger cities of America as late
as the period of our Civil War. Think what our fire loss would be now if we were still
compelled to employ this primitive method of discovering and announcing the
existence of uncontro!led fire.
It is a far cry from the Watch Tower of the Dark Ages to the modern system for
detecting and announcing fire now available to us.
The invention of the Morse Telegraph paved the way for a method of transmitting intelligence of fire which has stood the test of time and all leading authorities
who have m_ade a study of the control of fire are agreed that the swiftest and most
dependable means of announcing fire to the fire department consists of a telegraph
alarm system used only for fire alarm purposes.
The discovery that the Morse Telegraph principle could be applied to a
mechanism properly enclosed and protected from weather and atmospheric conditions, which mechanism when manually actuated would then send a coded signs! or
number indicating the exact location~ established the basis for the fire alarm telegraph system. A chain is no stronger than its weakest link and to properly serve
its purpose, every element of the fire alarm system .... central station equipment, fire station equipment, boxes, and the connecting wires and cables o . o
must be adequate and properly coordinated. It is my purpose, however, to discuss
in this paper those dements of the system I consider most vital insofar as the
remedy for delayed alarms is concerned.
To the public at large, the fire alarm box is the fire alarm system° It is the one
element which they recognize and with which they are familiar. They shou!d have
the opportunity of becona_ing even more familiar with it. The Chamber of Commerce of the United States is responsible for the statement that there is practically
no city where there are enough fire alarm boxes. In order that alarms may be sent
promptly, there should be adequate box distribution. This means that at every
point within a municipal fire district where a fire, likely to endanger property and
life may occur, there should be a fire alarm box. And these fire alarm boxes should
be so !ocated as to obtain the highest degree of accessibility and visibility in each
case. They should be made as conspicuous as possible so that citizens wil! know
their purpose and be educated to their use in preference to any other means of
announcing fire.
Various methods have been employed and suggested for rendering fire alarm
boxes conspicuous, such as the use of a colored electric light over each box, special
coloring on a part of the nearest street lighting globe, the use of a gas or oil lamp
over each box, and other methods. The special colored electric light over each box
is undoubtedly the most effective but in many cases is extremely expensive° Utiliz~
ing light globes or other objects at some distance from the box as an indicating
means has been found ineffective. The use of a reflector of a distinctive design located over each box so that light from any source is reflected is inexpensive and an
excel!ent indicator by day as well as at night.
Adequate fire alarm box distribution will in itself provide the means for
terially reducing the elapsed time between the discovery of fire and its announcement to the fire department° But I wi!! go a step farther° How.about the elapsed
time getween the outbreak of fire and its discovery? Should the facilities for transmitting alarms paid for by public funds end at the curb line ?
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Do we not owe our citizens and taxpayers more than that ? The trend of modern
fire alarm practice is definitely toward, automatic fire detection° There are now auto~
rustic fire detecting devices on the market which have proven to be sufficiently
reliable for attachment to municipal fire alarm systems and I have sufficient con~
fidence in the inventive genius of~our fire alarm engineers to believe they will produce others. I wi!! briefly refer to a few subjects for the extension of the municipal
alarm system to the interiors of properties and the application thereto of automatic
fire detecting systems°
Our public buildings paid for out of public funds and in many cases uninsured,
should surely be given the best protection available. They include city hal!s, and
courthouses containing in practically every case irreplaceable, valuable records,
hospitals filled with the sick and helpless, schools in which for hours daily millions
of children and teachers are assembled. The average annual fire loss in schools of the
nation alone according to the record has for years averaged in excess of $5,000,000,
and the life loss has been exceptionally sever, e. These buildings are the property of
the public and it should be the duty of the officials having jurisdiction . oo o with
the co-operation of the taxpayers . ..o to adequately protect their own property
by taking ful! advantage of the established municipal fire alarm facilities.
Hotel fires attended by loss of life, particularly the Terminal Hotel fire in
Atlanta, the Kerns Hotel fire in Lansing, Michigan, the Minneapolis, Minnesota,
hotel fire, and the Queens Hotel fire in Halifax, Nova ~Scotia, are fresh in our minds.
The last mentioned, in which 28 persons perished and 19 others were severely
burned, was the subject of an exhaustive investigation and report. The conclusion
reached was that "with no form of alarm service and no means of automatic fire
protection o o o it is only remarkable that the disaster has not occurred before."
Is it not reasonable to assume that fire discovered at its beginning and the alarm
properly announced to the fire department would avert such calamaties ?
Little attention has apparently been given to the fact that churches which are
semi-pub!ic buildings have an unenviable fire record, comparable with schools
insofar as properly loss is concerned. Unoccupied for long periods and the fact that
they make particularly spectacular fires render churches especially attractive targets
for the fire maniac. No fire tragedies attended by loss of life have yet occurred in
the churches of this country, but there is the ever present possibility attendant
upon places of public assembly where large numbers of people congregate°
Then, our business interests, the life blood of our communities. Should they
not be entitled to the full enjoyment of the protection afforded by the municipal
fire alarm system for which they have paid in taxes, if they desire and are willing
pay for its expansion beyond the curbline.
With national defense uppermost in everyone’s mind, it is natural that you
fire chiefs should consider how your departments can contribute in this program°
Regard Jess of whether or not the Atlantic Ocean is sufficiently broad to protect us
from incendiary bombs, increased internal dangers of sabotage stil! remain.
understand that the U. S. Government is considering the appointment of a Committee on Municipal Signal Service for national defense; this committee to be
charged with the responsibility of investigating the adequacy of present municipal
fire alarm facilities of the nation. Such facilities are considered of paramount
portance because of the necessity for protecting the productive capacity of American
industries, as well as its citizens and property, at a time when ever-increasing
sabotage attempts may be expected. It is recognized that the fire alarm system is
the only dependable emergency signaling means, as evidenced by the following introductory statement contained in a booklet entitled ~The Fire Alarm System"
and recently published by the Federa! Security Agency of the Uo So Office of Education:
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"The fire alarm system of a city is of the utmost importance in its
relationship to the work of the fire department. It is lorobably no exaggeration to state that in practically all cases the fire alarm-bureau must function
efficiently before the fire department itself can go into action. The fire
alarm system is, in fact, the ~nerve center’ of the fire department, through
which the occurrence of fires is made known to the fire department without
dday, and with the highest possible degree of accuracy as to locationo"
The French Government spent millions of dollars in building the supposedly
impregnable defenses of the Maginot Line and in manning it with highly trained
and efficient personne!° Yet it proved tota!ly ineffective because of shortcomings
in other defenses. Our American municipalities have spent millions of dollars in
securing the finest motor-driven apparatus, in providing elaborate water systems,
in supplying hose and other supplies, in furnishing resuscitative equipment and
in providing highly-trained personnel for manning and using this equipment. Still
the fire ]oss mounts. This must be due to shortcomings in other defenses. Obviously,
if the fire department is not notified that there is a fire, it cannot do anything about
it. It is important that the fire department arrive at the fire during its early stages,
as there is a definite limit to the size of a fire which can be contro!led by al! the
known methods of fire extinguishment° There is no yet known resuscitative equip~
ment that will revive a dead man. To save life, the fire department must arrive at
the scene while life still remains.
In spite of the major importance of fire alarm in fire defense, it has been the
least publicized and, consequently, the most neglectedo You, as heads of the fire
defenses of your communities, can do much to arouse public consciousness of the
need for providing the means for "bridging the gap" between the detection of fire
and notification to your department in time to prevent serious loss of property and
lifeo It is only by reducing this elapsed time, which can only be accomplished
through the use of adequate automatic and manua! fire alarm facilities, that you
can hope to achieve the result you are striving for, namely, !ower life and property
loss from fire°
MEMBER: I move we extend Mr° McCarthy a rising vote of thanks.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
PRESIDENT POPE: Now in line with Mr. McCarthy’s paper, I would like
to state that as a member of a committee that is serving from the Massachusetts
Fire Chiefs Club, we are taking definite steps to try and have legislation passed
in Massachusetts that will require some sort of staple automatic signal to be given
in certain types of buildihgs, and we do feel in co-operation with the Department of
Public Safety we will have some degree of success when the Legislature meets in
1941.

CHIEF SLAMAN, Wellesley, Mass.: I would like to know, why is it some
members can belong to both organizations for five dollars and some have to pay
six dollars ?
PRESIDENT POPE: We wil! take that discussion up later when we get
through with the speakers.
EX-CHIEF Do W. HARFORD, So. Norwalk, Conno: Did I understand you
say that legislation would be passed as to the fire alarm system ?
PRESIDENT POPE: The automatic alarm where a large number of people
are housed, such as hotels and hospitals and dwellings of certain character.

EX-CHIEF HARFORD: Will that be an improvement of the alarm system
of the topic we just listened to ?
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PRESIDENT POPE: No. It will be accessory to the fire Mann system. In
other word% the Gamewetl Company and their laboratories are working on audible
signa! that would be sounded in buildings so that people sleeping in the buildings
will be aware of fire and it will reduce to some degree the cases Mro McCarthy
speaks Ofo The one Mr° McCarthy spoke of is more elaborate where it is connected
into the municipa! fire alarm where, when a certain degree is reached, an alarm is
sounded in fire headquarters°
! am wondering what the next fellow will talk about because he is a personM
friend of mine and I know he is capable of talking on different subjects, but his
topic here is "Before and After". As I read his name and definite affiliations, I find
he is Kenneth H. Erskine, Local Manager, Liverpool & London & Globe Insurance
Compa~,
Public
Committee,
BayPrevention
State Club,
Boston, and
they forgotChairman
to say he is
a veryRelations
active member
of the Fire
Committee
of
the Boston Chamberof Commerce. I want to say here publicly that while Mro
Erskine was a member of that committee our department received the very highest
degree of co-operation from his committee and I want to publicly thank Mr.
Erskineo I take pleasure in presenting him to this convention.

BEFORE AND AFTER
BY KENNETH Ho

E~s~x~

Local Manager, Liverpool & London & Globe Insurance Co,
Chairman, Public Relations Committee, Bay State C!ub, Boston
Mr. Chairman, Invited Guests and Members of the New England Association
of Fire Chiefs: I would be lacking in modesty if I didn’t take some objection to
the introductory remarks of your Chairman, but I must forgive him because I
know even his exaggerations were meant kindlyo
Some of you gentlemen no doubt have been wondering just why the chairman
.of the Public Relations Committee of the Bay State Club should have a place on the
program of this great Convention, and .what he can possibly have to say to you
~hat will be of interest.
As a matter of fact, ever since Chief O’Hearn invited me here, I have been
worried no end about the very same thing myself, and had it not been for the number of good friends I have amongst your membership, two of whom I am greatly
~ndebted to, I would have been somewhat hesitant about accepting the invitation
for my organization.
Your two members to whom I particular!y refer are Commissioner Wi!liam
Arthur Rei!ly and your esteemed President, Chief Samuel Jo Pope. It was my pleasure and good fortune to co-operate with these men during my chairmanshi~ of the
Fire Prevention Committee of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, a year or~so ago,
.and that I have had even a small part in the great work they are doing a!ong fire
prevention lines is a source of considerable pride and satisfaction° You wi!l therefore pardon me if I take this opportunity of publicly acknowledging the very high
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respect and warm personal regard I fee! for both of them by nominating fhem to the
Ha!1 of Fame, as the greatest Commissioner and Chief the Boston Fire Department
has ever had.
The subject of my talk appears m the program as Before and fte" , d
around that heading I was to have made a few remarks on greater co-operation
between the fire insurance industry and the fire service. But when I learned that
Mr. C. William_ Johnson was to speak on the same subject, I was forced to change
my ptans somewhat. Accordingly, I have also changed my topic, but this did not
occur to me until yesterday when, as I was driving up here, I passed several signs
along the road which read ~Prevent Fires- My Business, Your Business, Good
Business"° Although we must al! be impressed with the admonition to prevent
fires, I particularly like the thought behind the words, "My Business, 5:’our Busness~ Good Business." This implies that a certain interest and knowledge in
business should be your business, and conversely a certain interest on my part
your business is good business. And why not?
The New England Association of Fire Chiefs and the Bay State Club are very
much alike. Indeed there is a striking similarity of aim and purpose. Both are
voluntary organizations designed to benefit their members, protect their principles,
and improve the service rendered the public through a helpful interchange of ideas.
Whereas your membership is largely drawn fi’om the fire fighting forces of the
six New England States, ours is drawn from the field forces of the Stock Fire Insurance Companies, members of the New England Fire Insurance Rating Associationo Though our own membership is limited to those fieldmen, or state or
special agents as they are sometimes called, supervising a p.art of Massachusetts or
Rhode Island, there are three other similar organizations in New England, one or
another of which embraces practically al! of the 312 fieldmen operating in the entire
territory° These are the Connecticut Field C!ub, the Pine Tree State Field Club,
and here in New Hampshire, the Mountain Field Club.
While your business is basically the science of fighting fire, ours is basically the
science of insuring against loss by fire. And just as you have found it expedient to
broaden the scope of your work to include prevention and educational programs to
lessen the loss of life and property, we too have found it highly desirable to engage
in certain extra-curricula activities, such as fire prevention and education, municipM rating, investigation and prosecution of arson, ~esting and approval of various
devices and appliances and many other similar activities, al! in an effort to reduce
the tremendous !oss of property, and of life. Our combined efforts along these lines,
coupled with certain other influences~ have permitted ~s to consistently and
teriMly reduce our rates, thus making insurance more available to a greater number
of people and thereby lightening the financiM shock of disaster in every community.
Unfortunately there is a limit to these co!lateral efforts that both of us should
and do engage in. While you are primarily responsible to the governmenti head of
the community you serve, comprising that community are citizens and taxpayers,
who seem to have a proprietary, if not a dictatorial interest in anything that costs
them money~ to the end that today many fire departments are severely restricted
by budgets, which even threaten the proper maintenance of their equipmen~ and
personne!.
So too, we have behind our corporate structures, policy and stockholders to
whom our respective managements are finally responsible; and accordingly, we are
always conscious of the necessity of providing secure protection on the one hand
and a reasonable’ underwriting profit on the other°
In summing up this analogy, would it not be fair to say that while your work~is
fundamentally a public service it has developed into a big business, and that ours,
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though fundamentally a big business, has developed some of the aspects of a public
service? If this is so, and it seems to be a reasonable premise, there must be many
points of common interest on which we can co-operate to each other’s advantage.
Fearful that some of you may feel I am attempting to build up too dose a b!ood
relationship which might inevitably lead to interference, I want to inject right here
that any such attempt would be as objectionable to us as it would be to you. Any
coordinated effort should be based on a sympathetic understanding that your
business springs fi’om the roots of public service, ours from the roots of private enterprise~ that while there are certain parallel interests and activities, there are others
which bear no resemblance whatsoever. A good underwriter at best would make a
poor hoseman, and the most ef~cient chief might fail miserably as an insurance
examiner.
I must also make it clearly understood I am speaking for the Bay State and
other Field Clubs, not for the companies directly or for any of the organizations they
help sul~port. The formal co-operation they have and can give you is to be described
by the Yc;llowing speaker much more effectively than I possibly could.
About a year ago the Bay State Club embarked upon what it was pleased to
ca1! a public relations campaign. It did so primarily in an effort to revitalize its own
membership° Down through the fifteen years of its existence it had served its put’pose in periodically bringing together its members for discussions of problems and
subjects of p.ersona! interest, but its attendance was gradually dwindling to those
few convivial souls who would have met to "talk shop" on any reasonable pretext.
I don’t suppose anyone ever started such a campaign knowing-less about it
than we did. For a long time we didn’t know whether we had it, or it had us, but now
with a year of experience behind us we feel some real results can be achieved in the
future.
One of the many subcommittees appointed to study various phases of our
business, and the one in which you wil! be interested, was the Committee on Fire
Departments and Losses. ~’ou may properly wonder why we should combine Fire
Departments with Losses, but when you consider how great an effect you gentlemen
have on our loss ratios through your fire prevention, your fire extinguishment and
your salvage activities, the reason is quite obvious.
Next to the production of business itself losses are our greatest single problem.
It might even be said that our loss adjusnnents have been the most impor.~ant in~
fluence in the building of public confidence and respect as the business has developed down through the years.

The deliberations of this Committee on Fire Departments and Losses assumed~
therefore, a correspondingl3~ important position in our proposed program. It was
felt that although our relations with you had always been entirely friendly and
sympathetic, there had never been an attempt on our part to offer you the cooperation and assistance our mutual interests seemed to warrant.
We invited your Executive Committee to join with us at our February meeting~
and in spite of the misera)le weather had the pleasure of having Chiefs Alien,
Dooling, Hill, Mahoney, O Hearn and Tappin attend. Chief Alien was gracious
enough to show his splendid moving pictures and address us in his inimitable style.
As a result of this first get-together, at which we outlined our plan, you have
appointed a committee consisting of Chiefs Allen, Hill and Tierney to confer with
our committee on matters that may from time to time arise. We also made preliminary arrangements for a joint meeting later in the spring, accepting as a part of
our program Chief Allen’s invitation to a demonstration at his new co!lege. Because
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of conflicting activities this meeting has been put over until September, when I
promise you Chief Allen wil! think the American Legion has hit town.
For years we have felt our adjusters should cot, let freely with you on every loss
of any size, or wherever the conditions appear to warrant. We are sure that if this
practice is encouraged it wil! do much to eliminate some of the justifiable criticism
you have had of the manner in which some of our adjusters have acted. Certainly if
an adjuster is a member of yo.ur Association, he wi!! be more inclined to discuss
!osses with you, as I believe you will be with him.
Speaking of your occasional criticism of some of the losses that appear to be or
are over adjusted, I would only say that we do not, of course, condone any such
practice. As a matter of fact, we are doing everything possible to correct such
abuses. I would also remind you that such instances are relatively few in proportion to the number of losses we pay, and further that sometimes such payments are
due to circumstances over which we have no control, or knowledge, until it is too
late.
~
When you understand that these Special Agents comprising our membership
are constantly calling on every insurance agent in every town, city and hamlet
throughout the six New England States, you will appreciate why we feel we have a
pretty good medium for carrying your message and problems to citizens who should
be sympathetic to you in your respective communities.
Take, for example, the matter oflegislation in which you are interested, ’let’s
say.the model fireworks law you are now sponsoring, or bills on fire prevention, proposed building codes, or any other legislative matters of interest to y.ou, not detrimental to our own interests- we could and would gladly assist you in our travels
if you wi!l inform us of them°
These ideas are not original by any means. "~-ou must have had something of
this nature in mind when you instituted the Insurance Brokers Division of your
Association° Now I do not know how many such members you have, but I understand your goal is a thousand members and that you have now about 937° It would
not seem to me that it would be any great problem to get the remaining 63 just from
among these fieldmen and adjusters I speak of and for. As a matter of fact, I will
personally assume that responsibility, but in doing so I am going to suggest that
you boost your goal to 1500 members and then tell you how you can obtain that
figure before you next convene a year hence° If each and every one of you Chiefs
will when you return home survey the insurance agents of your particular communities, pick out the largest and most progressive and call them together, explain
your purpose in this work, tell them why you believe your business and theirs have
much in common and ask their support, I am sure that you wil! be agreeably surprised at the response. And once you get them with you, give them something to
do, so that you will hold their interest and support to the end that the New England
Association of Fire Chiefs wi!l become an everincreasingly important factor in community life.
Thank you.
CHIEF KOLTONSKI, Rutland, Vermont: Mr. President, I make a motion
that we give a rising vote of thanks to Mr. Erskine for his nice talk.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
PRESIDENT POPE: I don’t know whether any of you Fire Chiefs have ever
had any experience with leaks in underground storage tanks or not, but I can tell
you of one in my city whereby 2500 gallonsof ethy! high test gasoline was running
rampant under the basement floor of a garage and it was caused due to the fact
this particular installation it was what was known as an aqua pressure system,
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whereby for every gallon taken out a gallon of water flowed in fi°om the city mains
to take up the space left by the gasoline removed° Naturally that tank was under
pressure of some 50 p0ufids continuously, and a gasket let go in the top of that tank
and naturally the pressure in back of that forced out the entire 2500 gallons, and I
can assure you it gave every official in the Bostdn department a great deal of concern until that hazard had been removed. I am very pleased at this time to present
Mr. Cadman who is an authority on that subject, ~nd he is superintei~dent of the
Englnee, r, ing Department, the Schedule Rating Office of New Jer, s, ey, arid his topic
will be Leakage of Gasoline from Underground Storage Tanks , something that
I l~now all of our Fire Chiefs should be vitally interested in. Mr. Cadmam

LEAKAGE OF GASOLINE FROM UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS
BY R. Mo CADMAN
Superintendent, Engineering Department, The Schedule
Rating Office of New Jersey
Mr. President and Members of the New England Fire Chiefs Association:
It is a pleasure for me to be here and talk to you gentlemen. It is my first appearance
at one of your meetings in New England but there are a great many faces here
that I have seen at other meetings, such as the International Association and the
New Jersey Fire Chiefs Association, and I know we are going to get along pretty
wel! together.
I have prepared a paper on this subject, but instead of confining my remarks to
the paper I think I will just talk in an extemporaneous manner on this subject, and
after I have done so, we will have the shades drawn and show a few slides on the
screen to give us an idea what this leakage of gasoline amounts to.
About eight months ago there was a conference committee of the National
Fire Protection Association appointed. This conference committee consisted of
Jo Sanderson Trump of the Middle Department Rating Association in Philadelphia; Charles A. McGinley, Chief of the Fire Department of East Orange, New
Jersey; Go W. Mo Brown, Chief of the Fire Department of Newburg, New York;
Do Vo Stroop, of The American Petroleum Institute; Jo Ho Brown, Tidewater
Associated Oil Companies; Oo H. Gundlach, of Sinclair Refining Co.; Wi!liam Bo
White of New York Board of Fire Underwriters; Hono Ho E. Newell, Mayor of
Bloomfield, New Jersey, and also Secretary of the Flammable Liquids Committee~
and in addition to that he is assistant chief engineer of the National Board of Fire
Underwriters. He is right here in this room this afternoon. I. R. Ricker, President,
New Jersey Association of Municipal Engineers, and this last named member of
the committee was the first one on the committee or anywhere else to report trouble
from gasoline leakage, a rather unusual case. And the speaker is chairman of the
comm~tteeo
As I say, I am not going into great detai! on this and read the paper, but I will
call your attention to a few instances that have occurred and were brought to my
attention. I think we will have the shades drawn now and the lights put out, and
we wil! show a few pictures:
(After Mr. Cadman made the above remarks, the shades were drawn and some
slides were shown on the screen and explained by Mr. Cadman. The fol!owing is the
paper submitted by Mr. Cadman and covers the explanatory remarks relative to
the slides shown:)
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PATERSON, NEW JERSEY
Early in 1938 our attention was called to a. dangerous gasoline hazard in the
basement of the tenant mercantile building at 247-2!;7 Market Street in Paterson,
New Jersey.
Adjoining the east wall of the building is a gasoline filling station pumping
from buried tanks. For several weeks there had been a seepage of water and a
flammable liquid through this wa!! to the basement, whence it was pumped by a
sump pump into a soil pipe leading to the sanitary sewer.
Samples of the flammable liquid were tested and the flash points were 24° to
39° Fo The specific gravity was about °75° The samples were of a reddish coloro
It is claimed that ground around the tanks of gasoline service stations in the
vicinity has been dug up, but no leaks have been discovered.
A study of the geology and topography of this section indicates that there is an
underlying stratum of shale and that there is a natural valley where a stream once
flowed underneath the building in question.
There are gasoline service stations along the path of the brook at higher elevations, and also a large plant that reclaims oilso
The owner has dug around the foundation walls of the building and waterproofed them. Since this was done no gasoline or other flammable liquid has seeped
through. Tests have been made in the space between the first floor and the unexcavated portion of the basement and there was no indication of an explosive
atmosphere.
Since the source of the gasoline has not been found, it is reasonable to expect a
recurrence of this condition at some other point in the vicinity°

EAST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY
In December, 1938, the attention of Fire Chief McGinley was ca!led to the
seepage of gasoline into the transformer vault manhole at William and Lincoln
Street, East Orange, New Jersey, by the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey,
owners of the manhole° He and their representative investigated immediately and
found about 300 gallons of gasoline. The chief suspected the two service stations
on the northwest and southwest corners, but upon testing their gasoline tanks with
10 pounds of air pressure no leaks were found° These tanks were then dug up; stil[
without results.
.~.
Chief McGinley consulted witll gasoline company representatives to get their
views and experience, after which it was decided to test all stations in that vicinity~
and all stations within a half mile of that vicinity, were tested and no leaks found.
The next step was to test all stations within one mile of this manhole, and again no
leaks were found. Tests were made on the border line of an adjacent city without
results.
During all this time gasoline was continuing to flow into this manhole through
the sump outlet at its bottom. The chief next resorted to having testa made by
several of the large oil companies. They all agreed that it was gasoline, but were
unable to te!l what company manufactured it. During this time pure gasoline was
being pumped from this manhole at the rate of 335 gallons every two months from
December !938 until January- !940, or approximately 2,000 gallons from this
manhole.
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After using every means available they were. unable to discover the source of
this leako The Public Service Company decided to abandon this manhole and fill
it ino This was done in January, 1_940. Chief McGinley, however, was still worried
because of not knowing what might happen next, there being a four-story apartment building at the northeast corner of this street intersection fully occupied° It
had occurred to him that this gasoline m~ght be diverted into the basement of this
building. Fortunately this ~lid not happen° Instead it found its way into a telephone manhole about 30 feet across the street, and the seepage this time was much
lighter than originally and disappeared entirely in March, 1940.
At this time there is eve{y indication that this troublesome and dangerous
condition is cleared up, at least temporarily°
Throughout the investigation every possible effort was made to determine the
cause or source of the leak, but without the slightest success° It is hard to understand how so much gasoline could get away without it being discovered by the
owner.

NEWBURGH, NEW YORK
On December 21st, 1937, a complaint of gas odors in the basement of Sacred
Heart Church at the southeast corner of Ann Street and South_ Robinson Avenue~
Newburgh, New York, was received at fire department headquarters.
The Pastor of the Church stated that these odors were noticeable during the
Spring months of 1937 but seemed to disappear during the summer months.
A check-up of a!l gasoline stations in the immediate vicinity was started at
once. This resulted in the testing of gasoline tanks at eleven gasoline stations
within five blocks of the Church. T~he daily records of these gasoline stations were
checked and in no case revealed a gasoline loss. These tests consisted, in most cases~
of one half hour air test. Two of these tanks were found to be leaking, but it was
found that these two tanks had been out of service for some time and explosimeter
readings showed no indication of vapors in them.
In the meantime daily readings were made in the basement of The Sacred
Heart Church at points where vapors entered through the footings° These readings
varied considerably; sometimes no odors being apparent.
Three test wells were sunk and samples and meter readings were obtained from
these wells at various times. Daily barometer readings were compared with meter
readings, but apparently no connection existed.
Some old maps were obtained showing this area to have been a marsh and pond
area; the present grade level resulting from filling in.
A survey was made and the natural water level obtained. A pit was dug below
this natural level, thereby inducing a flow of water from this water table into the
pit. This flow of water carried on its surface gasoline. This pit was pumped out
daily starting March 3rd, 1938, and continuing through to June 30th, !938. Apo
proximately 250 gallons of gasoline was skimmed off the flow into the pit.
From time .to time the water level would lower to the point where no flow
occurred into the pit. The level was then built up by running water, through a
2~-inch hose line, into the test wells, at the Church, thereby flushing the ground,
having a tendency to wash any vapor condition away from the Church and towards
the pit.
Finally as the flow of water continued for several days with no indication of
gasoline and no further odors in the Church~ pumping operations were discontinued.
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MIDDLETOWN, NEW YORK
On October 2nd, 1934, a fire occurred at the sewage treatment plant at Middletown, New York.
The operator at :the plant first noticed the fire in the coarse bar screen chamber
as the sewage entered the plant. It is believed that gasoline had been discharged
into the sewer system and followed the sewer to the treatment plant when the
vapors wer.e ignited by a spark or flame.
The fire was extinguished in about an hour with no very serious damage to the
equipment.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
On March 22nd, 1932, there was an explosion in the boiler room at 313-2!
West 37th.. Street, New York City, which severely injured the engineer of the building. When the fire department arrived, another exp!osion occurred which ki!led a
fire department lieutenant and injured nine firemen.
It is~ believed that the first explosion was caused by the ignition of gasoline
vapors that arose from a sump pit and the second explosion by the ignition of both
gasoline fumes and city gas, the gas meter having been ruptured by the first
plosion.
The ggsoline was traced to leaky fill pipes°

..

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
In January 1938 the seepage of gasoline was discovered in a conduit near the
Bell Telephone Company Exchange at 57th and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia.
About six months later an abandoned leaky tank with about 350 gallons of gasoline
was found under the floor of a nearby garage° The contents of the tank was pumped
out and the tank removed. This was probably the source of the gasoline seepage
into the conduit.

BUFFALO, NEW YORK
The Genesee Motoramp Garage is located in the heart of the downtown district in Buffalo, New York. This is a basement five-story modern fire-resistive
sprinldered ramp garage used for the park.ing and storage of automobiles with the
usual gasoline dispensing station_ in conjunction. The gasoline equipment consisted, until April, 1939, of four buried 1,000-gallon tanks with the gas displaced by
water pressure under a constant head of 15 pounds. This has since been replaced
entirely with a modern approved system as will be mentioned later.
Gaso!ine seepage was first discovered following a small fire in the boiler room
on November 16, 1938. There was fortunately no explosion accompanying this fire.
The gasoline reached the boiler room through a drain which fed into a sump from
the basement floor of the garage proper. This drain was shortly plugged so that the
boiler might be safely operated.
Test holes were dug in the basement below the level of the boiler room sump so
that the gasoline would safely drain to this point and could be pumped out. This
ground was at first found saturated with gasoline below a depth of three feet.
Additiona! test holes have been made during the year in various locations and
regular pumping out of one of these has been going on ever since. The pumpage of
gasoline from June 8th, 1939, to June 10th, 1940, amounted to 342 gallons.
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Crane Co.
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The source of trouble has since been definitely found to be outside of the
Motoramp Garage property. Their four tanks were tested in the spring under both
air and water pressure and found satisfactory. However, they have gone ahead
and replaced everything. The new installation includes four new 1060 gallon tanks,
new modern Underwriters approved pumps, and a!l new piping~ the former system
having been discarded.
GREENWICH, CONN.
On December 1st, 1939, the seepage of a red gasoline was discovered in a sump
in the basement of the Armory near the southwest corner of Mason Street and
Havemeyer Place in Greenwich, Connecticut.
Tests were made of gasoline tanks in the immediate vicinity, but no leaks were
found. A test of a tank at the corner of Lewis and Mason Streets, however, showed
evidence of leakage and the tank was removed. It was found to be badly pitted.
The gasoline handled in this tank was red.
A few months previous to this a 12-inch water main had been laid on Mason
Street and it is believed that the gasoline followed the new trench down the rather
steep grade to the sump in the armory basement.
NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
The New England Fire Insurance Rating Association, in conjunction with the
State Police Department, the local Fire Department, the owners of the property and
other interested parties are working on a rather perplexing problem in New Britain,
Connecticut. From a!1 reports, the fumes were first discovered some time in February of this year. The first complaints designated the odors as "sewer gas fumes",
but upon investigation it was found that they were gasoline fumes seeping into a
sump in the basement of the merchantile building. After considerable checking of
possible sources of gasoline and chemical analyses, it became apparent that the
source of this gasoline was not readily traceable, but it has been definitely found to
be somewhere outside the building and is apparently coming in through a seam in
a rock ledge which runs underneath the building wall.
Progress has been slow in connection with this case because of the fact that they
have been working with public officials who are rather reluctant to spend money for
any excavations. At the present time they are waiting for the city to obtain sufficient appropriations to carry the excavation out to the city streets m an attempt to
fo!low down the course of the gasoline leak.
In the meantime, the owner has attempted to reduce the hazards to a minimum
by seeing that adequate fire extinguishers have been placed in the basement and by
posting "No Smoking" signs. He has constructed a large exhaust fan discharging
out into the open air, thus pulling the air out of the basement and reducing the concentration of gasoline .fiames.
In attempting to determine whether or not the gasoline is seeping fi’om the
adjacent automobile filling station, a green co!oring ingredient has been added to
the gasoline in these tanks. However, the co!or Of the gasoline in the basement is
still amber and unless there is some chemical reaction, this would indicate that the
gasoline is not seeping from the a~acent tanks.
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY
About the middle of January, 1940, complaints were made by residents in the
vicinity of Leigh and John Street in Princeton, New Jersey, that gasoline fumes
were present in their basements.
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It seems that a system of underdrains has been installed in that vicinity to
intercept the ground water and thus relieve the sanitary sewer of infiltration.
Residents having connections to the underdrain were ordered to plug the connections in the basements so as to prevent the gasoline vapdrs from entering°
O~_ January 17th a plumber removed the plug from the drain at 54 Leigh
Avenue a~_d struck a match. The plumber was burned about the head and the explosion followed the drain to the street and raised manhole covers to a height of
about 30 feet. One manhole cover missed a police officer by a small margin.
Tests were made of all tanks in the vicinity and the one at Leigh Avenue and
John Street was found to leak badly. The gasoline was pumped out and the tank
removed.
Upon examination it was found that the ~elding in o’ne end of the tank had
failed for a distance of 6 inches.
No complaint of gasoline fumes has been received recently.

CONCLUSIONS
INSTALLATION OF TANKS

a. Tanks should be set on a firm foundation and surrounded with soft
earth or sand wd! tamped in place.
bo The back fi!! should be free fi’om large stones, ashes and other materials that might have a tendency to cause corrosion. Filled in
land often has a corrosive action on steel tanks and iron piping.
It might be well to have an analysis made of the soil before tanks are
installed to see whether there is a probability of corrosion; if so,
better protection should be provided for the metal.
II. SUOOESTED METHODS FOR DETERMINING THE LOCATION OF LEAKS
An accurate account should be kept of the amount of gasoline placed
in each tank and the amount pumped out. By so doing, the amount
unaccounted for can be determined.
bo Fil! boxes and piping around pumps should be carefully inspected.
co Test holes should be drilled at ten-foot intervals around garages and
service stations.
d. Explosimeter tests should be made in holes, manholes, basements,
etc. to determine whether there is an explosive mixture present.
(Explain working of exp!osimeter)
Inquiry
should be made as to whether or not gasoline t{sed for washing
e.
autoraobile parts is being thrown out and allowed to seep into the
ground.
f. A flash point test of the liquid found would give an indication as to
whether or not it was gasoline.
III

The governing body of the municipality should determine at once who is
to be responsible for locating the source of the gasoline.

IV The city engineer should prepare a gasoline leakage map. This map should
¯ show contours, streams, dried up water courses, former water courses now
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filled in, storm drains, sewers, tank car unloading points, bulk oil storage
plants, retail gasoline service stations, locations where gasoline leaks have
been found, and locations where soil is known to accelerate corrosion.
A careful record should be kept of the methods used in determining the
source of leakso
A record should be kept of weather conditions, during investigations, such
as temperature precipitation, etco
¥II Tanks and piping should be capable of withstanding a static pressure of
10 pounds per square inch without leakingo Where tanks and piping ~nay be
weakened through age or because of the character of the soil in which they
are installed, they should be tested annually preferably at a hydrostatic
pressure of 10 pounds per square inch.
¥III If for any reason a tank is abandoned the gasoline should be entirely pumped
out and all piping disconnected and the tank filled to overflowing with water
and tightly capped or completely filled with sand, or the tank should be
removed from the premises.

If you have any gasoline leaks in your town, it would be well to immediately
start an investigation fol!owing the suggestions outlined, and if you need any
assistance I am sure the Conference Committee on Gasoline Leakage wil! be g!ad
to help you.
PRESIDENT POPE: I would just like to ask Mr. Cadman one question
and that is relative to the hydrostatic test of 10 pounds, how long you would leave
the test ono
MR. CADMAN: I think an hour will be sufficient to determine whether
there is any leak or not.
PRESIDENT POPE: I would just !ike to state an instance we had in Boston.
The Metropolitan Coal Company was taking over two garages and they held a
hydrostatic test for a period of five minutes and it showed no leakage, but the tanks
were buried in old soda ash fill and had been down such a period that when they
talked about it to me I felt the only way to find if the tanks were in good condition
was to remove them. Even though they stood the test of five minutes, when they
removed the tanks they found one hole about eight inches in diameter and the fi!l
had cov-ered into that hole. So you see it is necessary to have a long test period in
order to be certain, and even then I could see where circumstances could arise
where if it was question.able at a!! the tanks should be removed.
MR. CADMAN: That is quite right°
PRESIDENT POPE: Are there any ~ther questions for Mr. Cadman?
CHIEF EAMES, Reading, Mass.: I would like to state where gasoline was
found in a block of business stores in the basement. The fire chief ordered the
building vacated and applied a layer of foam all over the basement of that building.
Do you consider that proper procedure?
MR. CADMAN: That is a temporary remedy for ito Of course the best
thing to do is to dose the building and pump the gasoline out and get it out as
quick as possible. Another thing would be to flood with COs gas or other gas to
stop any exp]osion in it. I think foam would last for a while but not long.
PRESIDENT POPE: Would carbon tetrachloride take care of it ?
MR. CADMAN: It probably would but it would take a great dea! to neutrdize it.
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CHIEF PACHL, New Haven, C0nm: ~ would like to ask about fittings.

MR. CADMAN: I-n one place in Connecticut they insist on swinging joints.
DEPUTY CHIEF BOOTH, East Greenwich, Ro Io: I wonder if you can tell
us more about what the committee thought the simpler method of testing tanks
suspected of leaking, while in place.
MR. CADMAN: That is a question which has been before the committee
since the committee started, but our thought is the hydrostatic test is the best test
to use, and if you can’t use the hydrostatic test, disconnect th~ piping from the
tank and close up a!! the openings except one and run a so-ca!led standpipe up
above that about four feet above the ground. Fill with gasoline up to the top of the
standpipe and let it stand overnight and if there is no drop in the gasoline during
that time you are pretty sure that the tank. is all right.
DEPUTY CHIEF BOOTH: I recall in this Connecticut case that Mr.
Cadman spoke of a gasoline that had a color and it was possible by that to eliminate
some of the tanks and concentrate on one nearly a third of a mile away.
MR. CADMAN: I am glad you spoke of that. In this case up in Vernonsville,
New Jersey, the gasoline service station, I think the tanks were within about forty
feet of this building. The gasoline vapors and gasoline itself accumulated in the
basement of this bank building and they thought of course the gasoline came from
the service station next .to them and tested all the tanks and couldn’t find aleak
anywhere. Then they started testing the tanks within a quarter of a mile, and
co~ldn’t find a leak. Some fellow had an idea it might not be the tanks, it might be
the piping. They went back where they started from and found a broken fitting.
The service station dispensing the gasoline was dispensing blue gasoline and the
gasoline that went in the basement of the bank was green. They thought it could
not be the same thing, but they found when the leak was repaired it stopped. The
only inference wecoulddraw fi’om that was that owing to the impurities of the soil
or something of that kind it changed the color of the gasoline.
CHIEF ROOT, Springfield, Mass.: I thought the Massachusetts Fire Marshal
was in the room.
PRESIDENT POPE: Marshal Garrity? No, he is not in the room now.
CHIEF ROOT: I was hoping he was here so as to enlighten the assembly on
the experience we had in Springfield in the winter of 1934 and 1935 with gasoline
leakage that blew up nearly $70,000 worth of sewers for which the City of Springfield gained reimbursement from the Standard Oil Company a couple of years later
and caused us a winter’s job. As !ong as he isn’t here, I would suggest that the fire
chiefs in any community where they have bulk plants endeavor to get the cooperation of the bulk plant managers and arrange to have the fire department
notified when they have any serious spills rather than to have them endeavor to
handle it themselves and keep quiet, because the spillage is liable to get into the
sewers and cause a lot of trouble. We have been checking on spills since 1935 and
we have them more or less frequently, and I don’t believe the average community
escapes having spills and overflows; and if that stuff gets in the sewers and gets the
right air mixture, it is just too bad°
MRo CADMAN: That is a mighty good suggestion, and I would like to ask
Chief Root if he will send me a copy of the report on that and I wil! be glad to add
that to my file.
CHIEF ROOT: I think Fire Marshal Garrity has a report on that°
PRESIDENT POPE: Are there any more questions on this particular subject?
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MEMBER: I had something to do with Greenwich, Connecticut. The gentle~
man speaks, of a one hour test or possible standing over night. We filled the tanks
and permitted them to stand twenty-four hours to permit them to get to ground
temperature. Then a very smal! amount of liquid would give a reading. I think the
point should be considered of permitting the tank to get to ground temperature.
MR. CADMAN: I am glad you mentioned that. I intended to mention it
and it is a very important thing.
CHIEF ROOT: I would say about the quality of gasoline, there were bulk
stations right nearby where the explosion occurred, and through a process of
elimination it was traced to the station farthest away in the same community
through the analr~sis of the product found in the sewer coinciding with the product
in a certain station. It went to court and was heard by a Master and in accordance
with the Master’s report adjustment was made.
CHIEF McCARTHY, Weymouth, Mass.: Is there any length in which gasoline traveling through the ground would dissipate fumes ?
PRESIDENT POPE: I have known it to go over one thousand feet and possibly further. There is a definite record where it has gone to a watchman’s shanty
and come into contact with the watchman’s lanterns and an explosion would take
place.
MR. CADMAN: I don’t think there is any definite distance that that would
be limited to. I know in cases where gasoline has gotten out from dry cleaning
plants it has flowed down the surface of the stream a great distance, and where the
fumes have been touched off by a spark or a match it has traveled a great number
of feet.
CHIEF ROOT: At the time we were having that trouble a sewer explosion
happened over a mile from the river. Our sewer empties into the Connecticut
River and the City of Springfield sets on the bank. About a quarter of a mile be!ow
the outlet of the sewer affected by the exp!osion was another sewer going into
another part of the city, and engineers said that sort of acted as a chimney, and the
gasoline that got away came down the river and came into the proximity of the
sewer a quarter of a mile below, and we had complaints of fumes from the top of a
hill over a quarter of a mile away.
CHIEF McCARTHY: The reason I asked is because we had a leak there and
the engineer of one of the gasoline companies said gasoline would only travel a short
way in the ground before the fumes would disappear. I didn’t think that was so.
o

MEMBER: The amount of air in motion, the temperature that prevailed at
a given time and the quantity of gasoline that happened to be involved would enter
into the picture. This gentleman who just spoke referred to gasoline flowing underground and that it traveled more than that on the surface. Underground it will
move indefinite!y, and if the temperature is, say, around 60 degrees or so, the
chances are there will be very little liberation of vapors. The distance which
gasoline wil! flow depends on the amount of air in motion, wind velocities and
temperature. One of the outstanding cases is the Ardmore exp!osion which happened a good many years ago where a tank car was setting on a siding on one of
those stil! hot days which anybody would know about who lived in ,irish.ms,
practica!ly no air motion, and an air valve reached its setting and came out, and the
vapors being heavier than air went to the ground and went a distance of 5,000 feet
when it exploded and practically b!ew that community off the map.

CAPTAIN DAY: In the City of Lynn there is a factory that manufactured
rubber cement. Thirty years ago an old iron boiler was set in the ground and they
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converted it into a gasoline tank, In July a man working in a brass foundry two
hundred feet away from that tank discovered a flame in the cement wall when he lit
the furnace for melting the brass. He ca!led up my company and they investigated
and reported it was not illuminating gas° They sent for the fire department, we
went down there, and this flame was burning in a ciack of that cement wall that
surrounded the brass furnace. We started an investigation by digging holes and
they worked clear back to where this tank was located. That flame burned for two
months in that wa!l and the fire department was digging.different holes in the soil,
which was sandy. They determined in the investigation the year they reconstructed the street they had evidently broken the pipes where they used hammers
for breaking the cement street° Adjoining the brass foundry was a small brook
which ran and emptied into the Saugus River. Evidently where this gasoline ran
from the tank, they had changed the course of it and it backed up under this brass
foundry and the fire department worked there for two months until they piped and
removed the tank. When they removed the tank, an old tank that had been there
over thirty years, they found one of the pipes broken, evidently from the hammers
that had broken the cement in the street. In that case it was very fortunate that the
brass foundry and the entire crew working there weren’t blown up.
MR. CADMAN: That is quite interesting. We had a case somewhat similar
to that; we have a record of it in our fries where gasoline was leaking from the tank
and ran through the ground, underneath the wa!ls of the building and appeared
under the ash pit of a furnace. It seemed every time the janitor took out the ashes
there he found the ashes burning, and he took a scoop ful! of ashes outside and
touched a match to it and it burned again. They dug the ashes out of the pit and
found a crack in the concrete in the pit° That gasoline was going a!ong under the
floor and oozed up underneath the boiler and why they never had an explosion
I don!t know.
PRESIDENT POPE: Incidenta!ly, it isn’t always gasoline that can give
trouble and it is not always necessary to have a leak. Sometimes in the carelessness
of the man delivering rue! .oil you can run into a difficult situation. Recently a
truck driver came to the Roosevelt Hotel and was to deliver fuel oil in the basement.
It seems it got into the wrong tank. There were two tanks there and the order was
to deliver 1,000 gallons because they already had 800 gallons in one tank, and the
method he used to get a free flow was to go down into the ce!lar and remove the
gauge cap. He proceeded to put in his 1,000 gallons of fuel oi! into a tank that held
only 1,000 ga!lons and which already had some in it, so as a result as he put in the
fuel oil it flowed out of the gauge pipe and a serious fire resulted before he could get
his tank wagon away from the leak. Is there any further discussion on this par~
ticular subject ?
CHIEF SHEA: I had an experience with a gasoline tank. It w~s installed
for the purpose of lighting a church, pastor’s house and school° Way back in 1893
when electricity came in, this community put in electricity. Here this Spring in
the cellar of the pastor’s house they got a gasoline leak and got a!l excited, and the
first thing they did was to send for me. So I went UP with two men and found what
we supposed was gasoline. Way back in 1881 they had put in a 500-gal!on tank.
It was a wooden tank and had three layers of copper bands supporting it. It was
set down in the ground end ways and the pipes were connected with the end of the
tank, and running into the basement of the pastor’s house they were broken off
inside, and all those years since 1893 there never was any leak there; but it does
seem the tank had ruptured, I don’t know when, and water seeped into the ground
and forced it up, and we got 200 gal!ons of naphtha. I think they put a drainage
pipe from it to take the water from the cellar and they couldn’t empty it out fast
enough, so I had them unscrew the cap and let it run down the sewer and we got
some dirt and fi!led up the hole. The pastor the next day was going to Gardner,
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and he thought he would use it in his car and he put it in and said he never got so
much pep out of his car. Before he got back, we collected it in drums and carted it
to the playgrounds and set fire to it. I had it tested out by the Socony people and.
they said it was all right to mix with regular gasoline they make today but to use it
all alone the carbon would blow the car al! to pieces.
CHIEF ROOT: I would like to impose on Mr. Cadman once more on a point
of advice° Is there any suggestion that you might offer in the case of a spill in the
street or in a p!ant where it runs into the local sewer, is there anything better that
can be done than to lay two or three hose lines and attempt to pour plenty of water
into the sewer for some time in order to reduce the density of the gasoline ?
MR. CADMAN: I think that is about the best thing you can do. The only
thing, you should notify the superintendant of the sewage treatment plant, if you
have a sewage treatment plant, so he can watch out for trouble.
PRESIDENT POPE: Any other questions on this very important and interesting topic? I think it has been a very interesting talk, Mr. Cadman, and I
know the members appreciated it greatly and a motion wil! be in order -CHIEF SLAMAN, Wellesley, Mass.: I move we show our appreciation to
him by giving a rising vote of thanks°
(Motion seconded and carried.)
PRESIDENT POPE: Now, gentlemen, that concludes .the speakers for the
day, that is, the particular topics, and as I promised the Chihf of Wellesley, he wants
an explanation as to the topic of dues, relative to the International dues, and I will
ask Chief Slaman to put his question.
CHIEF SLAMAN: I would like to ask you to give a little explanation on the
dues of three dollars for New England and three dollars for International.
PRESIDENT POPE: All right° Chief Tierney, will you come up on the
platform, please?
CHIEF TIERNEY, Arlington, Mass.: The only way I can answer your
question is that at the conference of the International Association held in San
Francisco in September they voted to establish the fee at three dollars a year and
the New England of course couldn’t turn over three do!lars to the International.
The New England have the right to establish dues of three do!lars, which is the
regular dues previous to our affiliation with the International Association. We
always paid three dollars, so when we affiliated with International you simply
had a joint membership for the sarfie amount. Now that they have gone up to
three dollars, the logical thing is for us to keep three dollars ourselves and those
who elect to belong to International pay three dollars in addition
CHIEF SLAMAN: I have seen a receipt of one of the members where he paid
five dollars and belongs to both and we have to pay six dollars.

CHIEF TIERNEY: In the Eastern it costs two dollars. They have a two
way proposition: one, if you belong to the Eastern alone, and, two, if you belong to
Internationa!. I think New England and Southwestern are the only two that would
be six, and that report came along on the assumption that our dues were two dollars
and we added one for Internationa!. In order to give International three, they a>
sumed that ours would be five. Our dues were three do!lars from the time we
organized up until the time we affiliated with International.
CHIEF SLAMAN: How about the member who has a receipt for five?

CHIEF TIERNEY: Who is he?
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CHIEF REIF, New Haven, Conn.: I got a notice that the dues were raised
to five dollars. I sent a check in and received a receipt saying I was a member of
New England and International.
SECRETARY O’HEARN: Mr. President and members, there is a reason for
that. The International notified you the dues were five dollars. We didn’t .notify
you it was five dollars. New England didn’t notify you the dues were five do!larso
Did they:
CHIEF REIF: Yes
SECRETARY O’HEARN: Did anybody else get a notice from me that it
was five do!1ars ? That was from the International News Letter you got it in. The
reason I accepted his five dollars is I arrt not turning a cent back if I know it, but if
you were only going to pay three dollars you would be refunded after this meeting;
and if you were going to pay six dollars, and evidently we voted that, now you will
get a bill for another dollar. I only notified you the dues were three dollars and
they were due.
CHIEF ROOT: I quote from a message to all members: "Make up your mind
what you want to do about the proposed increase in dues. Come to the convention
ready to discuss the report of a committee." On Thursday at 9:30 Ao M. we had a
report of committees. May I ask why this report was railroaded in here so
denly? Why haven’t we had a chance to talk on it?
PRESIDENT POPE: You are privil6ged to talk on it now.
CHIEF ROOT: It is on the record now. I think it should a!l be expm~ged
from the record and acted on Thursday. I am only asking why the report of the
committee was railroaded in today.
PRESIDENT POPE: I wi!l tell you why it was done, be~use;~)~;’;~-The
members would have to leave early, .and inasmuch as we are taking in the fees, it
might be the men who are leaving early might want to pay their Ilaternational dues
before they leave. It was not done for any purpose of railroading, and any member
of this organization is privileged to get up and talk on it.
MEMBER: I will make a motion, based on the statement of the Presidenlt
that the purpose is because a greater number of men are likely to be here now than
under the date the report was to be submitted, that the order of business be transferred from that date to this present moment.
MEMBER: The only reason I asked is because it is the only time I ever heard
a chairman give a committee report and then a motion put through. The motion
and everything went through before we had a chance to accept the com_mittee
report on the matter.
SECRETARY O’HEARN: There ought to be a little clearing up here. It
isn’t the report of the committee. It is the report of the Directors. Dan Tierney
and the others were appointed at our Directors’ meeting on April 17tho "The
subject of increased dues ~vas discussed and the fo!!owing committee was appointed
to study a plan and report to the convention: Chief Danie! Bo Tierney, Chief A. Jo
Cote and Chief 0liver T. Sanborn. They reported to the Board of Directors last
night, and the Board of Directors are the fel!ows who do the business for you
between conventions. There seemed to be so much confusion and this was the first
business on hand, so the Directors got together and acted upon it. That is rea!!y ;a
report of the Directors. We didn’t bring tliis in to railroad it through. I don’t like
to hear that it was railroaded. I have been at the table eighteen .years and haven’t
seen anything railroaded yet. This isn’t the place to use ~he word railroa& That.is
my opinion, and I dor~’t ca.re whether anybody rise .agrees with me. ~[ wasn’t the
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presiding officer, and for that reason I got up immediately to give Chief Root a
chance. A gang of men like us railroading! What have we got to railro ~a~ ? Here we
are like one big family trying to agree On what is the best thing to do. The matter
of dues was taken up by the Directors and al! were present but Chief Cote°" Not
only the Directors but every officer of the Associatxon was there. The President "
and Vice President and those men we send over to International headquarters as
our representatives. Tierney was one of them, and Allen was invited in; men who
have worked for you since they have been in the organization, and they are not
railroading that I know of. ~’It seems to be the opinion of the Directors that our
association should in every way support the Internationa! Association, the dues
should remain as they always have been, New England dues at three do!!ars with an
optional membership, if you want to ca!! it such, in the International, and dues of
° ’’
°How
°
° it
O is going t be collected
three dollars more for Internanona! membershlpo
I don’t know, whether it is to come to me or you are going to pay direct to New
"fork. Now then,: how many realize we have on coming up here June 25th 498
active members arid 465 associate members ? How many of those associate members
do you think want to pay a straight five ? What are they getting out of it ? Think of
ito We know there, is a lot of material sent out from headquarters. What are the
associate fellows getting out of it ? The first thing they will say is, it has gone up to
five or six dollars, aiad they will get out° We don’t want them to get out. We like
them and they are here supporting us. I hope I haven’t taken too much time, and
I have explained this thing as I have seen it.
CHIEF ALLEN, Brookline, Mass.: Mro President and gentlemen: Due to the
fact that I had served as President of the International, very familiar with their
services rendered, their problems, their financial or economic standing, I was
vited in to this Directors meeting last night, and I give you my word of honor there
wasn’t any attempt to railroad anything. I know that phrase has just been used
casually and without any depth of feeling, and I will state that this thing was
frankly discussed pro and con° As your Secretary said, a committee had been ap~
pointed that had gone into it very carefully and very ~horoughly and did report
to the Directors. Let’s transfer this scene to the average adjournment morning
where we have at best a mere handful of men; and so in good faith they said, the
better thing to do is to bring this out and let the men decide this tomorrow when
we have a fu!! membership here, and that was the reason for presenting it today°
Let’s get back to the International. You know and I know they have taken on a
new lease of life. They are functioning now different than they did years ago° They
have established contact headquarters so they can transact your business
telligently in your interest and for the fire service.in thi.s, country; so they found it
necessary to go to three dollars for membership. L~t s come back to our own
membership° We have always paid three. You will see it in your constitution there
under a gentleman’s agreement; and I remember when it was passed at the Port!and
convention and a dollar was taken from that and you became by virtue of that con~
tribution a member of the International. It was a sort of gentleman’s agreement~
What we tried to do, what these men tried to do in your interest- this was discussed freely and frankly -- they believed you should have your three dollars that
you had always put in fi’ee and clear to advance the interest of your organization°
Then they believed this, that there are many men coming from smal! communities,
men who have to pay their own traveling expenses, who have to pay their own
membership fees, and they believed it would be too much of a task to ask those men
to pay six dollars, or three dollars additional to what their expense is in this organ~
izationo So they decided on this idea, and I subscribe to it fully, of allowing any
member of this organization to elect or select whether or not he wil! become a meom~
bet of the International by paying three do!1ars additional. In other words, it gives
the man who can afford to do it and f~els he is going to be repaid for doing it a
chance to pay three dollars for membership to the InternationM. It was done in
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your interest and done in a fair and aboveboard spirit and with very ful! and frank
debate in your Board of Directors, and so I want to urge you to let that vote stand
because I know it is solely in your interest°
CHIEF SLAMAN: Mr. President, I want to publicly thank you for the
formation I have received ~rom the various members.
CHIEF REIF: I want to say that here is the President’s message ~ I
want to give two dollars for nothing ~ and here it is signed by Tierney, Cote and
Sanborn. It says four or five dollars for whichever service you want. I was prob~
ably misled by it.
CHIEF TIERNEY: I thought when I saw it that would appear as though
we signed it b~t that was the membership of the committee. I never signed
I might add that~last night the suggestion was made tkat as soon as the meeting
opened this ~orning this matter be taken up and it would have been, except that
the lkdies were present and we thought it was no time to do it and therefore put
off until afternoom
PRESIDENT POPE: Can I just explain to Larry a minute? W~at ~ou
quoted there is headed "Taken From March Issue of International Associatxon
News Letter," and is not from t~e New Englan&
CHIEF ALLEN: I wo~ld like to offer a motion that we remit to anybody who
has paid over three do!lars what they have paid ,in addition. That is the on!y fair
thing i. do.
CHIEF PACHL, New Haven, Conn.: I think quite a n~mber of us would
like to know jus[ how much more the International will give us for the extra three
. ~dollars ....
PRESIDENT POPE: You will know tomorrow because we are having on the
program the Managing Director of the International Association. I think every
chief has realized the marked improvement that has taken place in the News Letter
itself. I know everybody in my department has been very enthusiastic about
CHIEF GISBORNE, Sound Beach, Conn.: I would like to see the gentleman
who made the remark about railroading get up and withdraw it because I can’t see
any railroading. A motion to be put on the floor has to be seconded and the gentleman had a chance to get up and object if he wanted
CHIEF ROOT: I accept the motion as it was made. I happened to be present
at San Francisco when the proposal was made and the motion was made by a mem~
ber of the board of directors of the International to raise the International dues from
one dollar to five. As it happened~ some of our honored members were not present
at that session. If they were, they kept quiet. I thought something should be done,
so I got up on my hind legs and went up on the platform and I talked for about
fiftden minutes. They put some of it very nicely in the report. But I told them
what a job our secretary had here in New England to get three dol!ars for both associations out of the members and how he was begging us and all the members to send
ifl their dues and that we had member after member that came into the New England or both associations at three dollars. So that finally the man that made the
original motion ~ I talked a little New England horse trading to him and he took
me at my word ~ made an amendment to the motion that the Internationa! be
three dollars. I want it clearly understood by this assembly it is my privilege to gee
up and ask a question. I just wanted to ask one simple question. Why the necessity
of raising our New England dues more than what they have been ever since the
organization was founded?
PRESIDENT POPE: Are they raised, Chief?
~ ....
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CHIEF ROOT: Absolutely° Through a gentleman’s agreement it has been
admitted this afternoon that part of that three dollars went to the International.
PRESIDENT POPE: If you wish to join the International, you can, but as I
understand it, the New England dues were always three do!lars, and when they
became affiliated with the International they gave one dollar of that three dollars
as a head tax to the parent body, the Internitional, and now in order to clarify that
situation and a!low the members who wish to become members of the International
to do so and those who do ndt to still retain membership in the New England
Association, the Board of Directors met last nightiand brought them in.
CHIEF ROOT: My question ls why should it cost us in New England one
dollar more than any other association°
PRESIDENT POPE: As I understand, that is caused by the dues in the
local organization. For instance, if their dues are only two dollars and ours are
three dollars, they will naturally get it one dollar cheaper.
CHIEF ROOT: I think we ought to get membership for two dollars.
PRESIDENT POPE: I think it ought to be ten dollars.
CHIEF ROOT: You are going to hurt the membership of the International
and you are going to hurt the membership of.your New England.
PRESIDENT POPE: I don’t think so. We cannot operate and do what we
are now doing for less than three dollars°
CHIEF ROOT: This is only common sense. Because the International
raised theirs last year, I think that it is poor psychology for us to seek another
dollar fi’om the New England membership.
PRESIDENT POPE: They are not raised and John will prove they are not
raised. The dues of the New England have not been raised and are not raised now.
CHIEF ROOT: In theory they have become raised.
PRESIDENT POPE: In order to belong to both organizations they have, but
the New England dues have .not been raised.
SECRETARY O’HEARN: In answer to Chief Root, our dues have never
been raised but we have given a lot of money away and one of the things we did
give one dollar to the International since 1926 or 1927. Because we no !onger give
it to International is no reason why we should reduce the dues. I tell you we can
find things to do with that other dollar. There is no other more expensive organization than ours and it is the service that you fellows demand. How many of you
fel!ows realize that we spend 400 or 500 dollars for flor!l tributes and sick tributes
just for the sick alone? We don’t want to publish that. We don’t want the public
to know what we do for the fel!ows who are down a~d out. The money you g~ve us
we couldn’t exist on. Do you know that from that Red Book -- and I don’t think
there are many here who did anything- I turned in eight hundred do!lars to the
Association last year? What would you do if we didn’t do that? Suppose we didn’t
advertise, do you think your dues would carry us ? The New England and Pacific
Coast are the only real organizations in the whole country, and if you don’t think
so, ask the fellows in New Jersey why they are in our organization and why they are
here at this convention. We are the only live organization there is and you have
made it so by helping and-paying your dues, and I wil! not agree, as far as I am
concerned, to take one dollar off for Internationa!. I believe there are sixty men
here now that have paid three dollars to belong ~o International. Last year we paid
our peak to International, $699., and we haven t paid anything since January 1st.
We couldn’t do anything until we had a convention and had just such a talk as this
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and you instructed the o~cers what you wanted to do. I think since we have been ~ "
in the International we have paid a total of seventy-two or seventy-three hundred " ~
dollars. That is the total amount we have paid in. I hope you fellows will continue to support the International because, as I said, we are going through something, and it is going to happen soon and you will find that your fire department and
my department is going to be in the front~ lines.
CHIEF WELLS, Falmouth, Mass.: One other point of inquiry, I would like
to know if the committee on dues has ever given any thought about assessing us who
come to the convention and enjoy the privileges a little more than tile man that
doesn’t come to the convention. In other words; in"addition to dues was consideration given to a registration fee for the convention ? I would like to inquir.eo
PRESIDENT POPE: That is right, Chief Wells. There was some consideration last night relative to that, but due to the fact that they thought it was more or
less a complex problem now with the dues of the International and the dues of the
New England, they felt temporarily at least they would postpone it, but I haven’t
any doubt but what in future years there will be some consideration given to a tax
to the people attending the convention.
CHIEF SLAMAN: If there is no further business, I move we adjourn.
PRESIDENT POPE: I want to find out if every chief or every member of
the Association feels this question of dues has been brou.gh.t out in the open and
discussed as freely as they wish it discussed,
EX-CHIEF HARFORD, South Norwalk, Conn.: The members have discussed this topic so thoroughly that I think everyone is pleased with what has
taken place. I always did pay three dollars to the New England Association. I
thought that was exactly what it was for until it was announced to me that one
dollar of that had been sent to the International. I was also pleased to think I
belonged to the International for nothing. That is about the size of it. I got their
literature and I got their report and I was delighted ~vith it. I would be awfu!ly
diasppointed if we should lose any of our own membership by continuing that three
do!lars dues.
PRESIDENT POPE: I am sure we will not, and I think the income to the
International will be much more than it was previously .....
MEMBER: I move you the action of the Board of ~Directors be endorsed in
bringing this up today instead of on Thursday.

(Motion seconded and carried.)
PRESIDENT POPE: Now is there anybody here that would like a
sideration of the motion that was made that caused all of this discussion. If there is ¯
motion, it wi11 be in order.
PRESIDENT POPE: A motion is in order for adjournment.
MEMBER: I move we adjourn.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
TUESDAY EVENING, JUNE 25
8:30 P. M.
Educational moving pictures showing drill evolutions and demonstration of
appliances together with pictures of the Providence and convention pictures of
Chief Selden R. Allen were shown.
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Because of the lateness of the hour at the conclusion of the showing of the
pictures, the Round Table Discussion which was scheduled for Tuesday evening
was not held.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26
10:00 A.
PRESIDENT POPE: Now, gentlemen, we wil! have to revert back to last
evening’s unfinished business to give an opportunity to those men who were due to
go on last evening. There is down here a Round Table Discussion and I think we
could very well start off with that. If anybody has any particular topic that they
wished discussed, this is your opportunity to start off before we have the speakers
scheduled for this morning’s session.
SECRETARY O’HEARN: I have but one that was sent in previous to the
convention and it is from Stuart Potter, Chief of Fire Department of Greenwich~
Connecticut. He was here last night. Someone may answer the suggestion.
Chief John W. O’Hearn
Watertown, Massachusetts
Dear Chief O’Hearn:

I have a suggestion for a topic for our convention: "Fires caused by steam
pipes in contact with wood." I had such a fire recently in a private school and had
quite a job to convince the school heads and others concerned that this eould be
possible. I believe this point is lacking in most building codes.
Sincerely,
Stuart Mo Potter
Chief of Department
Greenwich, Connecticut
Can anybody give us any suggestions ? That is the question.
PRESIDENT POPE: I am very certain that that is possible because I personally have had several fires that were caused by even low pressure steam, and it is
usually caused because of the fact that there is a heating and cooling, and the steam
pipe being close to the woodwork, eventually charring takes place in the wood and
we have a charcoal condition which we all know is very susceptible to spontaneous
ignition. I am convinced we have had several fires caused by steam pipes, even low
pressure steam. I had a fire one time in an old New England house, an old secondclass hotel in Boston. We hunted for the fire for some time, the place was filling up
with a haze of smoke, and after hunting for an hour or an hour and a half we fina!ly
discovered it was the cotton covering over the asbestos on the steam pipe and the
asbestos had got into a state of more or less disintegration and the heat was so much
that the cotton wrapping that goes on the outside of the asbestos had started to
smoulder and we had to remove all the covering from the pipe. I am definitely
certain we have had several fires from steam_ pipes, even low pressure.
Anybody else had any ~experience a!ong that line.~
Now is there any other subject that might be interesting to the body?
SECRETARY O’HEARN: Mr. President, if that is finished, you wil! note on
the program for last night the name is mentioned of Arthur Myers of the Atlas Fire
Equipment Company.
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PRESIDENT POPE: Here he is coming down here° Come up here, Mr.
Myers° We want to give the exhibitors a chance now to say a few words about their
products° It is up to you now to tell what you wish. If there are any other exhibitors that are interested in giving a talk, we wil! limit them to a very short space
of time because there will be a number of them, but we will give them a chance to
talko

NETS
BY ARTHUR MYERS

Atlas Fire Equipment Company, Inco
Mr. President, Officers and Members, Guests: I arn on this program because
I have a brief message ~n reference to nets. I shall not attempt to go into the complete history of nets, but I wi!l refer quickdy to the four different styles that I know
of, starting first with the rope net, which canine into existence many years ago, and
which is now considered a very dangerous piece of equipment. Quite a number of
fire departments still have such nets and they would be much better off if they did
not have any net at all. They are taking the chance that nothing wilt happen and
if it does happen they lay themselves open to be criticized for having improper
equipment or perhaps be blamed for imnroner use of e~uinment when it is really
the net itself that does not meet the re~luir~%~ents de’angled o~ it. Enough said
about this type of net, as we all know it is outmoded.
After the rope net the canvass bottom net with the dangling spring rods came
into existence and it has been in use for many years. Now please bear in mind that
this type of net has been used successfully for many years, because I want this fact
to verify a point latero
Then the Atlas Net came into the picture, with the shock absorber improvements, better metal frame and a very much better canvass bottom, together with
the other improvements which I wil! mention later.
Now we have the 1940 model Atlas, but before I go into the details of the improvements which have been added since my visit to your last convention, I desire
to take advantage of this opportunity to answer some statements that have been
made against canvass bottom nets. I do this now because you should know the
facts and I am sure that the details I go into wil! be of interest to you all. I wi!l
read each statement and give each answer in turn. It starts like this:
The conventional nets, constructed with cotton duck bottoms and the spring
rod shock absorber system, were expected to successfully replace the old style rope
nets. Although more practical, they are still dangerous as the following reasons will
.disclose.
Statement No. 7o The strength of cotton duck bottom is greatly over-estimatedo
It has no natural resiliency and the 600 pounds maximum breaking strength is not
sufficient to safely receive an impact of thousands of pounds.
ilnswer: Nets constructed with cotton duck bottoms and spring rod shock
absorber systems have successfully replaced the old style rope nets and with the
modern type of today, such as the Atlas, they are not dangerous. You gentlemen
who know the danger of the old style rope net have accepted canvass bottom nets,
used them successfully for many years, and from your own experience know them
to be strong, safe and practical. The Atlas net has withstood safely impacts up to
18,000 pounds. That I know answers definitely any statement "regarding strength°
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When offering you an Atlas cotton duck bottom net we have never over-estimated
its strength. We have always told you exactly what it would do and have never
misrepresented it. Canvass has enough natural resiliency which is amply sufficient
to prevent sag and keep it from getting badly out of shape. It is not necessary that
it have any more resiliency than it has as the Atlas system of sl~ock absorbers takes
care of the shock or impact so that the net bottom is not required to function for
that purpose. The special made canvass used in the canvass net has a breaking
strength of over 700 pounds. That figure is per square inch so that you can readily
see that a falling body covering many squat:e inches would exert its force over the
surface of the net and consequently it will withstand no_any thousand pounds impact.
Statement No. 2. The canvass consists of 24 threads per square inch. Thirtytwo or more leather straps are fastened to the edge of the canvass bottom by no_eans
of two or :more rivets per strap, each rivet in turn, destroying 4 or more threads of
the canvass.
dnswer: Any statement that canvass consists of 24 threads per inch does not
mean anything. Canvass is made up of warp and filling. Special Atlas canvass consists of 2! count for both warp and filling, each of these being made up of !3 threads°
The warp has a breaking strength of 1036 pounds and the filling 735 pounds. This
wil! average about 885 pounds, so you will.see that our statem£nt of 700 pounds is
not over-estimated. Now picture a canvass made of 24 threads per inch. It would
look like a piece of cheese cloth. We use a very smooth, finely pointed rivet which
is inserted by the pick method, between the warp and filling, to prevent damage°
This method is used on a!l webbing and canvass materials by many manufacturers
and it is found very satisfactory.
Statement No. & The leather straps connect the canvass bottom to the shock
absorbers by means of a bushing which, at the amount of impact, binds on the
shock absorber rod, causing a drag or friction known as a deadspot.
d~szoer: The term deadspot does not apply to any part or any action of the
Atlas Net. A deadspot in connection with mechanism can probably be best illu>
trated by referring to a combustion engine. When it is on a dead center or at the
highest point the combustion will not rotate it. That condition is a dead spot.
There is no binding on the spring rod, but if we assume that there might be, this
would not produce such a condition known as a deadspoto Now as I have just
stated, there is no binding on these two parts for the reason that the spring rod is
kept into a horizontal position directly under the bottom of the net. When the
impact takes place and the canvass is extended downward the rod follows in exactly
the same position or at the same angle, therefore the bushing is in a direct line with
the rod at all times and there is no binding or friction.
8tatemen~ No. g. It is obvious that these leather straps and bushings are
detrimental accessories to the canvass bottom, which is, in the first place, too weak
for its intended purpose, often producing a tear or break.
dnswer: The leather straps and bushings have been used successfully so many
years without the present day improvements that have been put on by the Atlas
that it must be very apparent to you a!l that they are not detrimental. Now that
we have improved further on this by the new spring rod arrangement and double
straps there is a perfectly free action and a 100% safe life net.
Many of you have seen the new 1940 model Atlas in the exhibition ha!l, and I
have here a section of a net so that I can point out the new improvements that
have been made since last June.
First, there is the meta! covering enclosing the spring rod o~_a the frame, which
makes a more finished product, retains the lubricant and keeps out the dust and
dirt,
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Another improvement that has had the favorable comments of many fire
chiefs from al! sections of the country is the moulded rubber hand grips° These are
made from a die, designed especially for the purpose° They permit a good firm grip
and prevent friction burns which ohen result when the hands grip the rect!! rim of
the net° These grips turn on the metal rim.
The most important improvement is the double strap arrangement. This has
increased the strength of the net over 40%° In addition to the laboratory tests, we
have had an official test where a 150 pound dummy was thrown from a platform 74
feet high and safetly caught in the net with twelve men holding it. This was done
several times without injury to the net or the men holding it. Another test was con~
ducted where two dummies weighing 230 pounds was thrown into the net from a
height of 80 feet° This condition builds up an impact of 18,000 pounds, and twelve
men caught that dummy without injury to the net or men holding it. A net can be
built strong enough to hold many thousand pounds of impact but unless it has a
safe, efficient shock absorber system that will absorb the terrific impact, it is not a
life saving net° Any net is as strong as its weakest point, and in order to make a
claim for a product a test should be made for that product as a whole and not any
one particular part of it.
With the help of many fire chiefs we have produced an engineered product~
guaranteed to meet requirements, and we are constantly striving to improve it
more. We do not offer it and ask the departments to do any experimenting° We put
it through extensive laboratory tests, practical tests, and then guarantee it to do
all that we claim.
I felt that you should know these facts and I hope they have been of interest
to you°
Thank you very much for your attention.
PRESIDENT POPE: For the benefit of the Chiefs that I know are interested
in the case that is before the courts down in Lynn whereby the 72 hours was ordered
put into effect by the City Council, incidentally the two platoon system was put
into effect in that city by vote of the people and then later the 72 hours was put in
by the City Council. Ten taxpayers took the case to court and succeeded in getting
a temporary injunction and it was then thrown into the courts, and Chief Scanlon
of Lynn has received a telegram here informing him the ~udge would not lift
injunction° Both sides agreed to have judge withhold decisio~_ al!owing either side
to go to Supreme Court clean°"
Now. the Secretary has a paper, I believe, to read from another one of the exhibitors.
SECRETARY O’HEARN: This is a competitor of the last speaker and I am
reading it without prejudice. He is an exhibitor here but he didn’t have his glasses.

ADDRESS
BY WILLIAM MOELLER

AT THE CONVENTION OF THE NEW ENGLAND FIRE CHIEFS
ASSOCIATION _AT DIXVILLE NOTCH, NEW HAMPSHIRE
JUNE 25-26-27, 1940
I wish to thank you for the confidence which you have bestowed upon me in
the-past and hope to strengthen and justify this confidence with a new Safety.
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Device which has already been enthusiastica!ly acclaimed by many prominent Fire
Officials.
The great interest of the International Fire Chiefs Association, together with
the Federal Government, for vocational training, has increased the activity of the
Fire Departments for practica! training in a!l its branches° One important part is
Life Saving and the other is the Safety Precautions necessary for the Firemen while
in training.
You al! know that the majority of Fire Chiefs were sceptical about the safety
of the old style rope nets. Although made of the strongest material obtainable,
they were sti!l dangerous and unsafe. The reason for this is that the inventory,
although having the best of intentions, lacked knowledge of the qualifications of
certain ropes and failed to provide a substantial support for the net. Another
grave error was made by the manufacturer in the method of construction of these
rope nets.
For many years I have been engaged in the manufacture of Life Saving Devices,
always with the thought of keeping abreast with all other improvements in Firemanica! Equipment and the thought that eventually I could bring to you a Life
Saving Net on which you could rely and which would standup under any condition°
I have come here to introduce to you the new Superior Life Saving Net, with
its latest improvements, for your inspection and approva!. It has a strong supporting frame which can be folded, either into halves or quarters. Research and Laboratory tests have proved that hemp rope, employed in the right direction, is the
material most qualified to make a Life Saving Net that is stronger and more resilient
than any other. To add to this resiliency, the net is equipped with direct pu!l shock
absorbers and safety stop links. The construction of the net itself permits a com~
plete folding that wi!l not injure the material. In other words, it has been simplified and modified up to the minute. The latest Laboratory test shows that the
natural breaking strength of each rope as applied in the net is !,800 lbso
If there shou!d be any question you may have regarding the Superior Life
Saving Net, I shall be very glad to answer them for you.
Respectfully submitted~
WILLIAM MOELLER

PRESIDENT POPE: Now I see another exhibitor. Doctor, do you care to
come up ?

WALLACE W. ROBINSON~ Mo D.: Yes, Chief.
PRESIDENT .POPE: We are al! more or less interested in first aid~ and the
doctor is going to show his apparatus.
DR. ROBINSON: Mr. President and Gentlemen of the New England Fire
Chiefs Association: I thank you for having the opportunity to present three new
units in treating accidents in the field. Some years ago, in fact a good many years
ago, it became my hobby to try and develop something to improve the appearance
and condition of an injured victim when he appeared in the operating room, and I
have devoted a great many years *co the development of these three units.
Most of you gen~Jemen,, as my time is very brief, have seen me demonstrate
at the booth the Robinson First Aid Tourniquet, which is standard with the United
States Army. It is one of the tourniquets on the market which turn like a faucet
and controls the bleeding instantly.
The next unit which I have developed eliminates largely ~he bandaging
methods, and it is ca!led the Adapter. It looks much like the bay window on the
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side of a cottage, but it is really mechanizing first aid. We have al! heard what the
mechanized units in Germany have done in their blitzkrieg, and I hope this is going
to do the same in bandaging. In head hemorrhages, in the matter of a moment
almost, that is, in about four seconds, we do a job on the head, contro! the bleeding
and dress the wound for reception at the hospital by shutting off the arteries which
supply the wound from the blood. Anyone can do it, and the old methods take ten
or fifteen minutes. They do not control the hemorrhage, simply cover it up.
Now I arrl presenting for the first time to the public for public presentation a
new splint which takes care of all the fractures of the body. This splint is a crystalized result of many years experience and I have Captain Butler of the Newburyport Fire Department to assist me. It will take but a few minutes for me to strap
him up and give you the idea. You have al! probably heard of the Thomas splint
that did wonderful work in the war. At that time I received a letter from Chief
Cushing, now dead° I had sent three tourniquets over to him in France and he
wrote back and said, "Send over all you can. That and the Thomas splint ..are the
best things we have got over here." Now we stretch out this splint on the ground
and lay these straps out, and a!! you have to do is lay the victim on them. This
splint corresponds to the spinal curve. It immobiles the head, arms, pelvis and thigh
bones and the legs, so you can have any fracture, a broken neck, a broken back,.
broken hip joints, broken thigh and broken tibia and fibula, down here in the
ankles, and the case is absolutely immobile. These splints are equipped with the.
same adapters, which meet the situation perfectlyo (Demonstration)
I w~uld like to have one of the chiefs step up with me to stand back of the
gentleman, because he will be utterly helpless. Of course you understand in applying this splint the patient is prone upon the ground on his back, but for purposes of
demonstration it is quite necessary to do it with him upright. I am not going to
strap his legs together, but I want you to get the idea. Captain, can you move your
head or any part of your body or your feet, which you couldn’t .if I had strapped
here ? (The Captain answered in the negative.)
Now, gentlemen, this man is completely immobilized and it is done, as you see~
in a very few seconds. His head is immobilized with chin extended. The same way
with the back, he cannot move any pari: of his body, and I think ~:hat gives you an
idea of what it does. You see his arms are both splinted in a r~orma! position. The
patient, of course, will be distorted and you wi!l stretch out the limbs gently and
straighten them out. It takes four or five men to lift the patient onto the splint.
He can be !owered, by attaching a rope up here, from a window down to the ground.
If any chief doubts the immobility of this binding, I wish you would step up
here and let me try it on him, or at the booth. He is absolutely helpless. He cannot
move a muscle. There is only one thing you have to remember in applying this
splint, that this (indicating) goes across the forehead on a level with the eyebrows..
Captain, tell the chiefs what you think about the feeling of that splint as
applied about you.
CAPTAIN BUTLER: The only definition I can give for this splint is a human
being becomes a log. There is absolutely no control of the musc!es of the body.
For twenty minutes in a hotel room, strapped to the splint and lying on the floor,
I endeavored in a!! the ways I could think of to throw myself on my side and commenced rolling. I had no control over the muscles and therefore could not exert any
strength on the muscles. I have yet to see anything, and I have seen plenty of first
aid material given out by first aid houses, that will measure up to the simplicity of
operation and the actua! job required done in one, two, three, instantly. Fire departments and police departments are supposed to be the ones prepared to do
emergency work. We should be prepared to meet those situations. With this
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ma~!eria! Dr. Robinson has, you prepared in an instant to take care of bleeding or
fractures. How many have seen an accident victim j ack-knived and thrown into a
car and crippled for life? I sincerely hope that every chief in the New England
district will see to it that their men are ingtructed in first aid by a competent First
Aid Red Cross Instructor or any instructor available in the United States today.
Thank you very much.
DR. ROBINSON: Thank you, gentlemen.
PRESIDENT POPE: We have a short film by one of the tire companies, and
if they will put it in operation now and get it started, we will get along with the program°
Walter Johnson, representing the Seiberling Rubber Company,
described and displayed a picture regarding Seiberling puncture sea!
tubes and bullet sea! for the government combat equipment.
PRESIDENT POPE: We don’t want to discriminate against any of the
other exhibitors but we wil! have to cut them down and go on with the program°
If there are any here, let them step up right away.
We had a very interesting talk and discussion yesterday relative to the leaky
gasoline tanks and we are very fortunate in having with us here His Honor Mayor
Harry Eo Newe!! of Bloomfield, New Jersey, who is also connected with the Undera
writers, and it is a pleasure for me to present him. His talk here now will be "Fire
Hazard Aspects of Truck Transportation and Storage of Flamrnable Liquids°"

FIRE HAZARD ASPECTS OF TRUCK TRANSPORTATION AND
STORAGE OF FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS
BY Hi~Y E. N~w~L5
Mayor, Bloomfield, N. J., Assistant Chief Engineer ofthe
National Board of Fire Underwriters
Mr. President and Members of the New England Association of Fire Chiefs:
I had intended to constitute myself more or less an unofficial spokesman of the
New Jersey delegation this morning and tell you .how much we admire your asso~
clarion and how much we appreciate coming into this country to visit you. The
events of last evening are ample illustrations of how much we appreciate your
hospitality..
Although the subject assigned to rile primarily relates to the transportation by
truck of flammable liquids, any discussion of it would be incomp!ete without relating it to the~-~eneral storage 0f flammable liquids, and this will be apparent as our
discussion develops. This is so because transportation and storage being parts of a
general problem supplement each other. As an illustration, transportation of
flammable liquids has been steadily increasing in, importance as a problem for you
and me because of tremendous increase in storage requirements. Basically., both
parts of this problem are born of production, each part assuming added importance
as production increased.
Some idea of this tremendous increase, which really is an illustration of the
growth of the oil industry, can be gained from the fo!!owing figures. During the
world war the production of crude petroleum in the United States increased 40 per~
cent. Since the close of the war and based upon the latest figures available, ioeo, the
estimate for 1938, this production has increased more than 220 percent Most
remarkable is the relatively slight falling off during the early years of the depression
and the steady subsequent year by year increase up to the present
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The close of the war found our railroads greatly impaired because of the great
strain placed upon them by the war, and entirely unprepared and incapable of meeting the freight transportation requirements of the country as it settled down to a
peace time basis. The brief depression of 1921 was a breathing spel! for the railroads, but even this did not afford sufficient time for them to catch up to the steadily
increasing demands. The climax was reached with the development of the great
building boom at the end of 1921 and the resulting abnorma! demands for building
materials°
In this situation the oil industry resorted more than ever to the use of pipe
lines, but even these were inadequate to meet the demands, hence these facilities
were supplemented by water and the tanker fleets were pressed into service. Thus
during the twenties we find crude petroleum from the mid-continent, Texas and
California fields being sent east by means of rail, pipe line and tanker.
But even these means were not sufficient to meet the production brought about
by the American motorist and industry. The tank truck which up to that time had
been almost exclusively used for local distribution purposes was pressed into service
as an inter-state and intra-state motor transport. Special trucks with tanks of
greatly increased capacity were soon plying the roads, and shortly the semi-trailer
and the full trailer made its appearance. What I have recited concerning the oi!
industry is almost equa!1y true of the milk .industry, the automobile industry and
many others. Naturally, this brought about a demand greater than ever for improved and additiona! highways. As a result, the period 1925 to date has witnessed
the greatest highway building program this country has ever known, the federal
government, states and counties participating, and the end is not yet in sight.
Naturally with steadily improving cross-country highways the freight of the
country to an even greater extent has been diverted to the truck, and this is especially true in the case of the oil industry. This use of the highways by the truck
has become so great that the public has started to complain, and we are consequently
more and more hearing the suggestion that the government and the states cooperate in the construction of a specia! truck highway system. Maybe this will be
the next step, but the trucker retorts that he is already paying his just share of
highway to!ls in the form of taxes.
The foregoing will in a general way explain why our highways and city streets
are more than ever congested with ever-increasing traffic and including the potentially hazardous automobile, gasoline tank truck. It should be .plain, however, that
any consideration of the problem must take into consideration these economic
aspects. We must of necessity have the tank truck and it is your job and mine to
say under iust what conditions its use will be permitted in our communities. There
are, of cot{rse, other considerations such as the use of State and county highw@
beyond our corporate limits, but these are outside the jurisdiction of the fire chief or
other municipal authority. In New Jersey we have a set of minimum State re~iui-r~
ments, promulgated, I believe, by the Department of Motor Vehicles. About two
years ago an act of Congress gave the Interstate Commerce Commission jurisdiction over motor vehicles engaged in inter-state commerce as common and. contract
carriers. The Commission has construed this to give it authority over private
carriers but this is being contested by industry.
I believe I am right in saying that up to 1926 there was not a city or state in
the Union that had an ordinance or law regulating the construction and operation
of automobile gasoline tank trucks. The first effort to provide such safeguards was
made by the Committee on Flammable Liquids in 1926. I served as Chairman of
the conference which compiled the Recommended Good Practice Requirements for
such tank trucks; these were finally adopted in 1929o Almost simultaneously the
City of New York passed an ordinance permitting the use of tank trucks. Prior to
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that time the distribution and handling of gasoline in that city was restricted
drums° The oil industry was satisfied with the requirements compiled by our Corn-.
mittee and submitted them as its recommendations for adoption by the City of
New ¥orko Many wi!l reca!!, however, that the city insisted upon much more
drastic requirements, including heavier ga~.ge metat for tank constmction~ the
prohibition of gravity discharge and the insistence upon discharge by siphon and
numerous other requirements not included by those drawn by our Committee°
The most outstanding difference, however~ relates to trailers and semi-trailerso The
Recommended Safeguards prepared by our Committee permitted the use of semi~
trailers and ful! trailers, while those of New York prohibited full trailers and restricted the use of semi-trailers to fuel oi! trucks°
= Someone may ask why, after all the years of tank truck use, the Committee on
Fallable Liquids should suddenly decide to draft a good practice requirement° The
answer to that is largely in the recitation of transportation increase over highways
given earlier, or in other words, the great growth of the oil industry fol!owing the
war° To be a bit more explicit, the increasing number of tank truck accidents,
many of which were widely publicized around 1924 and during the ira.mediately
following years.
It cannot be argued that the fire record of gasoline tank trucks justified the
need of regulation. As a matter of fact the record of the tank truck based upon the
number in use, the frequency of service trips, miles of travel per vehicle per year
and the volume of gasoline handled is exceptionally good° It should also be borne
in mind that prior to 1924, tank trucks were largely buih and operated with few if
any safeguards. One might have seen a drag chain, but protection to draw~off
valves, rear bumpers, or suitable vents on tank compartments were decidedly not
thee ruleo In other words, the record was good despite the absence of safeguards.
The fact remains that the potential hazard was there, and it was this factor as
demonstrated by accidents which occurred with increasing frequency as this form
of transportation increased that brought about regulatiom
Some persons have said that the Good Practice Requirements prepared by our
Committee are weak and inadequate° This, however, is largely the result of differences of opinion regarding the use of trailers. It is important to realize, however,
that the Committee on Flammable Liquids was the pioneer, and that prior to its
efforts, tank trucks were mainly built by rule of tlh_umb methods with little or not
attention to scientific principles of design or safeguards° If the tank truck fire
record is reviewed and compared with the good practice requiremer~ts above rnen~
tioned, it will be observed that they include safeguards for most of the causes i11us~
trated by the record° It might be worthwhile to briefly touch on the mo~e irn~
portant safety features included by the good practice requirements°
First of a!l, they specify suitable materials for tank construction and include
minimum_ gauges or thickness for meta!o They indicate permissible methods of
making joints and specify requirements for bulkheads, fi!! openings and manholes
and tank outlets and provide for suitable test of the completed container.
The capacity of tank compartments is limited and provisions made for operat~
ing and emergency vents. Provisions are made for tight hose connections between
valves and faucets, and rear end bumpers are required for the protection of .the
latter in case of collision° Provision is also made for emergency and ordinary dis~
charge contro!°
The inherent hazards of the automobile are saregua °ded by suitable provisions
for truck fuel system, electric ignition and lighting, and exhaust systems° Loading
and unloading operations are regulated, means provided for safeguarding against
static electricity, and special provisions for braking systems on trailers and semitrailerso
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These Good practice requirements are now published in ordinance form and as
such have been adopted or used as a basis for ordinances in severa! cities. In the
work of the motor truck safety division of the I.C.C. the requirements of our
Committee have been used in part and supplemented by other provisions° Some
of these additional features have to do with drivers’ qualifications, physical features
and strength of vision, also minimum hours of labor.
Thus the groundwork has been laid for local, state and federal contro! of this
potential hazard on.the highways. It.so happens that, as stated previously, the ful!
trailer is a bone of contention in many instances. In some cities there is a strong
feeling that the ful! trailer should not be permitted. It is of course a ddbatable
question. It has been contended that regardless of the reliability of the trailer
braking system, the trailer.is not safe where there are gardes of any material extent
and railroad grade crossings. When New I’ork City is pointed to, those in favor of
trailers reply that the action of that city is not a fair comparison because of the
unusually heavy traffic in that particular city. The I.C.C. has recognized the full
trailer and so has most states, but it is probable that we have not heard the last of
this debatable feature of the truck problem.
It might be thought that with the tank truck regulated as to construction and
its inherent hazards otherwise safeguarded that the problem is entirely met. Such
is not the case. There is sti!l a certain field in which debate is sti!l going on. Many
municipal public safety officials contend that even with the safeguards mentioned,
it is not safe nor reasonable to permit the long transport tank truck in business
sections or elsewhere within the city where highways carry heavy traffic. They feel
that they should reserve the right to say which highways passing through their
communities should be .used by the transport tank trucks. In some cases, especially where state highways are concerned, the state authorities have felt this
authority belonged to them, and there is at least one interes~:ing legal decision on
record in this connection.
As we study the past, it is plain that local and state public safety officials have
not properly realized the potential hazard of the automobile, gasoline tank truck.
A study of the fire record and the extent of fires and resultant losses will readily
prove this. Such fires always create difficult problems for the loca! fire department
and especially so if it is not equipped to combat that kind of a fire. If a city does
not have within its borders one or more bulk wholesale oil storages, it is probable
that the fire department’s equipment for oil fires wil! be nothing more than a collection of foam or carbon dioxide hand extinguishers. Certainly such equipment is entirely inadequate for such fires. Special equipment such as foam generators or spray
nozzles are required and no department should be deficient in these respects.
The foregoing is not intended to exaggerate the danger of the tank truck, but
rather to point it out. Neither is it intended to encourage unnecessary restrictions.
It is, however, intended to illustrate the need of adopting and enforcing reasonable
minimum requirements for safety.
It is plain that for the general welfare of a!l we must permit the use of gasoline
trucks in our streets. Let us not forget that our own interests are also bound up in
this general economic problem of distribution in the oil industry. In my opinion,
the s~ine thing tOo dois to adopt and enforce a reasonable ordinance such as that
endorsed by the National Board of Fire Underwriters and the American Petroleum
Institute and determine additional needs by experience.
The record of tank trucks since the city of New 3:’ork permitted their use
starting about sixteen years ago i!lustrates the value of regulation in these respects.
There has been but one fire involving a tank truck in the streets during that period,
according to the fire department records. This is truly remarkable when we con~Sider the following figures: ......................
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There are at present approximately 500 automobile tank trucks engaged in the
daily transportation of gasoline, the tots! gal!onage per day being 200,000,000
gallons. For fuel oil distribution 2000 tank trucks are required and the amount
handled each day. averages 1,370,000 gallons..
A related problem, but one which is mainly apart from the tafik truck, concerns
aboveground storage at bulk wholesale oi! storage plants within the city. Increased
consumption demands either greater storage at these stations, or an increased number of tank trucks plying the city streets in order to maintain the required minimum
storage. The oi! industry today is asking our Committee to liberalize its requirements for separating _tanks from each other and from line of adjoining property or
nearest building. It is also seeking a modification of diking requirements° These
are problems of fundamental importance, striking as they do at some of the principa! features of safety in connection with oil storage. The oil companies do not,
however, look with favor or in any way agree with the thought that any fixed
system of foam or other type of fire protection should be provided at their expense
if the tanks are of modern all-steel construction. This brings up some rather interesting questions. Is the modern all-steel tank, properly equipped with emergency
and working vents, back-flash arresters, etc., sufficiently immune from fire to justify
ignoring its potentia! hazard ? The oil industry answers this question in the affirmative and goes even further by saying the tanks are so safe that their capacities
should be increased and their locations closer to property lines and other buildings
permitted° Possibly you gentlemen have opinions of your own on these features.
This change in storage requirements is now before the Committee on Flammable Liquids. It might be a good idea for each fireman here to ponder a bit over
these questions.
Your responsibility and mine is public safety, and while we must not lose sight
of the economics involved, we must be sure that those who look to us for protection
are properly served.
Thank you very much,
PRESIDENT POPE: Thank you very ,much, Mr. Mayor.

And now we will proceed along with the meeting as fast as we can and I know
you are a!! anxious to hear Mr. George H. Booth, Chief Engineer of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters, speak on a subject interesting to every fire chief,
"Grading Schedule of the National Board of Fire Underwriters."

SCHEDULE GRADING OF CITIES
BY GEORO~; W. BOOTH

Chief Engineer, The Nations! Board of Fire Underwriters
Mr. President, Members of the Association and Guests: I come to you as a
transplanted New Englander born and brought up in Massachusetts and am always
glad ~o get back to your meetings and see old friends and make new ones.
What is the Standard Schedule for Grading Cities and Towns of the United
States With Reference to Their Fire Defenses and Physical Conditions, as issued by
the Nationa! Board of Fire Underwriters? What is its purpose and how is it used?
As a preliminary basis for the answer to these questions, it is we!l to review the
background and principles of insurance and particularly of fire insurance.
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Calvin Coolidge, in his terse New England style, had adequately defined insurance as fo!lows:
"Insurance is the modern method by which men make the uncertain
certain, and the unequal equal. It is the means by which success is almost
guaranteed. It is part charity and part business but a!l common sense.
Through its operation the strong contribute to the support of the weak, and
the weak secure, not by favor but by right, duly purchased, and paid for~
the support of the strong."
We all hdp t~ pay for the !oss sustained by other~ as a result of the misfortune
of fire; just as we dO" for"tlie misfortune of accident or of death.
Many persons, perhaps most, have the experience of paying premiums year
after year for fire insurance, accident and other forms of insurance, without c611ecting any or at most only a small part as indemnity; but we still believe that insurance
is an essential part of our economic plan, and can all remember cases when it has
saved a difficult situation.
In the early days of fire insurance there was little choice of desirability as
between insurable properties; they were largely of dwelling occupancy~ with stores
or workshops attached, and even when located in a city or town there was no general
fire protection plan.
The first classification of desirability was that brought about by the organization of fire companies or brigades among the owners of property who were considered as insurable by any particular company.
The development of manufacturing processes and of trade, and the growth
of cities and industry genera!ly have introduced many factors which produce varying degrees of risk as between individual buildings or groups of buildings.
One of the factors influencing the fire risk is the quality of the municipa! or
public fire protection furnished. No one will g.ainsay the thought that a building
and its contents are less liable to total destruction or even to material injury when
protected by good fire fighting facilities than would be the case in a rura! area with
no protection.
With the recognition of this value of organized fire fighting facilities there
came a normal trend to credit these better protected risks by a lowered rate of
premium on the amount of insurance carried. There was also a willingness on the
part of any one insurance company to assume on the individual propert.y a greater
proportion of the total liability than would be the case with poor protection.
During the years of change from the simple buildings of colonial days to the
skyscrapers of today, many attempts were made to evaluate the degree and kind
of protection furnished in the various communities of the country. The first of
these were mere expressions of judgment, based upon past experience of leading
underwriters. The results obtained in this manner were subject to differences of
opinion and were often inequitable. Other attempts consisted of describing the kind
of protection that could be considered as fire or A class and that of poorer classes
such as second, third, etc., or B, C, D, etc.
None of these methods worked very well, and to overcome their recognized
deficiencies and to provide a common yardstick for a!l the communities in the
United States, the engineering staff of the National Board of Fire Underwriters was
instructed to prepare a grading schedule, and to base this upon the ten-year study
which these engineers had made of conditions found in the various cities, towns and
villages covered by their survey work.
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Fire protection is an emergency service and as such its standards must be
signed to meet the most serious conditions reasonably to be expected. It has been
generally accepted that con3Jtions in the grouped buildings of the business center of
the community produce the most serious probability of large and spreading fires°
This is not always the case, as in some places a grouping of buildings used for hotel
purposes or for manufacturing may be of outstanding importance. With the above
in mind it was obvious that the grading schedule should take into consideration the
conditions in the principal mercantile district, or the congested value district, as it
is termed in the larger places, in determining the needs of the protectiv-e facilities of
a city.
This study emphasized several outstanding facts, which had not previously
been given consideration in any atte.mp.t to classify or g!’ade a city. One was that
structural conditions and hazards existing in these districts were factors which influenced the probability of serious losses irrespective of the quality of the fire fight=
ing facilities. A few severe fires, the rapid spread of which was brought about by a
delayed alarm, by excessive area or height of buildings, or by open stairways, and
the extension of fire possible by reason of unprotected windows and narrow streets,
were accounting for a high percentage of the total loss. Realizing that these were
factors which varied in the different cities and towns, the engineers, incorporated,
as part of the schedule, items dealing with structural conditions in the high value
area. Also recognition was given to the fact that ordinances looking towards prevention of fires and of losses, while they might not prove to bd of immediate value,
would eventually result in a betterment of conditions, and items were therefore
cluded covering building laws, and also ordinances contro!ling hazards.
The grading schedule must of necessity deal mainly with the fire fighting
facilities of the community. These are the water supply, the fire department and
the fire alarm system. It is obvious that these differ widely in kind, degree and
extent, depending upon the size of the city, the part of the country and the financial
capacity of the people to pay for fire protection. To properly analyze each and
every community’s fire fighting facilities, these fire fighting facilities were subdivided in such a way that the water supp,ly is considered in 32 items, the fire
department in 34 and the fire alarm system m 24.
With this subdivision of subjects into numerous items, a detailed analysis is
made, not only of the features covering the adequacy of fire protection, but also of
those factors of reliability which involve the chance of this adequacy being reduced
by breakdown or during the time equipment must be overhauled.
Each of these items outlines or defines a standard, and the deficiency is determined by comparing actual conditions with this standard.
These standards are not set by the National Board of Fire Underwriters.
They are practices and proced.ures actually in operation; a critical review of the
standards has been made by water superintendents, fire chiefs, fire alarm superintendents and others. Further, as the practices in fire fighting change with new
equipment or new methods, a revision of the standards is desirable. Without this
flexibility the modern fire department, which equips itself with salvage appliances,
or adopts a modern system of drills and training, could not be credited as any
better than the department which is not so progressive. The Schedule is flexible
in its application, but its makeup is such that anything of proven value will receive
recognition, it materially lessens overemphasis on any one feature of protection°
In a!l the years since its publication in 19!6, only one basic criticism has been
made of it as a reasonab!e yardstick to measure the relativity of hazards and fire
fighting facilities. This criticism was that there was no definite correlation between
the classification of a city and the loss per capita and the number of fires. The
criticizer contends that there should be a definite re|ationship and argues that
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Many Products Made by du Pont Promote the

Cause of SAFETY
A number of du Pont products contribute materially to fire prevention
and general safety. They are used in virtually every place where manufactured products are to be found--on the farm and in the home, in office
buildings, theatres and factories, even in forest and field. This is but a
partial list . . .
Fire Retardant Chcmlcals--"CM", "T," 3-WG and Ammonium Sulfamate
Chromated Zinc Chloride--for the treatment of lumber to render it FIRE RETARDING and to provide protection against DECAY and TERMITE attack.
Explosives--for cutting forest fire lanes, excavating emergency water basins, sometimes for checking conflagrations.
Du Pont Safety Film
.
Motion Picture Screen Material--fire resistant
Neoprene--a synthetic rubber, used in the manufacture of gasoline hose, for oil and
solvent pump packing, etc.
Refrigerants--"Freon" fluorine refrigerants--safe non-toxic, non-flammable and n oncombustible refrigerants.
Paints, Varnishes and Lacquers--for improving building lighting and housekeeping,
and for maintaining fire fighting apparatus and equipment.
Anti-Freeze Products--"Zerex" permanent-type anti-freeze made of ethylene glycol
--flash-point approximately $60° F. open-cup, hence relatively non-hazardous.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (Inc.)
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HOMELITE Portable Generators I
Homelite Portable Gasoline-engine-driven Generators
are the standard power plants for fire department floodlighting. In fact, more Itomelite Portable Generators
are used by fire departments than all other makes combined. The light weight of the Homelite, its easy portability, combined with its extra large power output,
constant voltage and rugged construction make it ideal
for valuable use in fire departments, large and small.
SIZES AVAILABLE
650 watt 120 volts DC
1250 watt 120 volts DC
1800 watt 120 volts DC
3000 watt 120 volts DC
500 watt 110 volts AC
1000 watt 110 volts AC
1500 watt 110 volts AC
2500 watt 110 volts AC

weighs only 71 lbs. complete
weighs only 89 lbs. complete
weighs only 82 lbs. complete
weighs only 3[30 lbs. complete
weighs only 76 lbs. complete
weighs only lOl lbs. complete
weighs only 94 lbs. complete
weighs only 150 lbs. complete

A full line of Homelite Portable Pumps also available

HOiVIELITE CORPORATION
Boston Office-Sales-Service-and Rentals- 16 BRIGHTON AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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because there is not there must be something wrong with the grading sctiedule.
His argument really means that the relative per capita loss is a measure of the
efficiency and effectiveness of the fire protection facilities.
That the use of fire loss figures, on a per capita or any other basis, a~s a. yardstick for classifying cities is an erroneous idea is well recognized by every fire chief.
Without exception each fire chief has seen a splendid yearly fire record completely
ruined by one large fire, which often odcurs at such a time or under such conditions
that there is nothing which the fire department can do to prevent tota! destruction
of the building and its contents. Unde~ these conditions, where almost super~
human efforts were necessary to confine the fire and prevent a conflagration, would
it not be poor recompense to grade the fire protection as poor because of a high per
capita losso These large losses result from less than one percent of the fires, and are
subject to probability factors which cannot be depended upon to. occur on any
routine; they most often occur as a result of a combination of unfavorable circumstances, some of which are of infrequent occurrence° Even the best protected city
may have a series of years of either high or low fire losses without any actual change
in the amount or kind of fire fighting facilities.
Another phase of this idea of using fire losses as a basis is the so-called Texas
plan of crediting or debiting a community on the basis of its fire loss ratio. In the
!ong run, as shown by experience, the level of insurance cost is determined by the
factor of losses; and this comes about in a manner m~)re in harmony with sound
insurance princip!es than is the case in Texas° Either a long period, much longer
than the five years used in Texas, or a large number of occurrences must be used,
otherwise inequalities and injustices wil! occur to the decided disadvantage of some
individuals.
The adoption of the loss-ratio credit or debit plan in Texas was in the nature
of an expedient, rather than a well conceived attempt to keep the insurance business
in step with the development ol~ better fire protection, which has been ~:ecognized
in other parts of the country by improved classification of the individual city, as
determined by the Standard Grading Schedule, and by a general lowering of rates in
certain classes of occupancies. As evidenceof the general lowering of rates, it is
interesting to note that the average rate of premium for the United States was
$!o07 in 19!4:- and has consistently declined since then to a figure of $0.67 in 1939.
Quoting from a paper pre)ared by the manager of one of the Middle West inspection
bureaus, If the gradln~ of the fire.defenses of c~tles _s made by the same instrument
throughout the state, a logics! relationship is established which produces equitable
results and recognizes the features of superiority which can be measured tangibly°
If a proper relationship is established between individual risks (by means of the
rating schedule) and between cities (by means of the grading schedule applied to
their fire defenses), then the rating and grading schedules have served a proper
purpose in the public’ interest.
’*When these relationships .have been established and the rates adjusted to the
over-all experience of the state, then rates are reasonable regardless of whether fires
occur or do not occur in a given property."
The general adoption of a credit-debit application to the individual community
may readily react to the disadvantage of a fire department. Every fire chief knows
only too wel! that the. number and extent of serious fires are often beyond the contro! of his fire department. For the cities of Chelsea, Salem, Fal! Ri~er, New Bedford~ and others which come to your mind as having experienced conflagrations or
excessive individua! losses, to have all classes of buildings penalized for a period of
five years wou!d not make the chief or his department popular. The fallacy of such
a scheme is readily appreciated, when it is recognized that a series of arson fires may
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result in a five year’s increase in insurance rates on a!! property within the community.
The Standard Grading Schedule, adopted in 19!6 and used with only minor
~:hanges since then; has proved to be an adequate and satisfactory yardstick for
measuring the relative standing of municipalities as respects their fire protection
facilities and physical conditions.
It also provides a means whereby credit is given for any worthwhile improvem_ent, as for example a new reservoir or pump for the water supply, new apparatus
or equipment or a better system of drills and training for the fire department, an
improved fire alarm system, or a better building code or fire prevention ordinances.
What few criticisms have been made have come from persons not familiar
with matters of this nature or who have some special hobby to ride. " "
As supplementary to this paper, I would like to submit to you some instances
.of betterment of classification of individual cities, as evidence that improvements
in conditions have been made the occasion for a lower base rate or key rate.
The list as cited is not complete, since only a few representative cities are
mentioned. In the eastern part of the country, where cities are older than those
farther west, and are in a more stable situation as respects growth and deve!opment~
not many of them have either advanced or retrograded in their classification in the
past 25 years. They have had more time to complete the development of their
water supplies and to insta!l fire alarm systems, and most of their fire departments
are more nearly stabilized at reasonably satisfactory strength°
Of the cities in New England which have earned a betterment in class, mention
can be made of Brookline, Cambridge, and Pittsfield, each of which have advanced
one class, and Revere which is better by two classes; al! of these have shown a
material decrease in deficiencies in the fire department, but it is fair to say that
much of the improvement in some of these places came in the water supply. As
against this is the decrease in protection in Chelsea, which had a fire department
in 1933 which was considerably poorer than in 1927, and graded in a poorer class.
Cow, cord, N. Ig. Substantial improvements in the fire department and fire alarm
moved the city from 5th class in 1932 to 4th class in 1939.
Berfin~ 2Vo H. Substantial improvement in water supply and fire department
moved the city from 6th class in 1925 to 5th class in 1938.
Moving over into New Jersey, a number of cities have bettered their classification in recent years, including Irvington and Bloomfield°
Irvington, N. ~. Improvements mainly in water supply, fire department and
fire alarm advanced the city from 5th class in 1926 to 4th class in 1935, and to 3rd
.class in 1937.

BIoomfidd, N. ~’. Improvements in water supply, fire department and fire
.alarm, and to some extent in other items advanced the city fi’om 5th class in 1926,
4th class in 1932, to 2nd class in 1940.
Newburgh, N. H., advanced successively from 5th class in 1928 to third class
in 1935. White Plains advanced from 5th class in 1923 to second class in !933.
In the Middle West several cities improved their standing by at least one and
in some instances two or three classes, largely by reason of water supply betterments.

No other section of the country has made greater advances than the Pacific
Coast. Fresno, California, has had a period when losses were high and protection
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poor, followed by a marked improvement in conditions and a consequent betterment in c!assificationo Pertinent to that our San Francisco office comments" that in
this and other cases the improvernent program was started by a bad fire or series of
fires and that had insura~_~ce rates been based solely or largely on loss experience,
most of the rate reductions would not have taken place, but rather an increases in
rates.
Portland, Oregon, is another example of continued efforts to secure a better
classification, culminating in 1939 in the city reaching 2nd classo Sacramento, California, bettered itself from 5th class in 1921 to 3rd class in 1938o
The above are examples taken at random_ from the records and could be mu!dplied several times if necessary. They do establish the fact that worthwhile improvements are always ready to be recognized.
I would like to assure you men who come from the larger cities that the National
Board is always ready to advise with you on what type and kind of improvements
are best suited to balance your general scheme of protection. It may sometimes be
the water supply, it may sometimes be the fire department, sometimes the fire
Marm system. We are always ready, Mr. President and Members, to help.in any
way we can to familiarize you with the schedule and the way it works out m your
individual community. We aren’t able to go into a place of less than 25~000 popul~
rich, but the state and sectional organizations in most states use the saline schedule
and apply it to the smaller communities.
CHIEF RANDLETTE, Richmond, Maine: Mr. President, I move you the
papers of Mayor Newe!l and of Chief Engineer Booth be received, a vote of thanks
be extended to them and the papers be placed in the record°
EX-CHIEF HARFORD, So. Norwalk, Conn.: I wish to second the motion.
(Motion carrie&)
PRESIDENT POPE: We of the fire service have made our contributions in
many fields to various enterprises in the country and we have had many outstanding men, but I am very pleased at this time to present a man whom perhaps many
of you have not met persona!ly but undoubtedly have read about in some of the
fire magazines and a man who is rated and considered one of the outstanding fire
chiefs of the country. He was recognized by ourselves when he chose to accept his
retirement and we now have him as Managing Director of our International Association. At this time it is my pleasure to present to you Chief Ralph Jo Scott of
Los Angeles~
THE AIMS AND PURPOSES
of the
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE CHIEFS
BY" Ro Jo SCOTT

Managing Director, Internationa! Association of Fire Chiefs
Mro President and Gentlemen of the New England Association of Fire Chiefs:
The introduction .I have received as Chief of the Los Angeles Fire Department is
incorrect--he should have said Ex-Chief of Los Angeles, in view of the fact that I
retired on March 1 of this year.
I am very happy and very grateful to the Board of Directors of the International Association of Fire Chiefs for the opportunity to serve you as Managing
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Director of your Association, and as such I wi!l do all I can to assist the Fire Service
with its many problems, and I pledge my fullest co-operation with the New England
Association of Fire Chiefs° No man can serve 35 years in the Fire Service, as I have
done, withoutfully realizing his responsibility to his fel!ow Fire Chiefs°
The present Educational progrand of the International Association of Fire
Chiefs received its inception in 1930.
Through the efforts of the Educational Committee the active interest and
participation of ~he Federal Board for Vocational Education in Fire training, was
enlisted and received with the result that in 1931, by the co-operative efforts of the
two groups, the now we!Lknown Bulletin Noo 155, Trade and Industrial Series
Noo 44_:
~Fire Fighting--An Analysis of the Fireman’s
Job with Suggestions as to the Organization
and Operation of Training,"
was published° This bulletin represented the first known attempt to analyze the
activities of the Fire Service and to co-ordinate those activities for the purpose of
developing training procedures° That bulletin formed a foundation for much that
has passed under the bridge in the way of Firemen Training during the past decade.
The Federa! Board for Vocational Education had ’long been in the field of
providing vocationa! type training under the Congressional Smith-Hughes Act of
!917 and succeeding Vocational Educationa! Acts° In fact, several states took
advantage of the provisions of those Acts to establish State-wide fire training
programs in the early 1930’so However, it remained for the George-Deen Act of
193g, with its broad interpretation of the possible field for Federal assistance in
vocational work, specifically including the Fire Service, to throw open the door that
has permitted the operation of such training work in no less than 27 states at the
present time° Under the general terms of this Act,’ states desiring to establish training courses may develop their programs and provide ample means for meeting the
financial requirements of carrying them on. After approval of the training plan by
the Federal Government, the state is entitled to be reimbursed roughly to the extent
of one-half its expenditure from Federa! Vocationa! funds°
In 1938 the need for broader activity on the part of the International Association became maifest, and provision was made for the organization of a fulLtime
Headquarters staff under the direction of the Educational Committee° At the same
time the Educationa! Committee was recognized as the Federal Advisory Committee on Firemen Training to co-operate with tke United States Office of Education,
successor to the Federal Board for Vocational Education, in al! matters pertaining
to firemen training programs°
The present scope of the Association’s Program of Education, which program
is being continually enlarged and co-ordinated, is based upon four cardinal objec~
tires, which in general guide the activities:
1o To assist representatives of the states and of fire departments in the organization of training plans for fire department personnel.
2. To supply information to the states and to officers of fire departments
concerning firemen training, the.. results achieved, costs, necessary equipment and
similar matters°
3. To compile and distribute information of educationa! value in connection
with the whole program of education and training of fire department personnel
4. To establish a national clearing house for the collection, indexing, cooordi159
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nation and distribution of a!l material which has a bearing upon the future conduct
of the fire service, whether instructional or operationalo
The accomplishment of these four major objectives is and will continue to be
carried out to a degree largely depending upon the support given to the Association
by its constituents in the fire service and in related occupations° In reviewing the
activities of the Association during the. period since the formation of the present
expanded outline of activities in 1938, we find that:
1. The Association has-been instrumental i.n bringing about a more co-ordinated effort on the part of the various state programs of fire service training. Such
programs are now in operation to a more or less degree in 42 of the 48 states. In 27
of these states the programs receive financial reimbursement from the Federa!
Government° During the training year of 1938-1939 over 60,000 firemen, paid and
volunteer, were reported to have received the benefit of direct training through
these state programs in the United States. This estimate does not attempt to
include the additional thousands who received training under purely loca! departmental programs, the quality of which was favorably affected by the state training
programs°
2. The Association has given direct assistance in the organization of new programs of fire service training in several states, counties and in !ocal fire departments
and has been indirectly involved in assisting with organization problems in many
others.
~""
3. The Association has been active in, and continues the accumulation of a
constantly increasing central library including information dealing with M1 phases
of fire del~artment organization and related subjects, fire protection, fire prevention
and fire exting~ishmento
4. Through its Headquarters office the Association has acted in the capacity
of a Clearing House for information, much of which work is in connection with the
reply to individual communications in request of the same.
5. In addition to the promulgation of information by direct reply to queries, the
Association has prepared and distributed to its own membership, and to auxiliary
distribution outside its membership, usually at no cost to members, other than the
payment of annua! membership fees, such literature and information of educationa!
and training promotional nature as the following:
"
a. ~’The Fire Chief’s News Latter"--Official l~ublication~of[ the AsSociation,
issued monthly, and devoted to events of interest vital to the ~velfare of the Association and to the promotion of interest in fire department services, such as fire
protection, fire prevention and firemen training.
..
bo "Suggested Program for Standard Fire Service Training"--A suggested
outline and guide for the formation of State Fire Service Training Programs, based
upon extensive study of all existing systems of training programs.
c. "Bulletins of Special Interest to Fire Department Officials"’--Single sheet
informational releases on random subjects, compiled by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters, semi-monthly, and distributed by the Association to its members
monthly. A special edition containing a!! of these Bulletins issued prior to February
15, 1939, has been compiled and is available to members and non-members at a
nominal fee. Special arrangements have also been made to furnish subscription
mailing service on current bulletins to non-members at a area!! cost°

d. "Fh’e Department Pumps, Pumping Equipment and Pumping"--A comprehensive reference manual treating with the subject of pumping engines and the
161
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production of simple fire streams, published and distributed by the Association
without cost to members, with additiona! distribution among non-members at a
small cost.
e. "Vocational Training for Firemen"--An outline of the scope of the Federal
Government and of State governments in the field of Fire Service Training, prepared by the United States Office of Education and distributed to members of the
Association.
L "Fire Department Equipment Series--Section 1--Hose Line Equipment,
and Sections 2 and 3, Forcible Entry Equipment and Fire Department Ladders"-First two of a series of bulletin releases containing an encyclopedia of all commonly
used fire department equipment and appliances with description and illustration_
of their use. Sections 4 and 5 of this series, "Fire Extinguishers and First Aid and
Rescue Equipment" are in the process of being printed now and wil! be released
shortly.
go "Educational Bulletin No. 1--Safe Use of Volatile Petroleum Products"-a bulletin treating the fundamental principles underlying the combustability of
petroleum liquids.
ho In addition to the above, the Association has also published its Annual
Book of Proceedings, containing a!l papers and discussions taking place at its Annua!
Conferences and makes available from time to time such reprints and copies of
articles of interest to the Fire Service as are thought to be of unusual value.
The future program of the Association involves the continuation of a!l of the
above activ.ities, on a greatly expanded scale, p!us a more frequent and direct contact wi~:h its members and the entire Fire Service field through attendance of
authorized representatives of the Association at meetings of Fire Chiefs and Firemen"s Associations, State Fire Schools and Conventions. Educational releases for
future consideratidn will be drawn from lists of suggested current subjects such as:
Fire Department Photography, Fire Apparatus Specifications, Fire Hose Specifications, Public Relations Programs, Arson Investigation, Salvage Operations, Fire
Prevention Bureaus, Insurance and its relation to the Fire Service, Hose Lines and
Fire Streams, Fire Department Ladder Practices, Contro! of Fireworks, Standardization of Fire Hose and Hydrant Threads, Fire Alarm Systems, Chemistry in
the Fire Service and other similar subjects.
In order to stimulate the interest and active participation of members of the
Association and to open new fields of potential membership, that the benefit of their
combined vast experiences may be better brought into action, there has just been
announced a p!an for the formation of sections within the Association. At the
present time plans call for the formation of eight such sections, with others possibly
to be added as demand may developo The initia! sections to be organized include:
Fire Alarm,. Fire Investigation, Fire Prevention, Firemen Training, Mechanical
Maintenance, Public Relations, Salvage Operations, and S{ate Fire 1V~arshalso Each
of these sections wil! be expected to organize its own deliberations on subjects
peculiar to the interests of the particular section and to report on their deliberations
and conclusions before the entire Association.
In c!osing, the International Association of Fire Chiefs is more than a mere
fraternal organization; it is more than a mere co!lection of individuals interested
the Fire Service. The Association is the Fire Service because it is the on!y organization truly representative of the entire Fire Service, and it is the only organized
means whereby the Fire Service can get together, free fi’om the diverting influences
of outside interests, and work as a united body for the development of better
standards and better practices in the profession of fire protection, fire prevention
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and fire extinguishment. Every fire department in the land should, and we trust
will, be represented m our membership. There is a place m the Association s ~eneral
membership, and there is a place in the sectional organization plan, for every individual truly interested in the future of the Fire Service, whether he be chief or
probationary fireman of the large city fire department, whether he be village undertaker, barber or banker of the sin!!lest volunteer fire departmen~ whether he be a
representative of a firm manufacturing or selling fire department equipment or
merely an unobtrusive citizen of that peculiar breed we have come. to know and
respect as the faithful "Fire Fan°"
Fu!l information as to activities, publications, membership and sections!
operation may be obtained upon application to the Headquarters office, International Association of Fire Chiefs, 24 West 40th Street, New York, No Y.
PRESIDENT POPE: Before you go, we have an announcement to make here.
We are going to try and do the best we can and finish up if possible today, so the
Auditing Committee will get to work and bring in their report just as soon as
possible.
One thing in reference to the banquet. Everybody is to sit down at 6:30 sharp,
so be sure and be at the banquet hall.

CHIEF TIERNEY, Arlingkon, Mass.: Mr. President.
PRESIDENT POPE: Chief Tierneyo
CHIEF TIERNEY: Bgfore we go, and to supplement Chief Scott’s remarks,
I am sure that you will feel that the directors of the International Association of
Fire Chiefs did a wonderful job-when they appointed him to this position.

CHIEF MAHONEY, Peabody, Mass.: I would move a vote of thanks for the
very ~nlightening address of our Managing Director, Chief Scott.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
PRESIDENT POPE: We wi!l now adjourn unti! 2:30 and we will hear Fred
Shepperd at that time.
-.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26
2:30 Po M.
PRESIDENT POPE: We all know none of our fire chiefs meetings would be
comp!ete without having an opportunity of hearing from our good friend Fred
Shepperd. I now present Fred Shepperd of Fire Engineering.

FIRE PROTECTION PROBLEMS DURING AIR PdklDS
BY FRED SHEPPERD

Editorial Director, Fire Engineering, New York
Mr. Chairman, Members of the New England Association of Fire Chiefs, and guests.
Whether or not we wi!l be drawn into the European war cannot yet be predicted with certainty° The trend is definitely toward such a possibility, however.
The War Department must hold this view, for it is at the present moment at work
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on a nation=wide plan for co-operating in war emergencies similar to that o~atlined
by the Committee on Preparing for War Emergencies of the International Associa~
tion of Fire Chiefs.

If war reaches our shores, we may expect it to come by way of the air; and if it
does, the fire service wi!! carry a tremendous responsibility in gt~arding against
fire and in protecting the lives of citizens endangered by high explosive and incendiary bombs.
In this discussion of "Fire Protection Problems During Air Raids," it will be
desirable to include data on high explosive bombs as well as incendiary bombs, for
each creates work for the fire service. Furthermore, the two types are frequently
used together, and oftentimes produce disastrous results°
HIOH EXPLOSIVE Bo~Bs

¯

Where high explosive bombs arc cmp!oycd, the department wi!l bc faced with
the problem of rescuing trapped persons, demolishing structures which, have been
made dangerous by the bombs~ damage, as well as fighting fires which may occur
from bombing. Incidentally, high explosive bombs cause fires through dcmoIKion
of buildings in which open flames arc burning.
The greatest damage to buildings caused by high explosive bombs results not
from the slivers of meta! scattered when the bomb explodes, but rather from the
blast, or high velocity gas, which is produced. At the temperature of explosion of
material within the bomb, which may be from !;,000 to 7,000 degrees fahrenheit,
the potential volmne of gases is around 15,000 times that of the volume of the
-exp!osives employed. The pressure within the bomb, created by detonation (i.e.
violent explosion) of the explosive, may be as much as a hundred tons per square
inch.
The gases from a bomb, when detonation takes place, push away everything
in the neighborhood, with an almost inconceivable force. The air is pushed forward
at a speed of about 4,000 miles an hour, twenty times the speed of a fast airplane.
A man standing within thirty leerof the larger bomb would be torn to pieces° When
a bomb explodes, it creates a pressure wave in the atmosphere which travels at the
high speed indicated previouslyo This pressure persists at any point for about one
thousandth of a second. It is succeeded immediately afterward by a negative
pressure, or suction, which appears to last a little longer. This is similar to the
hollow behind of a big wave in water. These phenome.na lead to odd.resultso Thus
when a bomb had burst in a spanish street in the recent.war, the metal shutters of
shops° which had not been knocked down were sucked outward. And when a bomb
re1! within a house, a large part of the shattered wails fell inward.
The blast fi’om a quarter ton bomb wi!l knock down an ordinary house a~
twenty-five yards. A one-ton bomb will do the same at fifty yards° This is the case
if it bursts on the ground. If it buries itself in soft ground, most of the blast goes
upward° But a bomb falling in the middle of astreet wi!! probably knock over
houses on both sides. One specific example of the destruction of high explosive
bombs, reported from Great Britain, showed that a 1,000 kilogram (2,200 pounds)
bomb demolished four houses, seriously damaged twenty others within a radius of
200 feet and partia!ly damaged 119 other houses within a radius of 600 feet° The
same authority states that a 5,000 pound bomb, which is now coming into use° wil!
have a destruction zone of 3,000 leerin diameter° Of course, the c~ncrete and stee!
buildings are far harder to destroy. Experience has shown that though such structures are not demolished, they are frequently warped upon being struck by a large
bomb, and repair, if it is practical, is very costlyo
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With regard to the penetration of aerial bombs, assuming a maximum velocity
of 1,200 feet per second, which would be the velocity if the bomb were dropped from
around 20,000 feet altitude, a five hundred pound bomb would penetrate through a
two foot thickness of concrete, or twenty feet of sand or gravel. A 2,00-0 pound
bomb would probably penetrate the ground from fifty to sixty feet. It is assumed
in both cases that the bomb does not explode before completing penetration. The
width of the crater formed upon explosion would be from two to three times the
penetration.
High explosive bombs are of two types, namely, the percussion type and the
time fuse type. The first type explodes upon contact with any solid object. The
second explodes at a predetermined time, the time being controlled by a time fuse.
Hence a bomb can be dropped and not explode until after it has completed its
~oenetration
into
a bMlding
othersurface,
object.the
Aerial
maythe
strike
ur places; they
may
strike theorstreet
basebombs
of a wa!l,
wa!l,atoranyone
on the of
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Mro Ramon Peters, Chief Air Raid Protection Engineer to the government of
Catalona during the recent Spanish War, in which mostly Italian and German
bombs were emp!oyed, states that from his observations he has determined that the
dimensions of a crater produced from the exp!osion of an impact bomb of two
hundred pounds weight in moderately soft ground are about three and a half feet
in depth and about eight feet in diameter. In the case of a paved street, these dimensions are reduced to two feet nine inches and six feet. Generally speaking, the
damages to services, such as water mains, electricity, gas pipes, telephone lines, etc.,
from bombs of 300 pounds or less weight are not very considerable. Full scale tests
of the effect of a 500 pound bomb on the service mains and sewers below the level of
the street gave the fo_lowing-;1 results:
1. All water mains were shattered.
2. Cast iron pipes were breached locally.
3. Joints in steel mains were damaged for considerable distances.
4o Sewers two bricks thick were cracked.
Thus, there is a real danger with a larger bomb, of serious damage to the water
supply so widely needed in fire fighting operations. On the other hand, the cost of
large bombs is so high, and the number carried by a plane so smal!, that it is commonly believed their use wi!l be listed largely to military obj ectiveso
Windows, doors and corrugated shutters are practically blown out of their
housings, if they are within the near proximity of the explosion. A blast inside of a
room affects the partitions, walls and furniture, and the intensity of these effects
varies accor.ding to the distance; the structures of wel! built buildings are not seriously affected in tlie case ofoutside explosions. Aerial bombs are dropped from
moving planes. They therefore have not on!y a vertical travel, but also a horizontal travel, due to the speed of the planes. For this reason such bombs frequently
hit the side wa!ls of buildingso With angles of impact of only fifteen degrees, that is
the angle which the bomb makes with the vertical at the moment it reaches its
target, the bomb may do very serious damage ~o the structure. It would be detonated, rather than deflected away from the structure.
An explosion of such a bomb can take place outside the wal!, or inside of it.
The first case occurs where the detonation of the fuse is produced by the shock
against the building. The effect of the explosion usually produces a characteristic
circular zone of damage. The propagation of the blast inside the house produces a
general :movement of partition walls, and a!l objects are swept against the side
opposite..to-_t.hat ..a-t vchi.ch.:-t-he, eaplosion, t0o_k-placeo. If the bomb can.penetrate
through the wall or pass through an opening~ and the explbsion take plade inside,
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then the damage and general effects are totally different° The damage will be much
greater. If the bombs should burst in the basement of the structure, then tile
greatest destructive effect is produced.

The procedure followed by Germany in bombing smaller communities, on its
drive through Belgium and France, consisted of mass bombing, that is, the simultaneous dropping of a large number of bombs over the area of the town° Such a
cumulative blast was usually sufficient to completely level most of the buildings of
the town, provided they were of brick or frame construction. Frame buildings,
surprising though it may seem, proved better able to resist the blast from a high
explosive bomb than a brick building. In larger cities, the high explosive and
incendiary bombs were used together in many cases.
The history of the Spanish War is remarkable in that the morta!ity from aerial
bombs was comparatively low, totaling on an average of thirty-two deaths per ton
of bombs dropped, according to Mr. Pererao This is probably accounted for by the
fact that bomb shelters were provided in most of the large cities, and sirens were
employed to warn the public to take to the shelters whenever an air raid was imminento Where high explosive bombs are employed, and explode on the street, they
break windows of buildings over a large area. If incendiary bombs are employed
during the same raid, the fire problem is increased severely due to the danger of
spread of fire through open windows.
GAs BOMBS

Gas protection has been so well developed that gas bombs are hardly a factor
as far as the fire department is concerned. If incendiary bombs are employed, and
fires result, any toxic or corrosive gases which may be discharged are reduced in
effectiveness by the strong drafts created in the neighborhood of the burning building, which carry the gases upward. As a matter of fact, gas bombs were used very
little in Spain, France or Belgium when high explosive bombs and incendiary
bombs were being employed.
~NCENDIARY BOMBS

It is the incendiary bomb with which the fire department is most concerned.
For it is this type of bomb whose function it is to set fire to structures, and thereby
create emergency work which falls solely within the scope of the fire service. Incendiary bombs may range in weight from half a pound to about 150 pounds. The
two pound bomb, of the smaller ones, is the one which is being most commonly
used today. There seems to be some question as to the effectiveness of the sma!le~r
rype of bomb. Because of the small quantity of combustible material carried, it
must land adjacent to readily combustible materials in order to set fire. If it does.
not penetrate a fire resistant roof, no fire wi!! result. On the other hand, if it is
employed where wood shingle roofs are encountered, or where a thin composition
roof is in use, then its effectiveness would be marked. The large types of bombs
are highly effective. They have sufficient weight, and obtain sufficient velocity in
failing, to penetrate almost any type of roof, with the result that they exert their
fire starting ability within a structure.
The two most commonly used types of incendiary bombs today are the thermite
° ’ " bomb
° ~ wlth
" ~ " k electron
° " Jac eto Thermlte is a mixture of
bomb and the thermlte
aluminum and iron oxide (iron rust). The mixt{~re is confined in a case of either zinc
or iron, or of electron metal, which is an alloy of magnesium with small amounts of
hardening and strengthening material such as aluminum, copper, cilicon, etc.,
added. The advantage of the latter type of bomb is that the jacket will also burn,
adding to the heat generated.
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The thermite is ignited by means of a fuse set off by the impact of the bomb
whereupon the thermite starts to burn. The chief product of the combustion is
molten iron, and the heat generated is terrific, reaching approximately 4,500 degrees
Fahrenheit. A bomb, of which the case is made of electron metal, may burn from
ten to fifteen minutes. The thermite filling burns but one minute, however, and
serves to ignite the magnesium case which continues the incendiary effect at a
temperature of about 2700 degrees Fahrenheit for approximately fifteen minutes.
The intense heat created by the larger thermite bombs enables them to burn through
several floors of a building }~efore their combustible ingredients are finally consoumedo
Thus while a bomb may come to rest on one of the upper floors of a building, it may
burn through to the floors be!ow before it finally is exhausted.
In a demonstration a two-pound thermite bomb was placed on a half-inch sheet
of iron above a bucket of water and not only burned through the iron, but dropped
into the bucket of water and burned through the bucket and the floor below. From
this it is evident that water is not an effective extinguishing agent for thermite fires.
As a matter of fact, water has a tendency to increase the intensity of a thermite
fire. As thermite and iron oxide create the oxygen necessary to support combustion~
smothering the fire is impossibleo
The electron bomb has the added danger that in the early stages of combustion
minor explosions may occur at intervals, throwing pieces of white hot metal a distance of fifteen to twenty feet away from the burning mass, thus not only handicapping those attacking it, but also spreading the area of the fire.
The ingredients of the thermite bomb produce free oxygen upon_ burning so
fire therein cannot be smothered; application of water speeds up the intensity of the
fire. The electron case, on the other hand, requires the oxygen in the air to mainrain combustion° But if water is applied, the water is dissociated into free hydrogen
and oxygen, and the oxygen intensifies the burning of the meta!. Hence, while
electron metal fires may be smothered if sufficient material of the right type is
available, the application of water merely speeds up combustion. While it has been
stated previously that water streams should not be directed on thermite bombs,
because the water causes violent combustion and scattering of molten fragments, if
streams are operated from a distance~ they can be directed on thermite bombs and
by the great quantity of water which is used, the fire in adjacent materials can be
held and the thermite permitted to burn itself out° Close range operations of this
type are inadvisable due to the danger to the men from flying p articles of the molten
metal°
As the iron oxide and the powdered aluminum in the thermite employed have
a tendency to separate out if the bomb is moved about much, and thus lose their
effectiveness, it is common practice to employ some form of binder to keep the
materials in relative proportion throughout the bomb. One of the most effective
agents for this purpose is a solidifying oi!, which is fluid when heated, but solidates
firmly when cooled. This heavy grease, or oil, upon the ignition of the bomb, melts,
and increases the intensity of the fire appreciably
In addition to thermite bombs, phosphorous bombs and sodium bombs are also
occasionally employed.
White phosphorous creates a much lower temperature than thermite when
burning, and has not proven very successfu! as an incendiary agent in aerial bombs°
Water can be applied to it when burning without danger. As a matter of fact, white
phosphorous is stored under water, and when exposed to the air, it takes fire spontaneouslyo In contact with the human body, phosphorous produces burns which
are s!ow and difficult to heal; thus the firing of phosphorous against personnel has
a psychological value that greatly increases military effectiveness. It ignites’ only
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readily combustible materials, however, so that it is not considered fully satisfactory
as an incendiary agent.
Sodium is a light, soft metal which on contact with water decomposes the
water with vigorous evolution of hydrogen. The heat of the reaction is sufficient to
ignite the hydrogen and hence, in the presence of moisture, sodium is spontaneously
inflammable. It was formerly used for filling some of the German incendiary she!ls,
but apparenr_ly is little used today.
In using incendiary bombs for military operation, the success of the operation
is dependent upon the number of fires which can be started at approximately the
same time. If a plane carries 2,000 of the small bombs, and if only ten percent of
them are effective in starting fires, there will be two hundred fires created by the
one plane. If a number of planes are involved in this operation, the size of the job
facing the fire department can be appreciated.
Although anti-aircraft guns were effective during the last part of the Spanish
War in keeping planes at a great height and warding off many attacks, the tactics
emp!oyed by some airplanes engaged in incendiary work were as follows: The
planes would travel at an elevation of about 25,000 feet until within a few miles of
their objective. Then they would shut off the motors and coast toward the property
to be attacked. In this manner, their presence was frequently not known until the
bombs had been dropped. In fact, the planes had opportunity to dump their load
and be wd! on the way back before any of the bombs had reached their objectives.
With such a weapon as the incendiary bomb now comm0nly employed, the
huge job facing the fire department in the event of an air attack cannot be minimized. Present facilities of no Ameri.can fire department are either adequate or
suitable for handling such a myriad of fires.
Extinguishing a fire involving thermite presents many difficulties. In the first
place, the use of water streams on thermite not only increases the intensity of the
fire, as previously noted, but also tends to cause explosion of the material, which
spreads the fire and endangers the men operating on it. The fire cannot be smothered and therefore carbon tetrachloride and carbon dioxide are of little use. Furthermore, the use of carbon tetrachloride extinguishers on such fires is not recommended
from the safety angle. As the thermite fire cannot be extinguished, about a!l the
fire department can do isto prevent the fire from. involving ~d_jacent combustible
materials. Powdered talc and dry sand are effective in slowing down the combustion
of the thermite bomb, though they wil! not extinguish the fire. On the other hand,
fog nozzles have been used with good effect. The fine fog, or mist, discharged on
the thermite speeds up its burning, as indicated above, but it does not cause the
explosion produced by a so!id stream of water on the thermite. Furthermore, the
fog wets down the combustible material around the thermite bomb, and permits the
bomb to burn itself out without spreading the fire. Of course, if the thermite bomb
burns through the floor, it must be followed up after any fire it may have caused in
the first location has been extinguished.
In addition to the.incendiarymaterials mentioned above, there is sti!1 a third
which is used to some extent° This is in the form of a liquid, and usually contains
phosphorous dissolved in carbon bisulphide and zinc ethy!. While fires originating
from the use of such liquids are comparatively easy to handle, danger to personnel
is serious, for the inflammable material cannot be readily extinguished, and upon
coming in contact with the garments may burn through to the skin, causing serious
burD_s o

Another type of incendiary bomb which has been used to a limited extent is
the "scatter type" bomb. This consists of a shell enc!osing a number of small incendiary agents which are scattered by the exp!osion of the bomb. This type of
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bomb is quite effective for firing grain fields, woods and other quickly ignitable
substances. Black powder is commonly used to scatter the impregnated bails of
~ombustible materials contained in the bomb.
~IRE DEPARTMENT OROAN!ZATION

So much for incendiary bombs and their effects. And now as to the organization of a fire department to take care of themultiplicity of fires in the event of an
air raid.
Of course, the regular department force would be the nucleous around which
all fire fighting activities must center° In addition to the regular force, an auxiliary
fire fighting force must be developedo
In Great Britain, the London Auxiliary Fire Service is several times the size of
the regular fire department. It is made up of volunteers who have been trained by
the regular firemen in the use of apparatus assigned to them.
The British Fire Department maintains its regular stadons~ but in addition to
these, additional auxiliary locations have been provided at which a few auxiliary
firemen are stationed with first aid fire appliances. The number of auxiliary "stations" is approximately twice the number of regular fire stations. The function of
the auxiliaries is to handle sma!l fires and to spot larger fires resulting from air raids.
Approximately 3,000 trailer pumps have been purchased by the British Government and by the various fire departments in that country for use in air raid
protection. These small units are placed at piers and other locations where they can
be brought into play !ong before the regular apparatus arrives. In addition to
these, each fire hydrant in the high value district of London is fitted with a hundred
foot length of hose, which remains connected at al! times. Should an air raid occur,
at which a number of fires are started, the volunteers would man these lines until the
arrival of the regular companies. In most.~cases, they would be able to hold the fire,
or possibly extinguish it before the regular fire department apparatus arrives.
In addition to the trailer pumps, many sma!l portable pumps, front end pumps,
and portable extinguishers are placed ready for immediate use. Each householder
is requested to keep bath tubs and other containers filled with water for use in the
event of fire. When streets are made impassible for motor driven apparatus by
building wreckage and bomb craters, the value of the portable unit is much enhanced.
Anticipating a large number of fires in a comparatively small area, the London
Fire Department has put into service improvised canvas reservoirs. The purpose of
these canvas reservoirs is to enable a large number of portable pumpers to take
suction at one hydrant. Instead of being able to take but two lines off a hydrant,
the hydrant discharges directly into the canvas reservoir, from which may be a
dozen of the sma!l trailer pumps can take suction. Each of these trailer pumps is
capable of delivering one satisfactory fire stream, so that the maximum effectiveness
of each hydrant is attained.
It is not a problem so much of handling one large fire as handling a great number of sma!l fires. Thus spreading the supply of water over a large area through the
agency of single lines of hose stretched from the portable pumpers is expected to
prove an effective weapon against fires from aerial bombs.
In the event that a large fire does occur, regular fire comparfies would be placed
in operation on such fire until brought within contro!, at which time the auxiliaries
would take up the burden, and the regular companies would return to their stations,
or go to other locations where threatening fires are burning.
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It is anticipated that in the event of an air raid of large proportions, the fire
alarm systems would be put out of service; likewise the telephone system. The
earthquake at Long Beach, Calif., a couple of years ago, not only put the fire alarm
and telephone systems out of use, but also wrecked the local radio broadcasting
station. The military successes of the Central Powers against Belgium, Holland and
France were largely due to disorganization of the defense forces. The plan of attack
was based upon this scheme.
In fire fighting, disorganization of the fire fighting force would be equally
disastrous° Crippling of the fire alarm system, which is the nerve system of the fire
¯ department, would result in similar disorganization° Any fire alarm system which
.could sti!l function, even though but partly effective, when the fire alarm head.quarters were destroyed would be most desirable during air raids.
A crippling of communication systems would increase the difficulties of the
fire department many fold. In order to take care of such a development, a system
of fire department and police radio communications should be developed to enable
the department to get word of fires. Furthermore, a messenger system might
be formulated and messengers stationed at points throughout the city to convey
information to the fire fighting force. At Long Beach, Calif., several companies of
Marines were posted along the streets and communicated fire alarms and other
emergency information_ by word of mouth or by signals.
Air raid alarms are also essential for safety of life as wel! as to put the fire
fighting force, both regular and volunteer, on guard. The most important factor of
air raid alarm is speed. If the planes are spotted twenty miles away, it may be only
four minutes before they are dropping bombs° Usually, they cannot be spotted at
that great distance, so that the time remaining for transmission of air raid alarms
and the taking of emergency measures in connection therewith is lessened. Incidentally, auxiliary firemen, if stationed on streets, must have bomb-proof shelters
in which to stay during bombing operations. Such shelters can_ only be expected to
protect the men against flying shrapne! and splinters of bombs, for they could not
practically be built of such strength as to withstand a direct hit°
Furthermore, watch posts should be maintained in tall buildings. These watch
posts~ or !ookouts, shou!d serve as a means of spotting fires which are caused by
incendiary bombs°
SPECIAL PROBLEMS

One of the real handicaps to efficient fire fighting operations during an air raid
at night is the necessity for black-out. If a building is hit, and fire started, the light
therefrom serves as a target for additional bombs dropped by planes. Thus, the fire
department is placed in a position where it is exposed to concentrated fire. In addition, the darkening of the streets makes it difficult for motor apparatus to respond
promptly to alarms without using headlights, and al! lights are taboo during air
raids.
Protection of docks along the seaboard constitutes a major problem for the fire
fighters. Docks are nominally considered military objectives, and when an attack
is made on them, a number may be fired at the same time. Here is where the small
portable unit is effective, it is right on the scene of the fire~ and can take suction
from below to operate promptly.
One of the difficult jobs the fire service faces during air raids is the rescue of
persons buried beneath debris. A building may collapse, and until the debris has
been overhauled, there is no certainty that no one is trapped. It is in such work as
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this that the auxiliary firemen, with proper training, can be of great value° It has
been suggested by one of the British authorities, where basements of.buildings are
fitted up as bomb-proof sheher~ for occupants of the building, that some means of
signaling be installed so that in the event that the building is brought down by
aerial bombs, those imprisoned can immediately signal for helpo h is also suggested
that in a similar situation, tools be provided for making escape by the imprisoned.
An axe, saw and crowbar, or claw tool, would probably be considered suitable for
this purpose.
CONCLUSION

The entire problem of protection against fires from air raids resolves itself
down to locating and handling a large number of fires which initia!ly are compara~!ively smal!. Any system which can effectively handle .possibly fihy to one hundred
times the number of fires norma!ly handled at once by a fire department should
serve satisf~tctorily in the event of an air raid. But it is not possible to divide the
regular force of the department into such a large number of individual groups. The
only alternative, therefore, is the organizing and training of a sufficient number of
auxiliaries to reinforce the fire department° It is equally vital that sufficient and
adequate apparatus be provided to these auxiliaries so that no fires need be permitted to spread through inattention. Then, an emergency signaling set-up must be
provided so that in the event of regular means of communication being put out of
commission, it will be possible for fire departments and their auxiliaries to receive
prompt notification of fires.
In presenting the above information, it has been possible only to cover briefly
the more important points; air raid protection and organization and training of
auxiliary firemen constitute a subject which would require the pages of a good sized
’textbook to cover fully. It has been the purpose of the speaker to include only
those points which are considered most essential, and to provide suggestions which
may aid in developing a pract!ca! plan for use in the event that we are faced with
war on our shores°
NEED FoR MAINTAININO STRENGTH OF FIRE DEPARTMENTS

Before concluding, I must strongly condemn the action of many of our prominent mumclpal officials during recent months m weaken_ng the ~re service by closing
fire stations and abolishing positions, as well as failing to make replacements when
firemen have left the service. If the Fire Service is to face the responsibility of
protecting the homes and factories of this nation, it should be given the wholehearted support of its city officials. There are few fire departments which are today
up to strength manuall~r or mechanically.
Are our municipal officials going to wait until war is at our doorsteps before
they recognize the dire need of a stronger {ire service ? Are they going to wait, in
replacing obsolete apparatus, until the threat of devastating fires is right upon us,
only to find that the manufacturing capacity of our fire apparatus plants is sufficient to take care of peacetime needs alone ? Are they going to procrastinate until
all skilled mechanics, capable of building fire apparatus, are engaged in other wartime activities ? If a!! apparatus needed for replacement of obsolete machines in the
fire service, were ordered today, the manufacturers could not turn them out in five
years, even if they could get the workmen needed to man al! the shop equipment
they have. There is no more vital defense in time of war than the defense against
fire, and yet our city officials seem prone to wait until war has been dropped on our
doorsteps in the hope that they can get what they need in the way of fire protection
at the moment they want it. If the Fire Chiefs do their part in requesting needed
apparatus now, they wil! be freed of blame when fire apparatus builders run into
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the inevitable jam which must occur as soon as rush orders in number begin arriving
from cities from coast to coast. One big fire caused either by aeria! bombardment
or sabotage will cost a city, directly or indirectly, far more than the expenditure
needed to bring the fire department up to strength. If ever full rosters were needed
in the fire service; if ever modern, dependable apparatus were required, it is now.
It will be too late to modernize after the sky is c!ouded by enemy airplanes. No
amount of frantic action, no last minute appropriations, no matter how big, can
correct overnight the disastrous weakness of the fire service brought about by years
of procrastination° If war is to reach our shores within a year, even now we would
be late in starting to bring our fire departments up to full strength. Fervent hope
will be found no more effective in strengthening the fire service than it will prove’2in
keeping war away°
Thank you°

CHIEF RANDLETTE, Richmond, Me.: I move the thanks of this Association be given to our friend Fred Shepperd for the paper he has presented and it be
made a matter of record.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
CHIEF RANDLETTE: I would like to ask some further questions. I understood the bombs described to us in the way of incendiary and explosive bombs
don’t go off unless they come in contact or are ’time bombs ?

MR. SHEPPERD: There are both contact and time bombs.
CHIEF RANDLETTE: We have a!! seen in pictures the German machine
throwing flame.
MR. SHEPPERD: There are two kinds. One is a solution involving phosphorous and one.is gasoline. The former is chiefly designed to harass the enemy.
As far as being incendiary, its incendiary effect is negligible. Franc. used incendiary
liquids in Spain bef6re the Loyalists had anti-aircraft guns.
CHIEF EANIES, Reading, Mass. : Is there any consideratiQn being taken aa
to the loss of water supply and old fire systems in existence in many of these towns ?
MR. SHEPPERD: The British Water Works Association had a committee
check on this quite a while ago and they weren’t at all excited about it. There
might be danger where there is an earth dam or an exposed tank, but in the case of
a reservoir there is little danger.

CHIEF EAMES: What I had in mind was the mains in the street.
MR. SHEPPERD: Bombs up to 300 pounds have been found not to create
any serious problem; if a city system is properly valved and a main is broken, it is
not a hard job to segregate the damaged section. If streets are paved, the danger
of rupturing mains is not very great. Of course a direct hit would knock the hydrant
off. I want to cite one example of bomb destruction abroad. A bomb was dropped
in the street right alongside a lamp post. It ki!led a number of people, wrecked
several automobiles, but the lamp post (an iron one) remained intact. The large
bombs would prove exceedingly serious, but the sma!1 borabs, 300 pounds and
under, have been found comparatively harmless to mains. I think the answer to
the problem would be in knowing the water system_ and knowing what valves to
close if you did have a rupture. Does that answer your question ?
CHIEF EAMES: What I had in mind was the old fire disterns in many places.
MR. SHEPPERD: They have large cisterns downtown in San Francisco and
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are
by earthquakes or other causes. These cisterns should be able to resist a direct hit
of a smaller bomb.
CHIEF RANDLETTE: Your canvas covered that.
MR. SHEPPERD: The canvas reservoir could not take the place of a cistern.
It hasn’t sufficient storage capacity. It is intended only as a source of suction for a
number of portable pumps. Water is supplied the canvas reservoir by a hydrant°
CHIEF SLAMAN, Wellesley, Mass.: If a bomb takes the water supply, why
won’t it rupture the system?
.MR. SHEPPERD: A large bomb may rupture mains, and the system will.
bleed itself. If you depend on a water tank for storage, you are out of operation as
soon as the tank goes; and then if you have a reserve supply in a cistern, it wil! be
valuable.
MEMBER: Don’t you think these radio stations would have a great benefit?
MR. SHEPPERD: Police and Fire Department radios would be of great
benefit. There might be confusion, however, if there were a great m~fltiple of receiving and sending sets of different wave lengths. But a well organized plan of
radio operation by these department cars would prove invaluable.
MEMBER: That is what I mean, in case the police and fire cars are located
at different places.
MR. SHEPPERD: Yes, and it can be done.
MEMBER: We have our whole town equipped now. I start out for a fire
sometimes and may be the police car has got there some time ahead of me.
MR. SHEPPERD: If you could have Fire and Police Department cars stationed at points where they could serve as signaling stations to report fires in prop~
erty, they would prove very effective.
EX-CHIEF HARFORD, So. Norwalk, Conn.: I think a survey of water
supplies is being made to take precautionary methods° Therefore, I think the
water department should be mentioned and given some consideration of what to do.

MR, SHEPPERD: Absolutely. The International Association of Fire Chiefs
cover this subject in their War Emergency plans,
CHIEF WELLS, Falmouth, Mass.: What would the fire chief advise the
householder, if anything, regarding precautions they might take to prevent or help
prevent the spread of fire ?
MR. SHEPPERD: The first advice to give the householder is to run for an
air raid shelter in the event of air raid alarm and not to stay in their homes. In
France on many occasions rescue parties had to dig through ruins to find if any
people were buried. As to helping the fire department check the spread of fires, the
public should immediately notify the fire department if fire is discovered° In Great
Britain, the Auxiliary Fire Service recommends that householders keep tubs or
other containers fi!led with water for extinguishing incipient fires°
CHIEF DONNELLY, We~t Hartford, Corm.: On this radio do you know
how much of a job it is for neighboring cities or towns who have two-way radio to
come into such a city where an emergency arises and go on their wave length ?
MR. SHEPPERD: I couldn’t answer that question.
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CHIEF SHIPMAN, New London, Conn.: I can answer it. Each radio is
fixed to a set wave length. Unless they bring one or two of those cars, it would be of
no use. About every twenty-five miles you get a duplicate wave.
CHIEF DONNELLY: About i~ow much of a job would it be to tune the set
to that wave? My thought was if the city had an emergency like that that you
would call on a neighboring city and change to that wave length.
CHIEF SHIPMAN: In the large cities they probably have some technician
who could make the change.
MR. SCOTT: (Managing Director, I.AoF.Co) I will say definitely to your
Association that a committee is we1! on its way to have assigned to the fire service
a wave length solely and wholly for the use of the fire department for transmission
to and from the fire department in times of trouble and normal times. We have
been assured, and I think I am safe in saying to you we wil! be assigned by the
Federal Radio Commission a band for the sole use of the fire department. In addition to that, Chief Delaney of Chicago demonstrated a two-way radio which is
carried on your shoulder, about twelve inches !ong and three inches thick and about
six inches wide, and you can talk at great lengths by the use of that system. Now
when I talked up b_ere this morning, I wanted to say to you the development of the
two-way system at the time of that disaster in California was not developed to
where it was used. However, since that time there haffe been great strides made by
the manufacturers of two-way radios whereby we believe it could be injected°
Really, we have a demand and I think we are just in our demand that the Federal
Radio Commission give us that band for the sole use of the fire departments. We
have no fight with the police departments for that system in operation at the
present time, but the cities where they have to use the system where there is a
tremendous number of calls and other departments adj scent to that city have also
the use of that radio system set up by the police, have found the fact that there were
so many calls in ahead of the ca!l they wanted put through for the fire service we
couldn’t get on the air. Let me te!l you something; when a disaster occurs you
multiply that many, many times more. For that reason, again, is why the fire
chiefs of this nation have asked that the Federal Radio Commission give us that
band for the benefit of the cities or to use it and that, Fred, I think you.k!~ow is on
the way to get that same service.
FIRE COMMISSIONER WALTON, Plymouth, Mass.: I might add a word.
Probably a great many fel!ows don’t know in the Cape district we are already using
Mobile radios. I am going to have one built for my car and we have a number of
Mobile units already. It is as simple as Ao B. C. All you have got to do is spend a
little money. We have men in the hall here who wi!l be glad to take your order°
PRESIDENT POPE: I was very much interested in Fred Shepperd’s talk on
the auxiliary to the fire service. As a matter of fact, Boston, Mass°, now, as you
gentlemen know, is the leader of this section of the country; we have in training
now an auxiliary force of five hundred men. We have four. drill schools in operation,
and those men are training every evening from 7 to 9:30, and four dri!l masters are
assigned to teach them everything necessary relative to the fire service, and we
hope before we get through we will augment that number to two thousand. So you
see it wasn’t necessary to listen to Fred’s paper to know the necessity of an auxiliary
to our department.
Chief Scott spoke this morning about fire marshals in co-operation with the
fire chiefs. The next speaker I have the privilege to present is the Fire Marshal in
the state of Massachusetts, for whom every chief in the state of Massachusetts has
the highest regard, and it is due to the very excellent co-operation which exists
between the fire Marsha!’s office and the fire chiefs of that state. It is my pleasure
now to present our good friend Stephen Co Garrity, Fire Marsha! of the state of
Massachusetts.
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ADDRESS
STEPHEN Co

GARRITY

Fire M~rshal, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen:--It is indeed a great pleasure for me to
attend this 18th Annual Convention of the New England Fire Chiefs’ Association,
and I am very thankfu! for the privilege of addressing this splendid gathering.
As Fire Marshal of the Commonweahh of Massachusetts, I am always glad to
be with the Fire Chiefs who play such an important part in the protection of life
and property. As the members from Massachusetts already know, may I say for
the benefit of Chiefs from other states, that in Massachusetts a great amount of
authority is delegated to the Fire Chiefs by the State Fire Marshal. Under the
statutes and regulations made thereunder, it is the duty of the State Fire MarshM
to grant permits for oil burners, oi! storage, garages, and many other similar functions. Inasmuqh as the Fire Chiefs are familiar with their own territory, the Fire
Marshal delegates the powers of granting these permits to these Chiefs; and also,
so that these Fire Chiefs wi!l know ju;t what is going on under their jurisdiction.
MayI say, at this time~ that a!l the Chiefs have Very efficiently and.c~:refu!ly
administered this duty of granting permits, and I again wish to thank them for their
whole-hearted co-operationo It will be well for other states to pattern their laws
and regulations after those which have been so effective in Massachusetts.
As you have previously learned at other conventions, the Fire Marsha!’s once
maintains a complete inventory of a11 fire department equipment, which is available
in the event of a major disaster. This inventory is being maintained up-to-date,
and is not only open to the fire departments of Massachusetts, but to those of any
other state, if they wish to contact our office~
With Defense Preparedness engaging the attention of public officials throughout the country, it occurred to me that one of the prime moves that should be made
was to tighten up on the storage of explosives, and inventory the amounts and
locations of explosives stored in Massachusetts. More than a year ago, under my
jurisdiction, a movement was launched to check on the storage of a!l explosives for
the purpose of knowing first,--where such explosives are located; second,--the
amount; and third,--to be sure that it is properly stored. Several o~cers were
assigned to this task, and up-to-date 344 of the 351 cities and towns in Massachusetts have been visited and the explosives checked in these 344 cities and towns.
465 inspections have been made, and the check-up shows that there were 559
magazines used for the storage of high explosives. These magazines contained
581,076 pounds of high explosives and 401,!20 detonators. On the first inspection,
only 180 magazines were found to be lawfully maintained; 379 magazines were
found to be unlawfully maintained, and these were ordered to be altered to confomm
to the law and regulations. Before many weeks, they will be 100% in conformity
with the law. Re-checks and re-checks have been and will be made, to assure
proper compliance with the law. To illustrate this point, already 1!5 re-checks
have been made. Permits to use explosives for blasting purposes, numbering 815,
have been investigated, to be sure that proper bonds had been filed before such
permits were issued. In this investigation, we learned that many permits had been
issued without the proper bonds, and orders have been given that this practice will
no longer be tolerated; so that today it is impossible to get a permit to blast without
filing the proper bond.
89 persons were found to be blasting without proper permits. This wa.s.due,
principally, to the fact that there was a misunderstanding as to the right of the
person securing a permit in one city or town to blast in another city or town. There
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is no such thing as. a state-wide blasting permit or license, but under the law, a
permit must be secured in each city and town where blasting operations are conducted. A bond must likewise be flied for each blasting operation, this bond to run
to the Treasurer of the city or town where the blasting occurs. However, a btanket
bond may be filed to cover all operations in a city or town, but this blanket bond is
not good outside that particular city or town° The amount of the bond is determined by the Fire Chief who issues the permit, as he knows the local conditions and
should make it sufficient to cover any damage that might be caused in a blast in the
particular neighborhood where the blasting is to take place°
13 vehicles were inspected for transportation permits which are issued by the
Fire Marshal, and 11 were granted and 2 disapproved. 72 pounds of dynamite was
found abandoned, and this dynamite was destroyed. 1913 pounds of dynamite was
found unlawfully kept, and it was destroyed at the request of the owner; while 580
pounds were destroyed on court order. 105 pounds of dynamite reported lost was
recovered and returned to the owner. 4 arrests were made for the i!legal use of
explosives and in all four cases convictions were secured and substantial fines
posed by the court.
The Fire Marshal’s office requests the Fire Chiefs to be very careful in issuing
blasting permits and to recommend the granting of licenses for the storage of
explosives only when they feel it is absolutely safe to do so. Under the statutes, a
license is reqv~.!red for the storage of explosives° Such license is granted by the local
licensing authority.
May I, at this time, ask the Chiefs to report all unlawfu! storage of explosives or suspicions that they may have concerning the same, and officers espez
cially trained will be despatched to you to investigate.
In closing, may I again thank the Association for this invitation and wish
them a!l a successful year to come.
CHIEF GISBORNE, Sound Beach, Conn.: I move a rising vote of thanks b6
given to Fire Marshal Garrityo

(Motion sedonded and carried.)
PRESIDENT POPE: In these days when the use of oi! has become a!most
universal, I bdieve the next topic wi!! be most interesting. I take pleasure in presenting Mr. J. Henry Brody, Vice President of Buckley & Scott Utilities, mad
President of the Boston Oi! Burner Associates, his topic wil! be "Evidence of How
the Oil Burner Installers are Co-operating with the Fire Chiefs."

EVIDENCE OF HOW THE OILBURNER INSTALLERS ARE
CO-OPERATING WITH THE FIRE CHIEFS
BY ]o HI~Nt~¥ BROD¥
Vice President Buckley & Scott Utilities, Inc.;
President Boston Oil Burner Associates
Chief Pope, Chief O’Hearn, Members of the New England Association of Fire
Chiefs and Gentlemen: In these troubled world times it seems a bit out of place to
talk about a subject such as oil burners and their relation to the public of New
England. But the oi! burner industry.is deeply appreciative of the high honor you
have conferred upon it as an industry by inviting us to take part in your convention.
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It indicates that we have grown up--we apparently are no longer an infant~
industry, we have come out of our swaddling clothes. It is only fitting and proper
that you, the fire chiefs of New England, should notify us that we have passed from
infancy through adolescence to the position of manhood in the economic structure
of this section.
In fact, and here is where I want to score an important point, in addition to
your title of Chief of the Fire Department I think you should be known as "godfather" to the oil burner industry.
Twenty-one short years ago when Mr. Scott, President of’my company,
brought the first domestic oil burner into New England he found two things.
First, that the public wanted an oil burner that would deliver. They wanted
the convenience of putting a gadget on the wall that would start the heat coming
up when the room got the least bit chilly and stop when the desired temperature
was reached. They loved the idea of an extra half hour sleep in the morning, no
ashes to shovel and sift, home owners like fuel in a closed tank, a clean basement
and all the other advantages of automatic oil heat.
But there was a second consideration--Were oil burners safe? There is where
you came into the picture. Commissioner Bundeson of Illinois said, "A good oil
burner, properly installed with proper safety devices actually reduced fire hazards.
It cut down chimney fires, roof fires, fires from hot ashes," etc. History proved he
was right. It was your job to see that oil burners were good oil burners, that they
were properly installed and had proper safety devices. Yours was the job of regulating our industry and through that function convince the public that they could
have the wonderful benefits of automatic oil heat without the dread of fire and
explosion.

And what a magnificent job you did! You not only regulated, you co-operated,
you educated us. We came to you with our problems, and if you didn’t have the
answers, you worked with us to find it. You bawled us out for doing things wrong
and then told us how to do it right.
Is it any wonder that I want to confer upon you the title of "Godfathers" to
the oil burner industry ?
New England today is three and one-half to four years ahead of any other part
of the country in oil burner installation. A couple of months ago I was talking
with some prominent fuel oil and burner executives in Philadelphia and they asked
me why this was so. I told them that in my opinion it was due to fire and gafety
officials in New England not being beholden to any special groups or being subjected to political pressure with the result that the regulation of our industry was
designed to allow it to grow rather than to keep it back so that some special coal or
natural gas group could be protected; nor was it used as a political football.
Mr. Whitney, president of a large oil burner company and vice president of the
largest independent fuel oil company in Philadelphia said, "The Fire Chiefs of New
England should be given a gold medal for their co-operation." High officials of
oil burner companies and trade associations from other parts of the country, as well
as trade papers, have frequently commented on the whole-hearted co-operation
between the fire and safety officials and the oil burner dealers in New England.
Again, is it any wonder that I call you "Godfather" to the oil burner industry
and is it any wonder that we like to co-operate with you?
Let me take this opportunity to say that any time you desire any special cooperation from us, you deserve it and we will try to see that you get it. Just make
your desires known.
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One of the early evidences of the co-operation that I have been talking about
was in 1933 when the Boston Oil Burner Associates, working with the various fire
chiefs and the then Fire Marshal Hurley, wrote a set of regulations as a suggestion
to all the fire chiefs of Massachusetts to govern the instalIation of oi! burners.
These proved successfu!. Many states throughout the nation used the Massachu=
setts standards as the pattern upon which they built their own regulations° But in
1933 in writing the regulations the oil burner industry perhaps had a little too
much of..."Let~s protect our costs. Let’s leave border line essentials out° Let’s
protect ourselves, too°" Perhaps ~his attitude was not entirely wrong because at
that time the companies engaged in the oil burner industry were big companies and
factory branches° They could be trusted. Today conditions have changed and. we
have many stu!!let companies and individuals engaged ~n installing oil burners°
With this type of dealer spend!ng his own money and meeting a declining price
market there is a great temptation to cut corners, to leave almost essentials out to
cut costs. This has frightened those of us who have our money and the best years
of our life tied up in this industry. PuNic officials have also become cognizant of
this condition with the result that more strict regulation has become necessary and
is becoming effective.
¯
"
Some sections of the country have ¯tried licensing dealers--giving .an examination .to ~test the ,knowledge and issuing a license. This has proved a fiat fai!ure in
every case that we have investigated. If you couldtest a man’s knowledgei it is no
insurance that he wi!! use his knowledge to do things right.¯
.

Other places have triec~ bonding installers. In actua! pra&ide this%2as i~e)eased
~ibuses bedause some companies have made it a business to farm :o~ut t.heir~,financial
standing° tt is on the FireDepartment,that has fallen: the.job o{ admin~sterir~g. .a, ll
these special involved laws, causing a burden and. chaos ~hat
they sho~id
¯
called, upon to bear.
. ...... :. .~-~., .~
.: It would ,appear to me thatthere is ~n"excel~eht. Wajr td realljr~adniihist~,g set
of standards that w£ all aTree embody ~he ideas that should be ihcorp0ra~edin e~y
oil burner msta!lat~on. Instead of throwing the ennre Burden on the fire ch~e£s a d
personnel of the Department, why not let the industry itseif do the p01icing’and
then let the fire chiefs who now have the power to enforce, u~e ~liat pow&rl Here’s
what I mean: once a set of standards is laid down as the law governing the installation of any piece of equipment ~;ou can just depend upon"dSm~etitors"to see that
each one lives up to that standard, especially where they h~:~& i~mebody li.ke a fire
chief to whom t3 report violationso This, I believe, wo6fld:giniplifythe prob!em Of
serving the public with the benefit of automatic oil heat ~and’ stil! give them the
protection of the safety standard to which they are entitl~.o The mat~&r 6f s~and~
ards is simpleo
~.
Since 1933 Massachusetts has been successful by issuing Standards ofinstaila~
tion. A comp!ete and exhaustive survey clearly indicates that al! that is necessary
now is that your regulations be perhaps brought up to date°
With this in mind the Boston Oil Burner Associates held a meeting, we dis~
cussed things and decided to offer a revised set of regulations, we set up a dominating
idea° That dominating idea was that the public be protected first. If it passed that
test, it would satisfy and protect
We then hired a competent engineer, Fred Beckwith at 839 Beacon Street, in
Boston, with instructions to check with you, add to your ideas the knowledge that
we had gained and submit a revised set of regulations° These we now have in rough
form° They call for heavier robing, !ow water cutoff on steam boilers, fihers in oil
lines, elimination of obstructions in smoke pipes and chimneys, new regu!ations as
to quantities.of oil that may be stored in basements, etco Fire Marshal Garrity and
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his aid~ Mr. Stutzel, have given us a great des! of help, The Fire Marshal got up
out of a sick bed to meet with our committee. Various fire chiefs have given
sparingly of their time and knowledge° ~e fee! ~ve are getting some~vhere."
I was particularly happy to be able to attend this meeting because ~t gives us
an opportunity to explain our thoughts and to ask you in a group if you will please
, send to us any ideas that you may have on any subject that should be incorporated
{n the new suggested regulations. Send your note to our secretary~ Charles Cronin,
60 Broadway~ Cambridg% or to me at 60 Arsenal Street~ ~atertown. If you forget
fhe address, drop a note to ChiefO’Hearn, secretary o~ your Association~ who I am
sure wi!! see that we get your message.
So many homes are affected by automatic oi! heat~ so many of our citizens live
with automatic oil heat, that it puts a burden of responsibility upon a!l of us to do
the right thing. We assure you we want to do what is right. We know you have the
interest of your citizens at heart. Gentlemen, please accept our full measure of
Co-operatiom
Thank you very much for your attention.

PRESIDENT POPE: Thank you, Mr. Brody.
MEMBER: I move a rising vote of thanks be given Mr. Brody and his remarks be spread upon the record.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
PRESIDENT POPE: Now if I have had any diNcuhy up here, I am on the
spot because it is a case of introducing your own bdss. Some problems were brought
up at different times during the convention and some of them we discussed in a very
healthy and good-natured manner, and there was some talk of different officials-mayors, fire marshals, fire commissioners. Now my Fire Commissioner is here
today and he is the speaker I am going to present to you. He is the youngest Fire
Commissioner Boston has ever had, and since he has been in office two and one-half
years I don’t think any man has given any more effort to try and learn as much
about the fire service as possible than Fire Commissioner Reilly and he has in a
very short time accum~oJated a wealth of knowledge. Of course that isn’t his only
virtue. There has never been a time that I have ever gone into his office for anything that I didn’t come out with exactly what I asked for. I have received from
him every co-operation that any fire chief would expect to receive from a commissioner° There has never been a problem in the department that we didn’t sit down
and discuss, and discuss very freely, and I am glad to say my views were always
accepted. It is my pleasure now to present to you William Arthur Reilly, Fire
Comraissioner of Boston and my boss°

A PROPHECY FOR 1950
BY WILLIAM A~>~u~

RglLL¥

Fire Commissioner, City of Boston, Massachusetts
Thank you very much, Chief Pope. Gentlemen the dread hour has come. I
have had a %vonderful time up to now° How I got into this thi_n_g, I can’t re!!. I
remember speaking with Chief O’Hearn about the matter of coming here and making an address, and I remember vaguely having suggested a subject; but when the
time came to prepare for this address, I became very much frightened. I didn’t
believe I had courage enough to appear as a prophet, before the fire chiefs and fire
officials of New England, to look into the future a period of ten years.
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" That is why the story about a member of a l~escue Squad in Boston comes
strongly to my mind at this moment. This man responded with his company to an
alarm one night and the men arrived at an elevator accident. When they got there,
they found a man had been j ammed under the elevator. While the resl~ of the squad
were cutting the victim loose, one of our men though~ he would try to comfort the
injured person, so he sat down beside him and got his name and said, "Are you
married?" and the man said, "No, this is the worst fix I have ever got into."
(Laughter)°
So, now I say, this is the worst fix I have ever got into.
If I were in Boston, I could talk for hours on this subject. If I were in Boston,
I could proceed easily and say what the future will be in Boston as far as fire fighting
is concerned,--but being here before this organization and !ooking into the future~
it is, as I said before, frightening to me.
I spoke of my anxiety last night to Father Collins, looking for a bit of solace
from him, and all he said was, "Why worry ? Who knows whether you are right or
wrong? It wil! take ten years to find it out." Then I realized that perhaps I was
among fi’iends; because this isn’t my first visit to your convention and we have
.talked together at functions, at past conventions and in private.
l~ou Boston men know the story I am going to tell but you who are not from
Boston may be interested in what I am going to say now.
When I became Commissioner, I thought I would get around and become
acquainted with the men. I thought it would be a good idea if I got them to call me
by my first name--instead of some of the names I had heard they were ca!ling me°
(Laughter). I went to one of our most elaborate fire houses, a relic of the predepression era, and I went on the apparatus floor. There I found one of the men
working on the apparatus. I passed the time of day and asked how things were
going. He replied that things were going well, "we had been having bad weather"
and "had ¯been called out more often than for a great many years," and so forth.
" ......of the orgamzatlon ,tself?Oh,
" "that
he said,
Then I said," What do you think
" ~’
is another question." He said, "I have been twenty-three years in the Boston Fire
Department and everything was all right until they appointed that new Commissioner." (Laughter). He went a!ong in that line for a few minutes; then I thought
I had better make myself known. 1 said, "Do you happen to know who
He said, "No, sir, who are you ?" I said, "I am the Fire Commissioner." He looked
at me a moment and then he asked, "Do you know who I am ?" I said, "No, sir,
who are you?" With that, he turned around and ran out the door. (Laughter).
I don’t know who he is but he has a good chance of becoming a lieutenant if
can find him. (Laughter).
Because you took that so well, I am going to tell another one. After
can stall off time with some stories, I am going to keep go ng here until the hall is
empty. Out at the Chicago convention of the American Legion they had a big
time, and we are going to have it in Boston this year. After the parade the taverns
of the town were open and into one strutted one of thdse breezy Westerners, and he
said to the bartender, "I will have a Scotch and soda. When I drink, everybody
drinks." The bartender set them up. A moment later he said to the bartender=
"I’11 have another Scotch and soda--and when I have two drinks, everybody has
two drinks." The bartender set them up. By that time they were coming in from
the sidewalks and through the windows. A moment later he gave the third call.
I _1 have another Scotch and soda--when I have three drinks, everyone has three
drinks." But at the conclusion of that round, he put his hand in his pocket, took
out a dollar bil!, putit on the bar and said, "Bartender, when I pay, everybody
pays." (Laughter).
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We!!, here goes for the long jump. We have a "rookie" in the fire department
who came into the department last year. One day an alarm_ came in and our man
was a little late coming down the pole. The apparatus was going out the door but
he jumped and made ito As he did so, he hit his head and was ai_ittle bit dazed for
two or three seconds° When he regained his composure he saw the fire house twenty
or thirty yards away and he shouted, "Boy, can I jump P" (Laughter)°

We!l, here I go, watch me jump.

Let’s look into the ~htureo What wi!! we have in the fire department in !950 ?
Norman Be! Gedes, who is known to you as a prophet of the future, as far as tragic
and buildings are concerned, designed an exhibit, I believe, at the World’s Fair°
Most of us who are present have gone to the Wor_d s Fair and have seen that
marvellous moving model of the !i~_ture that gives us a view of the dim distance and
gh~es an idea of how we, or at least our children, are going to !ive in the years to
come° We know that in the big cities because of the expense and lack of success in
street widenings and the undesirability of detouring certain types of tragic by
retail stores, furore traffic may be carried on overhead arterieso-Not on!y single
height, but double level roads may appear. In the cities of New England we will
be more or less affected by that deve!opmento Being in the old section of the country
new tragic arteries wi!l be more necessary than in newer cities° You can visualize
with me the main street in the congested part of your cities now peopled and frequented with tragic and how it may change if Norman Be! Gedes is right. Main
street may become an artery just for employees, delivery trucks and auto shoppers~
with the ~_rst floor of present buildings being garage spaces to handle parking and
.deliveries of merchandise° Above at a certain height, a safe height, may be~ an
elevated highway either for pedestrians or for through :motor tragic, or for both°
Display windows will b~ on the second floor of bffild’ingso Above that may be still
another express highway, in some cities.
These things wil! affec~ our/ire department operations and the fire chief should
have~something to say when such plans are made for a city. !f this development
comes befo~°e !950 or during the intervening ten years, the problem will be one that
wil! cause some concern to you and one to which we should certainly give some
consideration at the present ~ime. In New 5J ork city, already in operation, is a form
.of this type of elevated highway°
We in New Eng!and have another thing about which to express concern,~
looking ahead only ten years. This world war, if it stopped tomorrow~ would res~h
in a business depression. We who are in the northeast part of the United States of
America wil! have to fight for our economic salvation. According to some economists
the fiature marke% for the Uo So Ao are in either South America or Asia°
That means the Gulf cities or Pacific Coast cities have a great fumreo If trade
opens up with Asia, it wil! be by way of the Pacific Coast° If it opens up by way of
South America, it wi!! be by way of Southern ports° From the transportation
standpoint we know the mid;Western cities have an advantage over us in delivering
merchandise because of their central !ocationso So we in New England who pio~
neered in the woolen trade~ in shoe manufacture and shipping~ have something to
think about in those trends which may be a tea! factor in !950o

We built the railroads to the west; we financed the automobile industry which
built up the cities around the Great Lakes~ we financed the motion picture industry
location on the coast. All the m~or industrial growth of the Uo So Ao was financed
at least in part by New England capi~ah
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Now when I point out these things I don’t mean New England hasn’t any
future,--because the economists te!! us we wi!l survive. We have experienced skilled
labor; we have highly educated technicians in every field; we have financia! stability
and a stabilized population to support general business. Instead of depending upon
one industry we have many sma!l lines to keep us going. So much for the whole
picture,--the general economic picture°
THE PARTICULAR SITUATION

Now to get down to specific facts° Express highways are coming and more
will be here in 1950. You wi!! be able to get from one city to another quicklyo
wil! be able to get from one place to another in the big cities by means of express
boulevards in the heart of the city itselfo That wi!l affect the fire service. It wi!l
affect the response to alarms and other things related to operations. Now~--the
elements which interest firemen are as follows, as I see them:A fire occurs, an alarm is sounded, response takes place, and extinguishment
follows o
FIRES

Fires will occur :--they have ever since time began. Every recorded era in
history has an account somewhere of a fire. We know that in ancient Rome they
had a fire fighting organization similar to ours, so they must have had fires. It is
interesting to note the character of the Roman organization° It had officers similar
to ours, called Prefects. Rome had districts, called cohorts. Seven were located in
the city and three in the suburbs° The firemen were called Vigiles and performed
combination police and fire duty.
FIRE PREVENTION

Now, we can’t stop fires but we can reduce their number and on that particular
point I prefer to stress the phase of fire prevention. If there is one thing on which
we need more emphasis in this nation, it is fire prevention. We have inspection
programs under way today everywhere. Tremendous strides have been made in
fire prevention, but tremendous additional strides must be made in the future if
we are to maintain the progress of the past few years° The principle of fire prevention is fundamentally sound and therefore should be considered by every community. How are we going to progress in the future ?
First of all, we must have legislation and public education. Not necessarily in
that order, because obviously public education comes before legislatiOno But in my
vision of the future in ten years I visualize new super highways .through and around
congested cities; and I see also buildings which are of an entirely different type of
construction than at present° We must, in our cities, get rid of our old structures
which are more than 75 years old in some cases. They must be altered, rebuilt or
replaced. That wil! take p!ace in ten years in Boston, New York, Chicago, BaltL
more and al! the large cities. You will see it take place in a!1 of the older cities of
New England. You wil! see remodeled or new air-conditioned buildings with glass
fronts and fluorescent lighting. You wi!! see them spaced out more° You wil! see
them as represented by that World’s Fair exhibit.
Therefore, we must have 7egis/~/~o~ involving proper building codes° We must
have a part, you fire chiefs and those of us who are in the fire department, in the
y)7a~s of ~w ~i/$/~gs of the United States, and we know tha~ the buiJding code is
our first !ine of approach.
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P~Mic edz~caXion has been referred to by previous speakers. Last night we saw
Chief Allen s mot~o~ p~ctures. There ~s pubhc education. ~e know there ~s an
oppormnKy and a vehicle of presenting ~o ~he public o~r ideas on ~he ~echaique of
fir~ fighmag and the qualifications of fire fighting. We have heard mentioned her~
withi~ a few moments me~hoda by which civilians will be trM~ed i~ n_e fighting
~_mdameatals. CertMnly if we can teach in our schools, subjects ~ha~ deal wkh
chemistry, electrical principles, and so on, we can likewise make som_e ins~ructio~
available to the young and old~ ~n ~he simple elements of pro~ecdon from fire and ~
actual fire fighting. Auxiliary ~brces will be common from the coast of California
to the coast of Main~n ten years time. Your sons,~your descendants,~will be
in,brined in the fundamentals of fire figh~ing by reason of ~hese auxiliary forces and
then you will have public educatioa in acdon aad fire prevention wil! result.
Incidenta!ly, my conception of this whole picture applies irrespective of war
conditions. If a war condition arises, that is an emergency that may delay or
expedite changes, but presuming that war conditions do not arise in this country,
I am_looking. ~ ahead ten ~years. .... arid predicting that these elements which I am abo~t
to describe will be actual facts in 1950.
ALARMS

Next com_es the subject of the d&rm; number two on the points of discussion..
I think we are going to see a new world in the transmission of alarmSo The
telegraph alarm system wil! ~aot .be replaced but it will be auxiliarized by the use of
radio. Two-way radio is an accomplished fact. New York, Chicago and Boston
have two-way radios. Short wave.packs to which reference has been made, are
already ~n accqmplished fact. Large radio companies today can present to you oa~
your oraer a short wave pack by which chiefs of departments can talk to their
officers and Mdes at a fire simply by the use of the 1ape! microphone. The pack
weighs only seven pounds. You can hear with !00 percent e~ciency and tran%mit
with 100 percent e~ciency to any given location in an average fire area. We haven’t
any idea as to what the deve!opment is going to be in televisiom In the future
perhaps alarms may be written and recorded by means of televisiom By shor~
wave radio we can transmit our alarms and messages. Ipredict and visualize that
within ten years it wi!! be a common thing for large buildings and small buildings
t6 have a connection in practically every room. When the building is buih, there
Wl!I be an auxiliary system in any house of any size, any house of any proportions~
where the fire alarm can be sounded. It need not necessarily be restricted to the
fire alarm. A fire alarm, call for police, or call in case of accident can be completed
by direct wire, or perhaps short wave radio, from every address--ten years from
I1OW~

¯.

That is not a dream. I~ is a possibility, and frola what I hear from the engineers they are ready to go f%rward on that plan. There is an industry with a
mendous f~ture, equipping ~he buildings of our country with fire alarm and
cation systems. So much for the Alarm.
RESPONSE TO ALARMS

We must now mspo~z~o having received the alarm. I have mentioned nevr
h[ghwayso I have mentioned neMy remodeled buildings, perhaps separated with
parking spaces around them° No% in what are we going to respond to alarms ? In
apparatus--the same kind substantially as we respond in now. In cities I think we
will have the same type of apparatus as at the present time, ahhough I do think
the hose wagon is a thing of [he past. Single uni[s wi!! be in common operation ten,
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years from today. By single units I mean that the hose wagon and pump and
perhaps ladder will be combined in one piece of apparatus. Diesel motors wi!l be
in common use, as will be air brakes, puncture-proof tires, with light hose and
ladders. Smaller, less expensive pieces of apparatus will be common° I think that
the ti!ler man is a person of the past. He will go down in history as a legend like
the old cowboys, and horse drawn steamers,--because modern invention will eliminate the need of long wheel-bases, so we will not need a tiller man on aerial trucks.
No man prefers to drive from the tiller after he has done it a few times.
What are we going to do in rural and forest areas ? Is it beyond your imagination to conceive that fire fighters will be able to stop a forest fire by means of attack
from the air? Thermite bombs have been dropped by air which’ have destroyed
property. Let’s utilize aeroplanes and preserve property instead of destroying it.
If they can drop Thermite bombs into Londo.n or Paris, why can’t we drop an
extinguishing bomb into a forest fire? If armies can drop soldiers, why can’t we
drop firemen near a forest fire area? An aeroplane can carry a tremendous amount
of water and perhal~s drop a vast screen around a certain section of forest fire in a
certain section. This, at least, would assist land forces under certain conditions.
So much for apparatus--what about personnel?
PERSONNEL

I don’t think we wil! have less manpower than we have in the fire departments
at the present time,but I do think the present personnel will be utilized better than
in the past, and hours on duty will. be reduced° Our profession as firemen is certainly secure. Our services to the community, our obligations and duties because
of our present training wil! increas& with the years to come. I do think that you will
see younger men in the rank of privates, ; older men in the officers ranks. If a man
}eaches the age of.60 0r65 and is still a private, he has 10st the strength with which
~0do’ active fire duty, alnd I think ten years from today privates of the various
departments will be younger men than the average now, and the older men will
occupy the rank of officers because of their experience and training. We will then
have youth for action ~ifid age for wisdom and counsel.
I am positive the ful! time firemen will be working on shorter hours than at
present through America, by 1950. Eventually the firemen will be. included in
social legislation and will be recognized as human beings with home responsibilities
and be given a reasonable week’s Work to do, during normal daily hours.
EXTINOUISHING THE FIRS

One thing more remains,--namely, the extinguishing agents which wil! be
used upon arrival at a fire. Water has been the extinguishing agent from time
immemorial and I think we wil! continue to use it. I noticed this afternoon in the
conferences that there was a discussion of the development of spray nozzles. No
one has found anything that can replace water. It is available in great quantities,
and it can be easily handled. We may find. better ways to use it--to conserve it
and save damage to property, without permitting the spread of fire. No doubt we
wi!l increase our use of other chemica! agents, which for certain types of fires will
do things which water can’t do. With the advancement of chemistry and chemical
engineering, we may see new types of extinguishers, new types of chemicals to
supplement water and to use in place of water on certain fires. That is all I can
think of now that applies to extinguishing agents.
CONCLUSION

Let me round out all these points in two or three sentences. The things mentioned here during the sessions of this convention impress upon me al! the more
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that my predictions are not all "pipe dreams." They are based on things which are
in your mind and in the mind of all fire fighters today. We certainly know that ten
years is a sufficient span of time in which to make mos~ of ~hese advances. The
grea~es~ advances made ~n fire fight~ng were made from !850 ~o the present
Fire fighting in this country before 1850 was entirely different than it has been since
that ~ime~ It is possible that from 1950 to 2050 we will have revolutionary changes
bu~ certainly the progressive changes I have mentioned may take place in our day-in the next ten years; because they are based on fundamentMs. They are based on
traffic engineering, automotive and mechanical engineering, electrical engineering,
chemica! engineering, legislation, public education, experience and commo~
Look back ten years from today, compare things ~oday with condi6ons then,
and see how far off the track these vi4ws have beem Nothing startling is predicted
and no doub~ many of these things wi!! be taken for granted as having always
existed~ten years from today~
Anyway, it has been fun talking about these things and I thank you for
listening.

SUMMARY OF PREDICTIONS
New Express and Elevated Highways--Resulting in increased speed of response
but new obstac!es in fighting first floor and
basement fires. (Garage hazards)°
New Type Buildings--Altered or new construction with glass blocks, air conditioning systems, and fluorescent lights.
Alarms--Development of domestic notification systems and alarms by direct wire
or short wave to Fire Alarm Headquarters° Short Wave radio inter~
communication° Television°
(a)o Lighter hose and ladders than now in ~se.
Apparatus and Equipment:
A. City Cos°

Bo Mo~mtain and
Forest Cos.

(b)o Smaller single units with Diesd motors-air brakes, puncture proof tires, eteo No
tiller on aerial trucks.
Aeroplane location and attack on forest
fires.

Manpower--Younger privates predominating° Shorter hours than at present°
Extinguishers~Can’t replace water. Can use more spray or fog nozzleso Special
chemicals for special fires.
CHIEF M.~-tONEY~ Peabody, Mass°: I think most of us will agree that
Commissioner Reilly gave us a very fine and inte!ligent talk, of which he is capable
at a11 time% and I would move at this time a rising vote of thanks to Commissioner
Rei!1yo
(Morion seconded and carried°)
PRESIDENT POPE: Now, gentlemen, before we adjourn there are a few
announcements I would like to make, and one of them is that the Secretary will
accept all additions! three dollars dues for the International at the clerk% desk or
registration desk downstairs.
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The other thing is that everybody my.st be seated in the banquet hall at 6:30
this evening, sharp°
Tomorrow morning will be the last meeting~ and as you know, ~any of us are
quite a distance from home and we want to get this meeting over just as quickly
as possible. That is, we want to finish our work here and get back to our real work.
For that reason, we are advancing the time for the morning session. We expect
that everybody will go to bed early tonight and not do like some of that New Jersey
group.do, stay out all night. We want everybody here at nine o’clock tomorrow
morning and we dont want to see you fellows rushing out and not taking the interest you should in this Organization, particularly when it is so important as the
election, of new officers° Therefore, we hope to see the attendance we have seen
continuously.
T want to express my appreciation to you for the fact that the meetings have
been so wel! attended.and tomorrow morning t would like to see the attendance the
same as the other sessions.
.
CHIEF MAHONE¥, Peabody, Mass.: On the session 0f"the last day, as you
say we are a good many miles away from home and a good many are anxious to go,
and I have always noticed at the conventions on the last day most of the crowd is
gone before the meeting is over. I have seen just a little handful at that meeting
of the last day and we would have to round them up from one end of the bore! to
the other to get enough in to transact business. If it was possible .to finish the busL
ness of this convention this afternoon, and that is satisfactdrjr to everybody here,
I perhaps for one wodid like to see it done. I Wouldn’t want~ to throw any monkey~
wrench in the works, but we have a pretty good crowd here now and from past
experiences it would seem a good idea to finish the business this afternoon ’if satis~
factory.
PRESIDENT :POPE: Nobody wants tc;. see the business concluded and ended
any more than I do now with such a fine representation, and I ask the Secretary
if it is possible to get all the reports of the committees in and go a!ong with the
final work of the convention.
SECRETARY O’HEARN: Mr. President, I don’t see the chairman of the
Registration Committee and I don’t see the chairman of the Exhibit Committee.
They usua!!y report at the last session, but what difference does it make to you,
because t~hey are coming out in the Red Book anyhow.; and you are going to read
them there. Do you want to hear them today ? I can g~_ve my report and wi11 make
it as short as I can. Do you want me to read it now or ha2ve it in the book ? These
’are important, and the next work is important--that of electing officers. Another
important thing,--annua!!y you have got to fix the Secretary-Treasurer’s salary°
Those are the high-lights to come before the business session. The Auditing Committee is working on the books, do you want them to report to you or the incoming
officers and directors?
PRESIDENT POPE: Just a little 1~oint might be raised° We have had some
little difficulties but we have always wound up all right. It might be some people
who are interested in that we are taking it for granted the report of officers, the
election of officers and the selection of the place of the next convention and so forth
is taking place tomorrow morning, and therefore they may be up in the exhibit ha!1
or somewhere else and might say there was some railroading going on, so I am cer~
rain we are going to wait until tomorrow morning.

MR. WILLIAM J. CARROLL, President, Rockwood Sprinkler Company,
Worcester, Mass.: I think you wanted to remind the members that a demonstration of the Rockwood Sprinkler Fog Nozzle would be hdd even though it is still wet.
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We found you can drive your cars up the street and into the field, I watched yeste>
day morning from my car and found it very satisfactory. I regret that our friend
Mr. Sherwood won’t have an opportunity to talk to you. We want to run three
demonstrations. If ie is the pleasure of your convention, we would like to have an
opportunity to show you that demonstration on the conclusion of your session.
PRESIDENT.POPE: That wi!l take place immediately?
MR. CARROLL: Immediately, yes.
PRESIDENT POPE; t think it ,s on_y nttmg and proper that we take th~s
opportunity of seeing the demonstration° That is outside the exhibit ha!l,~ and
those of you who have not had an opportunity to $o to the exhibit hall, I think
this would be a good opportunity to go in and see ~t now. AI! be here tomorrow
morning°
WEDNESDAY EVENING, JUNE 26
Annum Banquet and Fun-festo William Arthur Rei!ly, Fire Commissioner~
Boston, Toastmaster°

THURSDAY, JUNE 27
9AoMo
PRESIDENT POPE: I would like to say, gentlemen, since we had our little
discussion reladve to dues in the International and New England and after Chief
Ralph Scott spoke here yesterday, there has been turned in $160 already for dues
to the International°
Now I think we can ca11 the meeting to order and we will have a report of ~he
officers and the various committees. Firs% I would !ike a report of the Registration
Committee.
REPORT OF REGISTRATION COMMITTEE
June 27, 1940.
On June 24 we registered !03 active; 87 Associate members; 38 male and 85
female guests. On June 25 we registered 64 active and 24 associate members; 31
male and 44 tamale ~uests. On June 26 we registered 22 active and 15 Associate
members, !8 male and 8 female guests.
There was a total attendance of 189 active members, !26 Associate member%
87 male guests and 137 female guests, making a total registration of 539. Of ~his
nu~nber 20 are new members and 1 is a reinstatement.
The report from the Registrars for the three days is as follows:.
$723.00
24! @ $3.00 .................................
6 ~, 6o00 .................................

4 @ 9.00 .................................
! @ 12o00 .................................
1 Reinstatement ...........................
20 New Members ...........................

g6oO0

36.00
!2.00
6.00
60.00

$873.00
Cm~" W~L~L~ To HAPPNYo
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PRESIDENT POPE: You have heard the report of the Registration Committee. What is your pleasure ? ’
’SECRETARY O’HEARN: I want to say for the benefit of the few that are
here; you heard some names read, one paid nine and one paid twelve. There is no
one in the association that owes nine or twelve do!larso Those re!lows had been
dropped for unpaid dues and they came forward and paid them.
CHIEF BURNS, Bridgeport, Corm.: I move the report be accepted as read.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
PRESIDENT POPE: Now there was a topic that was supposed to have
taken place yesterday but due to the fact that we had gone so long with our meeting
we didn’t have an opportunity to get in that particular subject, and I am going.to
ask Mr. Louis Jo Gaetani, Assistant Supervisor of Teacher-Training, Public Service
Occupations, from Massachusetts, to say a few words.
TALK
BY Louis J. GAIgTANI

Assistant Supervisor of Teacher-Training, Public Service Occupations
Mr. President, Members of the Organization: I am sorry that it had to rain
as long as it did so we couldn’t demonstrate our units. You probably have all seen
that red truck that says, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Education in Fireman Training. We are using that unit in Massachusetts to take out
to the local and zone schools and we are using the equipment for fireman training.
We have an organization of drill masters who give instructions in the different
evolutions.
Now I know that you gentlemen want to go home, so I am_ not going to take
the time to go into that iri detail, but I have been requested to convey Mr. Stratton’s
regrets that he couldn’t be here because his daughter was getting married. I guess
that was excuse enough to keep him at home.
However, I have come here in behalf of the Department of Education and I
wish to thank the chiefs who have co-operated with us. I wish to state that our
chiefs--Chief Dickinson, Chief Allen and Chief Tierney--have been very kind to
us and have furthered this training program in Massachusetts. t guess if it hadn’t
been for those three chiefs we wouldn’t be having it now, so I will thank them here
and thank all the rest of you chiefs who have co-operated with us to make it a
SUCCESS o

I might add that on that truck al! our equipment has either been donated to
us or loaned to us, so that the State Department didn’t have to buy anything on
it in the line of equipment. Some day, probably, they wi!l get it back. I don’t
know how it will work when they get it back, but we still have it with us, and if
there are any of those .gentlemen here I also wish to thank them for their co-operation.
That is about all I have to say° Thank you.
PRESIDENT POPE: Now the Secretary has some correspondence that he
wishes to read. We will hear from the Secretary.
SECRETARY O’HEARN: Mr. President and Members, I received a telegram from Mr. Stratton from the Department of Education expressing his sorrow
in not being able to be with us.
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"Regret inability to be present at convention.
Please extend regards to a!l my valued friends.
Hope yo,a have a splendid convention.

[~/~o NORCKOSS STR~TTONo~’

I also received a telegram from_ my own Rotary Club in Watertown sending
rae flowers° I thought it was very nice of my Rotarians to fete anybody who was
going out of office. The next :meeting is my last as president and I had to get excused to come here.

"Chief John W. O’Hearn,
The BOgams
President ’Jack’ =
Just a plug, greetings and best wishes for your convention.
WN_TlgRTOWlg ROTARY CLLIBo~

I received the fo!lowing letter from the Fire Ularshal of Toronto, Canada:
¯ .

"June 21, !940.
Chief John O’Hearn,
~ire Department Headquarters,
Watertown,
Dear Chief O’Hearn
It seems a distinct possibility ?chat your most distant member of the
New England Association of Fire Chiefs, namely, myself, will be attendh~g most briefly at your convention Dixville Notch, No H. It so happens
that I have to be in Boston on Monday the ~dth to attend a meeting o.f the
Board of Directors of the N. F. Po A., and if Ishould .be traveling .by
auto I wilt try to drop in just to say hd!o. Your programme really, is a
most excellent one and as wel! as having a number of my good friends on
the list of speakers, there are several topics in -which I am particularly
interested, namely those of Messrso Cadman, Johnson and Shepperdo
However my time-table wi!l not Mlow rne to stay for any of them, as if I
get thereI wil! be arriving and leaving jt~st about opening time Tuesday
morning.
With very kind persona! regards and best wishes for the success of
o~r Association, I am
Yours sincerely,

W. Jo Seorr,

PoSo Enclosed is a recent address of mine which you may find of interest°"
SECRET_ARY O’HEARN: I don’t know how many of you men would want
this address mentioned, bu~ you can get it° It refers to sabotage, it is an address.
read by the Fire M~arshal to the Greater New York Safety Council. Anybody who.
wants it~ may have it.
Here is an invitation to the convention, dated June 22nd, from the Bdgrade~
Belgrade Lakes~ Maine, addressed to the Association~ Attention Chief Pope:
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June 22, 1940.
New England Fire Chiefs’ Convention,
The Balsams,
.~
Dixville, Notch, No Ho
ATTENTION: Mr. Pope
Dear Mr. Pope:
At this time The Belgrade and those of us connected with it extend a
very cordial invitation to delegates of The New England Fire Chiefs’ Convention to hold their 194! convention here.
We would fed honored to number you among our guests, and I can
assure you that if you decide to come to us, everything possible would be
done to make your outing a tremendous success. The entire facilities of
our hotel would be at your disposal, in addition to those of the entire
community, which would afford you ample space for your displays, etCo
You would find our rates most considerate, and I need not remind
you that the Belgrade Lakes region is one of the most beautifu! in the
State.
With best wishes for the success of your current meeting, I am
Cordially yours,

This is a letter from Springfield:

M~s. LAWRENCE B. HILL, M~na~,ero
The Bdgrades, Belgrade g, aIees, Me.

June 24, 1940
HERBERT C. ROOT, CHIEF
Springfield Fire Department
The Balsams
Dixville Notch, New Hampshire
My dear Chief:
I have your letter of the 22nd and I am delighted to hear from you. I
am enc!osing, herewith, a copy of a letter I wrote you under the date of
December !3~ 1937 when we were discussing the New England Fire Chiefs’
Convention and the possibility of bringing it to Springfield. I am led to
believe, that perhaps some of the former policy of the New England Fire
Chiefs Association has been abandoned by virtue of the fact that you are
meeting at Dixvi!le Notch. I know Th~ Balsams having attended a
convention or two there and I am just wondering wherein it is possible
for the group to make money there° I have sent along a copy of the 1937
letter because it outlines the situation rather clearly and because of the
paragraph which I have marked which indicates, in my opinion, a possibility of deve!oping an unusually fine convention and exhibit:.
The Industria! Arts Building and the other facilities within the
ground would lend themselves so completdy to the requirements of your
Association that I am sure the convention would be outstandingly successNlo I feel confident, too, that working with the Committee, we can help
to sell some space and to have something most unusual. It is possi.ble
that we might even have a demonstration which would be an interesting
thing, not only for the Chiefs, but for the general public.
I would like, very much, to have the privilege of working with you
on the convention next year and I am confident that we could do an
excellent job if those in charge are willing to change their plan. I am sure
we can develop the largest attendance you have ever had and make it a
real program.
May I have your advice?
Cordially yours,
ADRIAN L. Po~,
Secret~ry.
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Convention and Visitors Bureau,
Springfield Chamber of Commerce°
December 13, 1937.
CHIEF Ho C. ROOT
Springfield Fire Department
Springfield, Massachusetts
My dear Chief Root:
’ s facilities
i
Careful examination has been made concerning Spr_ngfield
for handling an outstanding convention of the NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION OF FIRE CHIEFS. So far as the Convention Bureau of the
Springfield Chamber of Commerce is concerned there wi!! be no money
available for the entertainment of these members. The suggestion has
been made that $!500~00 be raised here in this community for entertainment purposes. I doubt seriously if such a fund can be raised without
lessening the prestige wlaich the ~prmgneld Fire Department now enjoys°
Please do not be too disheartened by this apparent lack of warm_ response
to your inquiry concerning our co-operation with the New England
Association of Fire Claiefs should it select Springfield for its 1938 conventiono
It has been our privilege during the past twelve years "co work witl~
many conventions and such effort has been spent to the end that they
sha11 be established on a "pay as you go" basis. We find that this is quite
possible of accomplishment provided business policies control the activities of the organization under consideration° I can see :many reasons why
the New England Association of Fire Chiefs should meet here in Springfield. It is very accessible and I am sure that with our co-operat~on a
maximum attendance wil! be assured. While we do not give money to
convention groups nor participate in raising funds for their entertainro_ent, we do work to the end that each convention shah be successfu! and
thoroughly enjoyable° Briefly, the Convention Bureau wil! be glad to
work with the organization in instituting a direct-mail campaign to build
a maximum attendance; we shall be glad to provide a wel!-trained personnel to handle i~aformation and registration; we shal! be glad to publish
a hotel rate guide in su{iicient quantities and mai! them to members of the
Association, enabling them to make adequate hotel reservations directly
through us at the hotel of their individua! choices in advance of the convention. This system has worked exce!lently and ready thousands of
visitors have been ’thus satisfied. We shall be glad to co-operate with !ocal
committees set up to operate the convention, showing them easy ways of
accomplishing apparently difficult "propositions.
! belief that the NEW EN-GLAND ASSOCIATION OF FIRE
CHIEFS can raise theraselves, in a very business like way, more than
enough money to adequately entertain their group. To this end ! suggest
serious consideration be given to the use of the Industrial Arts Building
at the Eastern States Exposition grounds for the meetings, banquet and
entertainment--in fact for al! of the major activities of the convention°
The exhibit of fire apparatus and fire equipment can be made in the same
building. To emphasize this point, let me say that there are 124,000
square feet of space o~ one level in this building. Last!937 we used it for
the exhibit and convention of the American Pulp and Paper Mi!l Superintendents’ Association, showing the splendid exhibit facilities available
and the thoroughly adequate seating accommodations which can be arrange}! for confere~_ces, large meetings and for the banquet hall. It seems
to me that this I~_dustria! Arts B~_ilding would be idea! for the purpose
intended in connection with your Association. The concrete floor in the
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building is thoroughly adequate to handle even the heaviest piece of
apparatus; the¢e is an overhead clearance of 18 feet minimum; near at
hand is the lagoon to which pumping apparatus ma.y be taken with a
minimum of inconvenience for the purpose of demonstrations. The ladies’
entertainment activities should center at Storrowtono I am enclosing a
little folder which is descriptive of this charming Ne,v England Village
located within the Eastern States Exposition grounds. Thousands of
ladies here for conventions have found it tremendously interesting and
thoroughly enjoyable.
It is my opinion that an adequate exhibit of fire apparatus, fire equipment, would attract here the largest attendance that has ever been present
at any convention of the New England Association of Fire Chiefs and that
through the sale of space to those who wil! directly profit from its use,
there will be enough money raised over and above the expenses of the
convention, provided of course it is run in a business-like way, to leave a
balance for the Treasury of the Association.
When you talk wi~h Chief John W. O’Hearn, I think you wil! find
that he wi!l like the proposition. I suggest that a committee visit Springfield to look over these facilities at which time we can discuss the suggestion at greater length.
’
Sincere!y yours,
ADRIAN L. POTTER,
Secret~ry.
CHIEF MAHONEY, Peabody, Mass.: I move, Mr. President, al! those
.communications be turned over to the Board of Directors and that they settle the
place and time of the next convention.
(Motion seconded and carried.)

PRESIDENT POPE: We will now have a report fi°om Chief Tierney of the
Exhibit Committee.
REPORT OF THE EXHIBIT COMMITTEE
given by

July !5, 1940.

Mr. President and Members of the New England Association
of Fire Chiefs:
The space sold to Exhibitors amounted to
$!,797.50
Expenses incidental to exhibit:
Visit of Exhibit Committee to Balsams, May 27-28, 1940...
$69.54
Chief Tierney~trave] to and from, including stamps,
telephone and flags ($3.00) ..........................
21.00
Printing plans of exhibit hall (Spaulding-Moss)
24.3!
Printing contracts~(Warren Co., Brighton) ............. ¯
10.00
Captain Doudera, labor, etc ...........................
71.00
Stamps ($5.00)~Chief O’Hearn, office work ($10.)) .......
15.00
Chief Cote and Chief Savage, expenses to and from
36.17
Chief LePage, Berlin, N. H.~Lumber for 20 tables, 1500 ft.
Noo 10 wire sockets, etc .............................
214o14

461o!6

Net profit .................................................
$1,336.34
Additional Expense, Ao Be!lavance, Berlin, N. H.--painting signs ....
10.00
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The outlay of $214.14 gives the Association ownership of tables and wiring
that in the past has been a problem and considerable expense. All labor on this
work was donated by the members of the Berlin, New Hampshire Fire Department.
The contribution of booths, signs and other valuable material by President
Cotter makes it possible to set up an exhibit in the future without cost.
Spaces engaged by the Ahrens-Fox Company, Lux Manufacturing Company
and the Hub Manufacturing Company amounting to $175 were cancelled, as was
that of the Fulton Bag and Cotton Company ($25 space) instead they paid $35
for advertising on cover of program.
The approximate value of apparatus and equipment on display was $225,000.
We are ~leeply grateful to Commissioner Vincent C. Stanley, President of
The Gamewell Company for storing and transporting our exhibit equipment.
We also express our appreciation to Captain Doudera,~ Superintendent Williams and the entire personnel of The Balsams, Chief Edward LePage and firemen
of Berlin for their valuable assistance.
We are not unmindful of the splendid co-operation of the exhibitors, despite
the reallocation of space due to the increased demand which made it necessary to
use two floors and we ask that you patronize them in the future.
To all who assisted in making our task a pleasant one, our sincere thanks.
CmEr DANIEL B. TIERNEY,
CHIE1~’i CHARLES H. FRENCH,
CmEv EDWARD LEPAOE,
CHIEF A. J. COTE,

CHIEF jOHN A. SaVAOE.
Exhibit Committee.

EXHIBITORS, BALSAMS, DIXVILLE NOTCH, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
JUNE, 1940
American District Telegraph Co. 155 Sixth Ave., New York City
79 Cambridge St, Cambridge, Mass.
Benj. M. Ellis
211 High St., Boston
F. N. McIntire Brass Works
Harry Lovell
109 Brookline Ave., Boston, Mass.
Akron Brass Mfg. Company
Wooster, Ohio
Sandy Hook, Conn.
Fabric Hose
Seagrave Corp.
Columbus, Ohio
Midwestern Mfg. Co.
Mackinaw, Illinois
American-LaFrance Foamite Corp. 28 Brighton Ave., Boston, Mass.
Buffalo Fire Appliance
44 Central Ave., BuffalO, New York
The Four Wheel Drive Auto Co. Clintonville, Wisconsin
25 Hampshire St., Cambridge, Mass.
Blanchard Associates, Inc.
D. B. Smith & Co.
Utica, New York
Maxim Motor Co.
Middleboro, Mass.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Quaker Rubber Corp.
Farrar Company
Woodville, Mass.
Mack Motor Truck Co.
75 No. Beacon St., Boston, Mass.
American Fire Equipment Co.
45 Broad St., Boston, Mass.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mine Safety Appliances Co.
Justin A. McCarthy Co.
176 Federal St., Boston, Mass.
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$50.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
150.00
25.00
250.00
62.50
62.50
25.00
25.00
(~2.50
25.00
62.50
150.00
50.00
25.00
50.00
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Atlas Fire Equipment Co., Inc.
Gorham Fire Equipment Co.
Acme Visible Records, Inc.
Boston Coupling Co.
Amer. Standard Tourniquet Coo
Cairns & Brother
Duo-Safety Ladder Corp.
The Gamewell Co.
The Co Go Braxmar Coo, Inc
Superior Fire Equipment Co.
Homelite Corp.
Eureka Fire Hose
Kerotest Mfgo Co.
General Equipment Corpo

22 Warren St., New York City
13"~6 Broad St., Boston, Mass°
8 So Michigan Ave°, Chicago, II!.
293 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
Portland, Maine
444 Lafayette, St., New York
811 Ninth St., Oshkosh, Wis.
Newton, Mass.
242 West 55th St., New York City
72 Park Place, New York City
Port Chester, New York
1790 Broadway, New ]~ork City
Pittsburgh, Pennao
584 Commonwealth Ave., Boston,
Mass.
E & J Resuscitator
581 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
(Thane Mclnnis) Seiberling Rub-Akron, Ohio

ber Co.
Fulton Bag & Cotton Mi!1s (did not exhibit, but paid) .

25.00
25 o00
25 o00
25 o00
25 o00
50°00
162.50

2~oOO
25.00
25.00
25o00
25~00
25 o00

25 o00
25o00

35.00
$1,797o50

CHIEF TIERNEY: I was chairman of the committee and t did very little
work, less than I ever did at any exhibit. Chiefs Cote and Jack Savage did everything. They were in their overalls a!l the time. I have had this since 1930 and I
think another year you have got a good chairman of exhibits in Gus Cote and Jack
Savage and then select somebody else and you are a!l set. The value of the exhibits
was approximately $225,000.

SECRETARY O’HEARN: Mr.. President, I move you, sir, the report of the
Exhibit Committee be accepted, and with that--we have Mr. Stanley here---a
vote of thanks go with it for the continued assistance and co-operation fi°om the
Stanley organization--not Gamewell but the Stanley organization. Even !ast night
they put in the loud speaking apparatus, and it is an improvement over last year
and was very good !ast night.
CHIEF TIERNEY: I move he be given a rising vote of thanks°
(Motion seconded and carried.)

CHIEF RANDLETTE, Richmond, Me.: I wi!l second the motion of Chief
O’Hearn that the report of the Exhibit Committee be accepted.
(Motion carried.)
PRESIDENT POPE: The Board of Directors had a meeting the other night
and it was in line with the nationa! defense program, and I was made a member of
¯ a committee---I tb_ink I nominated myself--and I think Dan Tierney was on it
and ,!lie Sanborn. As a resuh we were told to bring before the body a resolution
relative to the condition of the fire departments during the time that even Europe
was at war and possibilities of sabotage or even further investigation taking place,
the necessity of bringing the fire departments up to its maximmn strength in both
personnel, equipment and communication systems° We have prepared a resolution
and I wil! have the Secretary read that reso!ution for whatever pleasure you deem
proper°
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RESOLUTION
(read by SECRETARY O’HEARN)

WHEREAS, The National Preparedness Program has brought to the attention
of this Association the imperative necessity of action being taken on the essential
part the organized Fire Departments of the Country must assume in protecting
life and property, and
WHEREAS, there are greater possibilities of more fires occurring as the result
of sabotage, especially in the event this country is invaded, therefore be it
RESOLVED, That immediate steps are of vital importance to bring up to
full standard and maximum strength the organization, equipment and signaling
systems of all Fire Departments throughout New England as an essential part of
said National Preparedness Program, and be it further

RESOLVED, That we, the members of the New England Association of Fire
Chiefs, go on record strongly urging all Municipal Authorities to put this program
into effect by taking immediate steps toward providing the necessary funds without
delay as time is the essence of the existing situation, and be it further
RESOLVED, That a copy of this resolution be addressed to the Municipal
Authorities of all Cities and Towns throughout New England.
CHIEF ALLEN, Brookline, Mass.: Mr. President, I move the adoption of
that resolution and suggest that publicity be given to it through the press of New
England.

(Motion seconded and carried.)
SECRETARY O’HEARN: Mr. President, you spoke of the newspaper
publicity. I will do all I can but there is something I think the convention ought to
know. I know you are, and I am very much disappointed in not having a representative of what we believe in Boston to be probably as good, if not the best paper
to give us publicity, and that is the Boston G!obe. I believe it is agreed in the
vicinity of Boston that is the best paper to put things over. We have had, as you
know, from the start a Press Representative who has always been with us and he
had access to news outlets all over the country. If it was of importance, he would
just go down to the telegraph wire, say we were in session and get it in tonight’s
edition. That fellow is Harry Belknap. You know he has been with us a long time
and I think most of you know he has been ill. He is all right, he is in good shape
now. We have in the Boston Globe on Sunday a column known as the Fireman’s
Column, and I think all over New England wherever the Boston Globe is read they
look at that column and see what it has to say. We all know the editor and try
to give him little things to get into the column on Sunday and he has given us good
publicity. Two or three days before we came here he gave us a good write-up and
Sunday another and Monday another write.up that we were heading for The
Balsams. Now then, we tried to get the editor of that column to come here, even
at our expense if necessary. First at the Globe’s expense and finally, "If you will
get up there, we will pay your hotel bill," because I knew we would get publicity.
He is not here, I thought you ought to know we have no Press Representative here;
but we will do the best we can.
CHIEF ALLEN, Brookline, Mass.: Might I suggest this? I don’t think this
is the time to throw Harry overboard. He will be back. If we want something
done, we want a busy man. Mr. Stanley has contacts all over the country and we
are concerned in reaching the public; and I think we can turn this over to Mr.
Stanley and I believe he will be happy to serve. Is that right?
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MR, VINCENT Co STANLEY~ President of Gamewell Company: Yes.
I feel that on account of my numerous business connections, I am in a position to
give the organization full publicity.
CHIEF TIERNEY: Did Chief Allen make that as a motion?
CHIEF ALLEN: Yes,
CHIEF TIERNEY: I second the motion. I want you to know that Mr.
Stanley was appointed by former Governor Curley and reappointed by former
Governor Hurley to be Commissioner of the Firemen’s Relief Fund. I second the
motion that he be appointed Associate Press Representative, keeping Harry right
on;

MEMBER: That is an idea that occurred to me, that we wanted to take
of Mr. Belknap.
PRESIDENT POPE: You have heard the motion made and seconded that
Mr. Stanley take over the publicity temporarily and assist Mr. Belknap.
(Motion carried.)
CHIEF ALLEN: May I say you have a representative of "Fire Engineering"
and I fee! positive he is going to rise right now and tender the use of his columm
MR. FRED SHEPPERD: You have always had the use of it and I haven’t
withdrawn it.
SECRETARY O’HEARN: I move you that our delegates in convention
assembled this morning by resolution or otherwise condemn the practice of demuting, discharging, removing or abolishing the position of chief of fire departments
because of economic conditions. We have had that thing happen in Massachusetts.
We don’t know of any place in the country where they have ever abolished the
position of chief of fire department for economic reasons. That is only camouflage°
That is the reason given, and I think if we are going to sit by and not take any
notice in convention somebody here may lose his position because of economic
conditions. I think that a resolution ougl{t to be passed condemning such practice
in the New England States.
caFe

(Motion seconded and carried unanimously.)
PRESIDENT POPE: Any other reports of committees
CHIEF SANBORN, Portland, Me.: The Auditing Committee audited the
books yesterday and found them all in order.
PRESIDENT POPE: The Auditing Committee reports that they have
audited the books and found everything in order, and I will now ca!l on Secretary
John O’Hearn to make a report of the standing of the organization. What is your
pleasure in reference to the report of the Auditing Committee?
MEMBER: I move the report be accepted.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
SECRETARY O’HEARN: I have three closely written pages of records of
Board of Directors meetings held since the last convention. They wi!l appear in the
report and there is nothing to do about it. It is water gone over the fa!ls.
MEMBER: I move the reading of those records be omitted.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
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THE CIVIL DEFENSE

au elemevt of tAe
NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM
by
SELDEN R. ALLEN, Fire Chief
Brookline, Massachusetts
Past President, International Association of Fire Chiefs;
A nations! authority on Fire Service problems; and for
42 years identified with the Fire Service.
History throughout the centuries has never more faithfu!ly repeated itself
than in th~ lack of foresight exhibited by nation after nation towards war and
other fi-equently recurring disasters. Originality and invention in the production
of new weapons and the swiftness with which modern warfare is waged thereby
injecting an elemer~t of surprise into the existing world situation may be urged as
an extenuating circumstal~ce in the present instance but the inescapable fact remains that the changing trends of warfare have cast their shadows before them
with sufficient clarity to warn of coming perils.
The tragedy ever has been that menta! inertia and the inelastic conservatism
of mankind have caused tl~e changing trends and the warnings to be ignored unti!
a great emergency occurred, and then in many instances it has been too lateo Fortu=
nately it is not yet ~oo late for America to make adequate preparation° Thus far
our borders have not been assai!ed by a foreign enemy but the sp.ectacle of a world
war, inspired by ruthless ~ggression, rapidly ex~ending from natxon to nation until
a!l continents but our o~ have bee~a involved and our Federal Government is
spending hi!lions of dollars in preparation for the nationa! defense is concrete
eviderme of the menace with wl~ich we are confronted.
Should an actual state of war occur, the enemy both from without and within
o~r borders will selece as targets for destruction not only the naval, military, a~_~_d
air force defenses but will also attack harbors and docks, principal railway
power and light stations, waterworks, congested industrial areas, and a!l factories
known to be engaged in ~he production of essential war equipment. Complete
disruption of systems of transportation, communications~ and e!ect)ic power wil!
be a ~rimary objective alad residentia! areas adjacent to such military objectives
wi!l b-e equally imperilledo
Sabotage by fire eve~: now adds immeass.rably to the fire hazard throt~ghou~c
the country and in time of war may become a m~or element in malicious destruction not limited to areas witl~in reach of hostile air forces. Sabotage by fire offers
far greater possibilities of destruction than any other means and may occur
where tha*_" war supp!ies are being produced or defenses established. The only
practical samguard against this form of wanton destruction is an ,,_tensmcat~on of
the t~sual methods of protection--police supervision, fire-extinguishing equipment,
and signs!lug systems. The attack by sabotage is already in progress.
Municipal governments have control of the loca! agencies which have to do
with the safety of a great mass of the people, of the industrial centers, and of the
vitally important utili’des. And, if the nays!, military, and air defenses provided
by the Federal Government are essential to the security of the natio~ then the
security of the productive processes necessary to maintain the armed forces in the
field is equally essentia!.
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The Fire Service has come to be regarded in the countries now within the~.war
zone as the first line of the civil or so-called passive defense. On the municipal[fire
departments of the country devolves the onerous task of conserving the national
resources by the restriction of fire waste, the protection of human life and the
processes of production against fire. For this reason and in view of the fact that
sabotage by fire is already interfering with the program of National Defense, the
International Association of Fire Chiefs at their annual conference held at Spokane,
Washington, on August 5-8, 1940, unanimously adopted the following resolutions:
FIRST RESOLUTION
Realizing the important role and grave responsibilities being placed upon the
shoulders of the Fire Chiefs, their.organizations and facilities, in doing their part
under the National Defense Program and,
WHEREAS, the strengthening of the Line of Defense against our common
enemy Fires--that are a menace to our prosperity in time of Peace and would add
immeasurably to the horrors of War should this country unfortunately become
involved therein--is so vitally important!, and
WHEREAS, the many cases of Sabotage~ Incendiarism and Destruction of
essential properties by fire is interfering with the progress of the Nations! Defense
Program and
WHEREAS, it is a we11&nown fact that practically a!! of the existing Man
Power, Fire Fighting Equipment and Signaling Systems of the Fire Departments
of the cguntry are woefully inadequate, and
wHEREAS, it is essential, in Order that these Fire Departments be enabled
to render full service, that steps be taken to bring the Man Power, Fire Fighting
Equipment and Signaling. Systems up to full strength, modernized and extended
to meet present day requirements, or any emergency,
Now~ therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that it is imperative for the protection of life and property, as
part of the National Defense Program, that this organization go on record strongly
urgiJiag the adoption of the necessary means to put into immediate effect the building
up ~nd extending of the Man Power, Fire Fighting Equipment and Signaling
Systems of all Fire Departments, and be it further
~ RESOLVED, that a copy of these resolutions be sent to the Municipal Officials,
al! over the Country, responsible for the providing of funds and the carrying out
of these measures.
SECOND RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the present National Emergency requires that the Fire Fighting
Forces of the Nation be brought up to full strength in Man Power and Equipment
at the eaflies~ possible date in order to combat loss by] fire through usual causes or
.by acts of sabotage or through the possibility of invasion, and
WHEREAS, to accomplish this it is essential that funds be made available and
WHEREAS, the average municipality is restricted in its ability to finance
mese very essential improvements and it is absolutely necessary to secure the
co-operation and assistance of the National Government,

No% therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that the Managing Director of this Association be directed to
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proceed to Washington, D. C., for the purpose of conferring with the proper officials
in an effort to secure their co-operation and financial assistance at least to the extent
of 50% of the cost of providing these very necessary services.

The International Association of Fire Chiefs in convention assembled unanimously indicated the municipal fire defenses, including the Signaling Systems, as
being woefully inadequate. A search for evidence to prove or disprove this sweeping charge reveals that during the 21 years~1919-1939 inclusive--which have
elapsed since the last great war, fire in the United States of America has destroyed
in physical values alone, $8,567,746,812.00, an annual average of $407 987,943.00,
and according to the conservative estimates of the insurance interests these figures
should be more than doubled to include the intangible values destroyed as a consequence of fire. There was also during this period in which the country was at
peace, some 200,000 human lives destroyed and several additional hundreds of
thousands of people seriously injured by fir!!
Now consider these huge losses of life and property in the light of the fact, well known
to everyone that a single hose stream will extinguish nearly every fire with nominal
loss if the fire department is quickly brought into action and we cannot escape the conclusion that alarms are not promptly given and that the signaling systems are inade~quate--there is no evidence in the fire record of delay after the alarms have reached the
fire department.
There is ample evidence to support this conclusion. The records of your own
fire department will afford plenty. Men who have devoted years to the study of
municipal fire protection have repeatedly asserted it~ The engineering reports of
the National Board of Fire Underwriters on all cities of 20,000 population and over .
most of which are equipped with signaling systems sustain it. And if it is true of
cities already equipped with more or less adequate signaling systems is it not even
more true of the several thousand smaller cities throughout the country without
any form of fire alarm signaling system? The fire records of many cities which
have installed adequate signaling systems show reduced fire losses in comparison
with which the cost of fire alarm systems is insignificant.
Huge sums of money have been annually invested by municipalities in fire
department buildings, fire-fighting equipment, and water supply for fire-fighting
purposes. It is estimated that the cost of the physical plant of the water works
system provided solely on account of the fire service constitutes from 60°-/o to 80%
of the entire cost in communities of less than 10,000 population; 30°-/o to 40% in
cities of about 50,000 population; 20% to 30°-/o in cities of about 100,000 population; and 10% to 20% in larger cities. Statistics show that municipalities spend
more ~han $200,000,000.00 annually for fire-fighting equipment. Yet despite these
great expenditures the fire waste continues unchecked and excellent fire departments and adequate water supply remain idle while fire is burning and citizens
search for a means of giving the alarm.
Analysis of the fire defenses of the country as a whole shows conclusively that the
financial provision for Signaling Systems has not in the past exceeded 25% of the
amount necessary to bring this vital element into a balanced relationship with the other
tangible fire defenses. And if we subscribe to the principle that a balanced relationship
of the defenses is essential to maximum efficiency then until the weakest link in the chain
of municipal fire defenses is brought into a proper state of edJqciency the value of the
fire extinguishing agencies will continue to be impaired in identically the same degree
that the signaling system is neglected.
All muncipalities have water supply systems and fire departments and many
of them having added the signaling system appear willing to rest content that their
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fire defenses are complete. The adequacy of these defenses is given scant consideration. The Underwriters, who grade the fire defenses for insurance rate-making
purposes, have this to say rel~tive to adequacy:
"The desired features of accessibility, reliability, and promptness~ can
only be obtained in their highest form by the installation of a modem fire
alarm telegraph system°"
"In general it is considered that a box should be plainly visible £rom
the main entrance o~ any building in congested diatricts. In mercantile or
manu£actm’ing districts {t should not be necessary to traverse more than
one block nor more than 3~ £eet to reach a box; in closely b.ilt residential
districts this distance should not exceed one block o£ 500 {eet; and in
other residentiM districts this distance should not exceed three blocks or
1000 ~eet along or toward the main artery o£ travel."
"Boxes shall be conspicuously located."
"In all installations continuity of service shall be given first consideration."
And if that degree of adequacy and efficiency is considered essential in time
of peace is it not imperatively necessary in time of war.? A check of your signali.ng
systems with the standards thus established is a simple matter and it will be a wise
precaution.
.4 fire alarm signaling system with bo~:es adequately, distributed, conspicuously
I, cared, and with circuits providing for a continuity of serwce even though accidentally
or maliciously broken--and a police signaling system which provides for an adequate
patrol of the fire district and for the swift and secret dissemination qf intetligence~wil~
immeasuraMy strengthen the fire dffenses of your communiU and ~orrespondingly
increase the e~ciency of the fire extinguishing agencies ab’eady established.
The ~tatements made herein will bear investigation. They are not made in
moment of hysteria induced by glaring headline~ and the £rvid oratory of a political
campaign. ~hey are merely a recita! of facts taken ~rom the record. The problem
arMng therefrom may be briefly expres~ed.~If the fire waste of the nation during
twenty-one years of peace ha~ been .twenty billion~ of dollars and two hundred
thousand human live~ what is likdy to be the cost d~ring a period when the
wil! be accelerated by a powerf~l and unscrupulous enemy if the proper remedies
are not applied in time ?
October 27, 1939.
The first meeting of O~cers and Director~ of the Association for 1939-!940
was held on the above date at the Parker House~ Boston.
After lunch the meeting was called to order by President Pope, at 2:30 PoMo
With the following officers in attendance: Chiefs Cotter, French, Tierney, Dooling,
Mahoney, Allen, Cote, Keena and the Secretary.
Chief Pope called on Mr. Stanley, President of the Gamewell Cornpany, to
report for a committee appointed by the President at Providence to increase membership in the Association. Mr. Stanley outlined the plan for membership that
should give us closer co-operation with the insurance interests to invite them to
membership in what might be known as our "Insurance Section or Division."
After a full discussion an explanation of work involved, including a suggested
letter or invitation, it was voted on motion of Chief Mahoney, seconded by Chief
Cote, that the recommendation of Mr. Stanley be approved and adopted and leave
final details including membership to the President and Secretary in conjunction
with Mr. Stanley°
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It was voted on motion of Chief Mahoney that the President and Secretary,
together with our represe~atative, keep in touch with International Headquarters
in regard to increasing dues and when it would go into effect.
Mro Stanley presented each member present with a souvenir copy of Indiana
State Association Program.
President Pope, Chief Tierney, Mr Stanley and the Secretary appointed a
committee to consider the adoption of such a book as this souvenir for our Association.
On motion of Chief Mahoney, seconded by Chief French, it was voted to hold
our 1940 Convention at the Balsams, Dixville Notch, New Hampshire June
25-26-27°
The following were appointed on Exhibit committee: Chief Tierney, Chairman,
Chief Frermh a_n_d Chief Cote.
Voted to adjourn at 4~30 P.M.

Secre~ryo
December 20, 1939o
The second meeting of the Directors of the Association was held on this date
at the Parker House, Boston, in conjunction with The.Massachusetts Fire Chiefs’
Club Annual Ladies’ Day°
The meeting was called to order at ! 1:45 A.M., with President Pope presiding
and with the following present: Chiefs Mahoney, Kohonski, DoMing, Sanborn
French and Tierneyo Minutes of the last meeting read and accepted° Report of
Secretary on new Insurance Members, a total of !6 having been admitted; also
report on the death of Mrs. Rose Casey and a list of the deaths since our last Convention, ten. having passed away since that time--names as fol!ovcs:
Chief Walter E. Shannon, Wakefield, Ro
Chief Irving Co White, Bedford, Mass.
Ex-Chief Jeremiah Fo Su!livan, Fal! River, Mass.
Ex-Chief Wo Co Shepard, Pittsfield, Mass.
Chief Jo Lester HoMand, Hyannis, Mass.
Ex-Chief Wmo E. Car~y, Burlington,
Chief Frank Fo Martin, Cohasset, Mass°
Ex-Chief Fo Jo Morris, Lawrence, Mass°
Alber~ T. Olson, Walpole, Mass.
Ex-Chief Daniel W. Flynn, Great Barrington, Mass°
The Secretary outlined conditions and progress of the Red Book; at this time
just about enough in to carry cost of publication. Proposal was read by a person
who would like to take on publication of the Red Book for a period of three years
at a stipulated amount.
The Directors did not believe we could bind the Association for more than one
yea% and it was agreed to award the cos_tract for printing of the Red Book to
Henry Jo Quinla~_ of Bosto~ for one year at a stipulated price°
Meeting was adjourned at !2:45 P.M. for dinner with Massachusetts Fire
Chiefs’ Club.
JoI~N Wo O’HEARN,

Secretary.
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April 17, 1940
The third meeting of the Directors was hdd at Springfidd, Mass., on April !7,
1940, in conjunction with the Massachusetts Fire Chiefs’ Club, who were tendering
a reception to our Past President Chief Patrick Jo Hurley of Holyoke because of the
many years of service rendered to his City, and upon his approaching retirement.
President Pope called the meeting to order with the following in attendance:
Vice President Cotter and Mahoney; Directors Sanborn, French, Koltonski,
Dooling, Cote, Keens; Chief Tierney of Exhibit Committee and Past President
Chief Allen of Brook]ine and the Secretary. Many of our members sat in with us,
every State being represented.
’Records of previous meeting read and approved. The Secretary presented a
letter from Past President John P. Doyle, and after discussion upon motion of
Chief Sanborn, it was voted to place the letter on fileo
A letter read by the Secretary received from a Boston school teaching prospects
for the fire service and pointing out what an easy job the fire service presented and
lucky "if you can get it," with not much work to do and a!! day to do ito
On motion of Chief Koltonski it was voted that Chief French be appointed a
Committee of one on badges, as he believed the badges would be a gift to us from
the New Hampshire Fire Insurance Companies. Voted that guest badges be but
one co!or, whether for men or women.
Voted that the Secretary be instructed to invite Mr° Ro M. Cadman, Superin~
tendent Engineering Department, Schedule Rating Office of New Jersey to address
the Convention, also to extend an invitation to Mayor Henry E. Newell of Bloomtield, No J., to address°.the Convention.
On motion of the Sec.retary it was voted to place Ex-Chief John Fo Damon of
Mi!ford, Mass., on the Honorary Membership Rol!. John Damon joined our
Association on June 20, 1928; he is one of the few "expert steam fire-engine men"
left, and because of infirmities is now confined in a Rest Home at Hopkinton,
MASS°

The subject of increased dues was discussed and the following committee was
appointed to study the plan and report at the Convention: Chiefs Tierney, Sang
born and Cote°
The matter of entertainment for the Ladies was discussed and voted to have
arrangement by the President and a Ladies’ Committee, to be selected° The
Secretary was instructed to try and arrange for lunch at !2 noon, dinner at 6:00 PoMo
and banquet along same lines as ’last visit to Balsams.
Voted: any other business or arrangement not fully covered, to be taken care
of by the President and Secretary°
Jo~ W. O’H~_~:,
Secret~ryo
PRESIDENT POPE: Now the reading of the Treasurer’s Report°
SECRETARY O’HEARN: I will make this brief, but you should know just
about what our conditions are and what the me~nbership is at this time°

TREASURER’S REPORT
Balsams, 1940
Following the custom of past years, your Secretary-Treasurer has prepared a
brief summary covering membership and financial status since our last Convention
to the c!osing of the books J~ne 15, 1940.
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The Treasurer’s books will show in detail al! receipts and expenditures, as
testified to by the Auditing Committee, but are not published as part of our Annua!
Report and are available to any member who may want further information than
what is reported here°
On June 15, 1939, the total membership was 860° Since that time we have
admitted to membership I82 new mernberso We have !ost by death 16 members
and 65 have been dropped for non-payment of dues or resigned°
The tots! membership on June 15, 1940, was 963, of which 498 are active and
465 are Associate member~ classified by States as follows:
6
Ohio ....................
Maine ................... 60
Illinois ................... !
New Hampshire. o ........ 54
Indiana ..................
1
Vermont ................. 33
Colorado ................. 1
Massachusetts ............ 513
Rhode Island ............. 66
Toronto ................. 2
1
Connecticut .............. 137
Quebec ..................
1
New York ................ 25
Montrea! ................
New Jersey ....... ........ 17
Florida .................. !
Pennsylvania ...... ........ 2
Louisiana ................ 2
Michigan ................ 1
Washington .............. 3
Maryland ................ 1
Wisconsin ................ 1
The Insurance Brokers’ Section, organized during the past year has 34 members°
On June 15, 1939 the cash balance was $7,561.76. On June 15, 1940, the cash
balance was $9,620.71; $1,227.27 of this amount is deposited in the Union Market
National Bank checking account, Watertown, Mass., and $414o45 in the savings
account of the same bank; $3,044o43 is deposited in the Watertown Savings Bank,
and the balance $4,934.56 is deposited in the Watertown Co=operative Bank.
With reference to funds deposited in ~he Watertown Co-opera~ive Bank, I
wish to present the following statement:
June 13, 1940.
Chief John W. O’Hearn,
New England Association of Fire Chiefs~
Watertown, Mass°
Dear Sir:-At your request we are pleased to submit the fol!owing statement
regarding the holdings of the New England Association of Fire Chiefs’
accounts in this bank as they wil! be on June 15, 1940.
The Association holds a matured share certificate for ten shares,
Noo 9272, value $2,000, and a paid-up share certificate for ten shares,
No. 05570, value $2,000. The dividends on these certificates total $120.00
and were disposed of as fo!!ows: $96°00 was credited to yore" monthly
savings account No. 29198; the balance of $24.00 was mailed to you in the
~orm of checks. On the savings account No. 29198, the Association holds
eight shares in series 1!9. The value of these eight shares as of the abovementio~_ed date will be $934.56.
The foregoing figures show that the value of the Association’s accounts will be $4934.56 on June 15, 1940. Our last report to you showed
the Association’s total deposit to be $48!3.12 as of June 15, 1939o
Very truly yours,
(Signed) C. H. P~_~¢~,
~lsds~a~t Treas~¢rero
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It is pleasing to report that the Association has shown both progress and
profit during the past year.
A Committee, consisting of our State Vice Presidents assisted by Mr. Vincent
Stanley, President of the Gamewell Company, have put on an intensive campaign
during the year to increase our membership° The net result of this campaign is an
increase in membership of 103 new members since June 15, 1939, including 34
members in a newly organized Insurance Section. These men are all interested in
our work and are working shoulder to shoulder with us that we may have better
co-operation and a united front against our common enemy.
It is, however, discouraging to note that we have been obliged to drop 65
members for non-payment of dues envolving a loss to the Association of $585°00°
The dues are not enough to carry overhead expense, but receipts fi’om exhibits and
Red Book have been enough to enable us to carry on our charity work and make
pleasant the hours of sickness of members and friends.
The Red Book has shown a profit the past year of about $800.00 hardly enough
for the great amount of work envolved. This is due in a great measure to the continued lack of interest among the members. For the year 1939-1940 your Directors
have made new arrangements for publishing the book. The book will b~ continued
the fine publication we know it to be but a greater profit than at anytime:during
the past 10 years. The total receipts for the year show a net gain of about $2,000
over 1939 report.
As your Secretary-Treasurer, it has been a pleasure to work ~vith you and
for you.
I urge you to aid in every way the work we are engaged in. We ask nothing
for ourselves, only for the people we serve.
A larger membership can serve just so much better.

JoH~ W.

Secretary- Treasurer.

CHIEF RANDLETTE, Richmond, Me.: Mr. President, I move the SecretaryTreasurer’s report be accepted.
(Motion seconded.)
PRESIDENT POPE: Before acting on that, there should be some sort of
report of the Committee on Increased Membership. You all heard Mr. Kenneth
Erskine, who is connected with a large insurance company in Boston, make the
statement here the other day that he felt as though the insurance broker section
could be greatly increased and he was very anxious to assist us if we would call on
him at any time, and he felt that we could enhance that to a degree where we could
bring it to 1500. So in line with that, after we pass on the report of the Treasurer,
I would be pleased to hear a motion made to have the committee continued or the
efforts of the committee, in order to obtain the 1500 membership rather than our
origina! goal of 1,000.
Now in reference to the motion made and seconded of the Treasurer’s Report.
You have heard the motion that it be accepted, and the motion has been seconded.
(Motion carried.)
CHIEF ALLEN: I move that the Membership Committee be continued in
oflqce, both in the same personnel and objectives.
(Motion seconded.)
MEMBER: Mr. Stanley has a report to make of that committee.
PRESIDENT POPE: A]! right. Mr. Stanley will report on the committee.
MR. VINCENT C. STANLEY: You covered in Substance the results of tt~e
activity of the committee, but as a matter of record you might like to place this
communication of the committee.
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June 24, 1940o
Mro 3amuel Jo Pope, President
New England Association of Fire Chiefs
In Convention Assembled
Dixville Notch, No Ho
Dear Sir:
5:’our l~dembership Committee respectfu!ly submit the fol!owing report
covering their activities in securing new members for this Association.
Your Committee drew up a set of 10 Aims and Purposes, together
with a brief resume of the Accomplishments which, with two form letters,
were submitted to your President and Secretary for their approval and
the same sec~redo Copy of forms are attached b_eretoo
The Committee also recommended the adoption of an Insurance
Brokers Section of the mernbership with dues established ~it Five Do!lars
per annum° Your Board of Directors unanimously approved this recom~
mendationo
,.
The Committee then undertook to have printed 2000 circulars
covering the Insurance Brokers Section and 2000 circulars covering the
Active and Associate Memberships. These 4000 circulars were addressed
and mailed by ~irst class mail to a list of Fire Chiefs (not members) and
others connected directly or interested in the Fire Service and Brokers
throughout New Englm~do
While the resl~onse to date has not been up to the Committee’s expectations, there If as been secured

9 Active Members
29 Associate Members
34 Insurance Brokers Section Members
Total of 72 new members°
This has brought ~n additional revenue of $284.00 per annum and a!so
as a result of ~he mai! campaign considerable publicity as it has brought
to the attention of 4000 people throughout New England the great work
being done by your Association and its individual meraberso
The Committee ~s glad to report also that there was no expense
attached to these activities°
Respectfully submitted,
THE MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
BY V. Co STANLIg~

(Form Letter No. !)
Dear Friend:
’ You are cordially invited to become a member of the New England
Association of Fire Chiefs. A gla,_ace ov-er the Aims and Purposes, to~
gerber with its Accomp!ishmetats, should convince you of its advantages
to every Fire Chief and that ~y~ou can make no better investment than to
join with your re!low CMefs in helping to establish this organization as
one of the greatest fact.ors in the fire service°
We plan to have each of the New England States represented by
every Fire Chief in order that any matter affecting ~he welfare of its
members will be supported 100~oo
Will you co-operate and help the Association advance the Fire Service ?
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The cost to join is only $3.00 per annum. Enc!osed please find application
blank for your convenience.
May I assure you that your response to this appeal for your contribution towards this most worthy cause wil! be highly appreciated.
,
Yours, for better service,
SECRETARY OF THE ~EMBERSHIP COMMITTEE.

NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION OF FIRE CHIEFS
An Organization Devoted to the
Protection of Life and Property
ITS AIMS AND PURPOSES
To advance the science of Fire Fighting.
""
To recommend and sponsor the adoption of measures of safety either through
State Legislation or local ordinances.
~
3~
To encourage the public in a course of action to prevent fires.
To promulgate rules and regulations to assist in the formation of efficient
fire fighting forces.
To accumulate and distribute facts and information pertaining to the experience of its members at typical fires and suggestions as to the best methods
of coping with such situations.
To aid in the formation of Volunteer Fire Departments and to give, the Fire
Chiefs of such organizations all the help possible.
7~
To adopt such resolutions and go on public record in respect to all measu~eg
of safety which will advance the fire service.
8~
To keep the public advised¯ of the services of the Fire Department.
9, To establish standards of equipment and methods.
10. TO PROMOTE THE WELFARE OF ITS .MEMBERS.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
From the date of its organization, the New England Fire Chiefs’ Association
has taken an active interest in the upbuilding of the fire service and the wells.re of
its members. Its record of achievements is outstanding and too numerous to
outline but the following represent a few of the major issues.
The organization took a prominent part in preventing the adoption of a
retroactive Income Tax which would have penalized the income of Fire Chiefs for
several years backward. They have sponsored an increase in the compensation of
Fire Chiefs and firemen. They led in the adoption of National Standards for Hose
Threads. They have sponsored the adoption of Civi! Service Laws covering the
members of the fire service.
They have advocated the abolishment of indiscriminate use of fireworks,
They have sponsored Fire Prevention and safer Building Laws together with the
Better Education of Firemen through school systems. The adoption of Sprinkder
Systems and their connection to Fire Department Systems through Legislation~ etc.
Their special Legislative Committee has kept in constant touch with
measures affecting the fire service.
They have made libera! relief contributions to the sufferers of fires and floods.
Their record is one to be proud of and worthy of the support of every one
interested in the fire service.
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(Form Letter No. 2)
Gentlemen:
You are cordially invited to become a member of the Insurance
Brokers’ Section of the New England Association of Fire Chiefs. A glance
over the Aims and Purposes~ together with its Accomplishments, should
convince you of the advantages in co-operating with the Fire Chiefs in
helping to ’establish this organization as one of the greatest factors in the
Prevention and Suppression of the Fire Waste of the Country.
Every Insurance Broker’s ONce should have a representative member belonging to this organization as the Fire Chief can be of inestimable
value to you in your operations of insuring properties and adjusting losses.
Will yon co-operate and help our Association advance the Fire
Service ? The cost to join is only $5.00 per annum. Enclosed please find
application blank for your convenience.
May I assure you that your response to this appeal for your con=
tribution towards this most worthy cause will be highly appreciated°
Yours~ for better service,
SECRET~4_RY OF MENIgEI~SI-IIP COI~{MITTEEo

(Followed by "Its Aims and Purposes" and "Accomplishments,"
the same as Form Letter Noo 1.)
PRESIDENT POPE: You have heard the report of the Cow_mittee on Increased Membership. What is your pleasure?

CHIEF RANDLETTE: Mr. President, I move you the Committee’s report
be accepted with the thanks of this Association.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
CHIEF ALLEN= Now5 Mro Chairman, that premature motion of mine.
PRESIDENT POPE:The motion that was made by Chief,4dlen and seconded
was ~at the same committee that has been working on the increase in membership
be continued in ofliCeo What is your pleasure on that?
(Motion carried.)
SECRETARY O’HEARN: I might say this. Mr. Stanley at his own expense
got out that very elaborate four page invitation for people to join. I think he said
there were four thousand sent out° On the first page is the invitation to join, and
on the two inside pages are the aims and purposes of our Association and our
accomplishments~ and that went to prospects for membership, b~A! of that was paid
far by Mr. Stanlevo He was too modest to tel! you that. There was no expense for
that to the Associ"ation. Thank you, Mr. Stanleyo
PRESIDENT POPE:Before we move on to the further business, I think this
is the iirst time it has been possible to get a certain gentleman into the convention
hallo He has been so busy roping everybody he has had no time to get into our
meetings, but I know he would like to say a few words relative to the International
convention. So at this time I call upon o~ames T. Keegan of Newark.
MR. KEEGAN.~ We are running a trip out to the Coast this year and wil! be
pleased to have al! you men come along with us. I thank you for that opportunity,
President.
CHIEF TIERNEY, Arlington, Mass.: Before we proceed, there has been one
gen0eman who has been with us whom I think deserves recognition. I refer to
Chief Alien’s aide, Charlie Maddeno He has worked for us taking pictures, and t
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make a motion that we bestow on him the position of Official Photographer of the
New England Association of Fire Chiefs.
(Motion seconded and carried°)
CHIEF ALLEN: Let me thank you in the name of Charlieo Let me te!! you
that I do appreciate it. He has a wonderful personality and he has worked day
and night, and we think we are going to do some good with the public with these
pictures.
PRESIDENT POPE: Any further business before we proceed with the election
of officers ? Nominations are now open for my job.
CHIEF COTE, Woonsocket, Ro I.: Mro President, I haven’t got to elaborate
on the qualities of the man I am going to nominate° You all know him° I had the
honor and privilege of nominating him for Second Vice-President in Burlington,
for First Vice President in Providence, and now it is a great privilege to nominate
Thomas Ho Cotter, Chief of the Providence Fire DePartment, for President°
CHIEF SAVAGE, Valley Fa!ls, Ro I.: I second the nomination°
ENd-CHIEF HARFORD, So. Norwalk, Conn.: Mro President, there appear
to be no other nominations in sight and I move that one ballot be cast by the
Secretary for Thomas Ho Cotter for President.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
PRESIDENT POPE: The Secretary has cast one ballot for Thomas H. Cotter
and I declare him elected as your President. The new President will now step up
and take over my job.
Before doing so, I wish to express my appreciation of the very fine co-operation
I have received during my regime for the year 1939 and 1940, and particularly am
I grateful for the attendance of the members at every one of the meetings. I think
we had a very healthy convention, and this morning is an example. I think since
I have been attending conventions this is the greatest number that have found it
possible to attend the convention at the very important session of the election of
.officers and finishing of the business on the morning on which adjournment took
place, so for that I am indeed very grateful. Thank you very much.
NEWLY-ELECTED PRESIDENT COTTER: To Chief Pope I take great
honor in placing this Past President’s badge on you and I wish you success and
happiness through life.
PAST PRESIDENT POPE: I thank you very much.
PRESIDENT COTTER: Past President Pope, Officers and Members of the.
New England Fire Chiefs’ Association: I am deeply appreciative of the honor
which you have bestowed upon me today in elevating me to the high position as
President of the New England Fire Chiefs’ Association. I cannot put into words
what is in my heart, to thank you for this promotion, particularly so at this time
of the year in such beautiful surroundings, for which the State of New Hampshire
is noted.
The administration of office by my predecessors stands out and by virtue of
the tradition of this Association for many years past, I give you my solemn promise
that this office under my administration wi!l find me always ready to serve and_
administer as my judgment prompts and always there will be uppermost in my.
mind the tradition which the Association has established through its past Presidents.
A man chosen as a leader, such as myself, is given such recognition because o f
service, quality and abilityo I hope that I shall never be found derelict in my duty
to serve you at alI times, but one man cannot be successful in office unless he has
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the co-operation of his entire staff. I sincerely solicit the co-operation of all members
here present and trust that when my term of office expires my successor can then
say, "Well done, thou good and faithful servant."
CHIEF ALLEN, Brookline, Mass.: (Addressing Past President Pope). Now
I am privileged on behalf of this organization to present you with tangible evidence
of the very fine service you have given to this orgamzation. So I thank you in
behalf of the organization and I thank you personally, and when you look at this
gift, may you drift back in memory to your year of success and real service to the
fire service of New England.
PAST PRESIDENT POPE: I would wish that I had the wit and humor of
our good friend Chief Dickinson and I would be able to handle Chief Allen. However, gentlemen, I am indeed very appreciative of everything you have done and
particularly so for this nice gift and the reception and co-operation you have given
me during my Office, Farticularly during the convention, because I do say so without any indication of wanting to do any boasting, I do think this was one of the
nicest conventions I ever had the opportunity to attend. I don’t say it was through
my efforts but it was through the efforts of us all. Thank you very much.
PRESIDENT COTTER: Now we will continue with the election, gentlemen.
The next election is for First Vice President. I would like to hear nominations.
PAST PRESIDENT POPE: Because of parliamentary law, I don’t know if
it is proper for me to arise.
PRESIDENT COTTER: It is all right.
PAST PRESIDENT POPE: Inasmuch as I am thoroughly acquainted with
the qualities and qualifications of our good friend, Bill Mahoney of Peabody,
Massachusetts, who has been our Second Vice President and has given very willingly toward the improvement of our organization, it is indeed a pleasure for me
to nominate for First Vice President, Chief William C. Mahoney of Peabody,
Massachusetts.
CHIEF ALLEN, Brookline, Mass.: Mr. President, I move the Secretary cast
one ballot for Chief Mahoney for First Vice President.
(Motion seconded and carried.)

PRESIDENT COTTER: The Secretary has cast one ballot for Chief William
C. Mahoney and he is elected First Vice President. Nominations for Second Vice
President.
CHIEF CROMACK, Unionville, Conn.: I would like to place in nomination
the name of Chief Michael Lawton.
CHIEF TIERNEY, Arlington, glass.: I move the nominations be closed and
the Secretary cast one ballot for Chief Lawton.
(Motion seconded and carried.)

PRESIDENT COTTER: The Secretary has cast one ballot for Chief Michael
Lawton of Middletown, Connecticut, and I declare him elected Second Vice President.
CHIEF PACHL, New Haven, Conn.: The Connecticut delegation wish to
thank the members of Maine and New Hampshire for their gracious giving way to
us in the nomination for Second Vice President.

PRESIDENT COTTER: Nominations for Secretary-Treasurer.
CHIEF ALLEN: I wish to place in nomination that old warrior, John W.
O’Hearn.
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CHIEF MAHONE¥, Peabody, Mass.: I second the nomination and move the
nominations be closed and the Second Vice President cast one ha!lot for the name
of John W, O’Hearn for Secretary-Treasurero
(Motion seconded and carried°)
PRESIDENT COTTER: The Second Vice President has cast a ballot for
John W. O’Hearn for Secretary-Treas;arer and I declare him elected.
CHIEF ALLEN: Now, Mr, Chairman, at this juncture, I believe, based on
experience of the past, I move that he continue at the same salary°
(Motion seconded and carried.)
¯ . SECRETAR¥-TREASURER O~HEARN: Thank you very much for the
salary and the office. Of course there is a little work to it, but I enjoy it, I think
no doubt some of you men have noticed something different about me. At home
after dinner I usually take at least a half hour’s nap° I came in here Saturday night
and started to work and haven’t had a nap since then. That hasn’t been so in five~
years. Since the convention in Providence I have been r~enovated, at some expense,
and I have not been so well for ten years. Thank you again for re-electing me~
PRESIDENT COTTER: Now we wi!l go along with the. nominations with
that of Vice President of Maine~
CHIEF HERMON, Westbrook, Me.: With a great deal of pleasu.re I am
going to place in nomination the name of Chief 0liver To Sanborn of Portland,
Maine. I think he pr0bably does more work for the New England Association of
Fire Chiefs in our locality than al! others combined.
~
(Nomination seconded.).
CHIEF HERMON: I move the nominations close and the Secretary cast one
ballot for Chief Sanborn.
"
..
(Motion s~condedland ca~:~ied.)
PRESIDENT COTTER: The next one will be State Vice President of N.ew
Hampshire.
-,.
CHIEF HAPPNY, Concord, No H. :’I place in nomination the name of Charles
H. French of Manchester°
..
’.. :
(Nomination seconded.)
CHIEF KOLTONSKI, Rutland~ Vt,: I move the nominations closeand
Secretary cast one ballot. ,
"
..~
¯ "~
(Motion seconded.and carried.)
PRESIDENT COTTER: Now we will hear nomination; for State Vice President of Vermont. " ...... .
~CHIEF SANBORN,. Portland, Me.: Mr. President,. I nominate .Chief Alfred
H, Koltonski of Rutland, Vermont.
’
¯
(Nomination seconded.)
"
CHIEF PACHL, New Haven, Corm.: I mov~ the nominations be closed and
" .....
"
the Secretary cast one ballot for Chief Koltonski.
(Motion seconded and carried°)
PRESIDENT COTTER: Now we wilt have State Vice president: .of M~sSa~
chusetts,
..
..
-=
,.
CHIEF TiERNE¥, Arlington, Mass,: I think when we. only had three Di~
rectors the President used to appoint them, and I think since wehad the one from
each state that it wasn’t allowable to appoint an Ex-Chief~ but.the present. Director
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from Massachusetts was put out of office in Malden by the Mayor but as far as I
am concerned he is still Chief. The case isn’t settled but will come up in court, I
believe he is still chief and should be elected a Director of the New England Association of Fire Chiefs representing Massachusetts. I place in nomination Chief
William J. Dooling of Malden, Massachusetts.
CHIEF ALLEN: I second the nomination and move the nominations be
closed and the Secretary cast one ballot for Chief Dooling.
(Motion seconded and carried.)

CHIEF DOOLING: I want to thank you gentlemen for your’consideration.
PRESIDENT COTTER: The next will be Vice President of Rhode island.
CHIEF CALLAHAN: I would like to place in nomination the name of Chief
A. J. Cote of Woonsocket.
(Nomination seconded.)
MEMBER: I move the nominations be closed and the Secretary cast one
ballot for Chief Cote.
(Motion seconded and carried.)

PRESIDENT COTTER: The next nomination will be for the State of Connecticut.
MEMBER: I would like to nominate Chief Michael T. Keena of Hartford.
CHIEF PACHL: I second the nomination of Chief Keena and move the
nominations be closed and the Secretary cast one ballot for Chief Keena.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
CHIEF ALLEN: Now, Mr. President, there is a director to be appointed or
elected to the International Association of Fire Chiefs. It is a much more im.portant position than the average member might think. You must know your
way around the intricate affairs of that organization, and so I am glad to place in
nomination the name of a man who will represent us with courage and fortitude.
I place in nomination Daniel B. Tierney.
(Nomination seconded.)

CHIEF MAHONEY: I move the nominations be closed and the Secretary
cast one ballot for Chief Tierney.
(Motion seconded and carried. Chief Daniel B. Tierney of Arlington, Mass.,
was elected Representative to the International Association.)
CHIEF TIERNEY: Thank you, gentlemen.
PRESIDENT COTTER: Gentlemen, I am going to appoint now as Sergeantat-Arms Chief William T. Happny of Concord, New Hampshire. [ believe I have
the say of that myself.
As Press Representative I will re-appoint Harry Belknap of Boston.
I also re-appoint Rev. Michael F. Collins of Marblehead, Mass., as Chaplain
of this Association.
SECRETARY O’HEARN: Mr. President, at this time I want to say a word
or two regarding this office. You know for years we have had a Protestant minister
among our membership. His name is Rev. H. Chester Hoyt. He came originally
from Beverly and he was moved into the central part of Massachusetts. He is a
World War Veteran, and because of infirmities due to war service he has been
retired in his church. He has been a Methodist minister and has been retired from
the church, in a small town up above Worcester--Bondville. He is living there,
and has not attended more than one or two meetings, but we still continue his
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membership within our ranks. I know that he has had a struggle carrying on. i
know he has had a struggle paying his dues. If there is no objectiSn, I would like
~?o put that man on the Honorary membership ro!lo
MEMBER: Second that motion.
CHIEF TIERNEY: I would like to ask the Secretary if Father Collins pays
dues°
SECRETARY O’HEARN: No. They are remitted. I credit them ,as though
paid.
~
CHIEF TIERNEY: Why. not place Rev. Hoyt on the list and remit his dues?
SECRETARY O’HEARN: That is satisfactory to meo
CHIEF TIERNEY: I make a motion that Mr.Hoyt be appointed Chaplairi
of the organization with Father Collins.
(Motion seconded and carried°)
SECRETARY O’HEARN: Mr. President, as far as I know, there is no f~rther
business left to be done, nothing unfinished° I think that completes the election
of officers and anything the Secretary might have to bring before the meeting.
CHIEF ALLEN: Mr. President, if there is no further business, I move the
idjournment of one of th~ most successful conventions ever held in the history of
this organization.
(Motion seconded and carried.)
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BODGE, ARTHUR, Asst. Chief, Peabody, Mass., May 5, 1923.
SAMSON, WILFRED J., Chief, Lewiston, Me., February 17, 192&

TtGHE~ ~AMES ~.0 Chief, ~VflHmangc, Conn., April 22,

BRO~rNING~ ROBERT, Chief, Central Falls, R. I., November 20, !926.
ROBINSON, C~ E., Concord, N. H. Apfi~ 16,
WH~TMARSH, F~NI~ 0,, Chief, B~n~ree, Mass~, ~ly
FO~rLER, ALBERT A., Ex-C~ef, Gardner, Mass., September !1, 1927.
SEAVERN8, ERNEgT R. Chief, Sdtnate, Mass., October !, 1927.
EAgfER, ELLS~VORTH,, Chief, Seekonk, Mass.. Sannary 16, !928.
DALEY, WILLIAM F. C~ef, Brockton, Mass., May 13, 1928.
BRYNES, PETER S., Cl~ef, North ~ngsford, R. L, November 9, i928.
GD~NT, LO~VELL C., Ex-Clfiaf, Buflingtoa, VL, May 13, !929.
GUNTHER, ~R_&NK H.. Ex-Chlef, Draca~, Mass., June 24, 1929~
BARRETT, ~ESSE, Ex-Chief, Peabody, Mass., July 13, 1929.
HUNT~ JOHN 0., C1~ef, ~Neymou{h, Mas~., October 8, !929.
WEBSTER, VA&DE U., Ch{eL WflHmandc, Conn., October 27, 1929.
TUFTS, HARRY W., Chief, North Attleboro, Mass., October
NEAL, GEORGE C., S~a~e Fire Marshal, Mass., December !4, !929.
DANAHY, TIMOTHY J., CbAef, Hop~nton, Mass., December 2~, ~929.
PITT, GEORGE S. Chief, Middletown, Conn., Janua~ 2, 19~0~
KING, WARREN D., Peabody, Mas~., ~anuary 5, !930.
GUERT~N, WM~ H., Snp~. P~ot~c~ive Depg.~ ~Vorces~er, Mass., M~ch
THOMPSON. HENRY E., Sup~. Pro~ective DepL, goston,
P~&TT, EARL H. Deputy Chief. Auburn, M~ne, May i, 1930.
HARDY. ~OHN M~, BrookHne, Mass., May 2,
MEAD, ALFRED L. Chief, Quincy, Mass.~ May 27, 1930.
DONOVAN, JOHN F., Chief, Merlden, Conn., May 2g~
EGGER~ GEORGE, Chief, XNesterly, R. L, July 29, !9~0.
PATTEE, P~ W. ChieL Goffstown, N. H. September 1~
THURSTON. P~LPH E., Chief, Putnam~ Conn., October !6, 1980.
ERICKSON, JOHN O. Ex-Ch[ef, Newburypor~, Mass., December ~7, 1930
ROSE, CHARLES H. Ex-Ch~ef, New London, Conn.~ January 8, 198!.
NICHOLS, GEORGE W. Supt. Fire Alarm, Woburn, Mass., B~b~a~ !0, 1931
CARBERRIr, WILLIAM F.~ Ex-Chfef, Eas~ Walpole, April 6, 1981
SMITH, 7AMES E., Chief, Nashua~ N. H., Apri! 9, 1931
MALLO~Y~ HOMER J., S*amford, Conn., April 21, !9~I.
MA~TIN. H. M., E.x-Chgef, Enosburg, Vt., ~uly 2, 1931
CLARK, W, F. Ex-Chi~f, Naugatuck, Conn. 7~y 25~ 19~1.
HOOBEN. JAMES A., Taun¢on, Mass. September 5, !93!.
~OHNSON, DANIEL E., Ex-Ch~ef, Bridgeport, Conn., S~pSember !7, !931.
TOONE, GILBERT G. ~mewe11 Co., Needham Heights, Mass. October !2, 1931.
CONEENY, JOHN T., C~ef, Dupont Co. Wilmington, Del. Ocgob~ ~4, 19~1.
FLEMING~ JOHN R. Chief, Saylesvflle~ R~ I.~ December 22~
LABENS!(Y, I~VING F. Supt. F~e Alarm, New London, Co~. December 25,
BROWN, HENRY A.~ Ex-Ch~eL Marlboro, Mass., January 6, 1932.
GALE, C. DAVID~ D~s~ffa~ C~ef, Orange, Mass., ~anuary 21, 1982.
LEWIS~ WM~ H., Fabric H~e C0~, Woraestez, Mass., April
H~fATT, HENR~ ~., C~ef, Fit~burg, Mass., May 2, !932.
FURGANG, LEONARd, X~/est Dmxbu~y, Mass., ~ay 5, 1932.
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(Continued)
FULLER, CHARLES Ho, Chief, Pawtucket, R. L, May 15, 1932.
GARDINER, WARREN Bo, Chief, Saylesvi!le, Ro I., July 11, 1932.
FOX, JOHN C., F~xe Commissioner, Rutland, Vt., July 23, 1932.
DOLAN, JOSEPH A., Deputy Chief, Boston, Mass., August 25, 1932o
GREEN, V/ILLIAM Co, Chief, Concord, No Ho, October 27, 1932.
O’CONNOR THOMAS, Battallion Chief, WasMngton, D. C., November 20.
ESTERBROO~, ~VILLARD W., Fire Commissioner, BrooMine, Mass~, December ~. 1932,
RICH, SEWELL M., Ex-C~ef, Some~flle, Mass~, December 9, 1932.
SPALDING, HOWARD C., Augusta, Me., January 27, 1933.
CRABBY JOSEPH A., Ex*Chief, Somerville, Mass., February 17, ~933.
WARD, THOMAS G., Chief, Shelton, Conn., March 9, 1933.
LaCROIX, CHARLES, Ex-CMef, Mill[s, Mass., March 17, 1933. ¯
McPHEE, MICHAEL, Ex-Chief, Lawrence, Mass., April 25, 1933~
~ING, HERBERT E., Ex-CMef, Mansfield, Mass., May ~5, 1933.
HOAGLAND I~ G., Na~. Auto. Spfink. Assoc., New ~ork C~W, Augus~ $,
WHEELER, A. D., Gamewell Co., NeiGh Upper Falls, Mass., Au~s~ [7~ 1933.
~IMBALL, HOWARD C., Ex-CMef; Salem, Mass., August 27, 1933~
~ULLIVAN, JOHN E., Ex-ehief, Plymouth, Mass., December 16, ~933.
~;OEN, JAMES $., C~ef, Salem, Mass., December 21,
PERSONS, VANE~ P., Chief, MontpeHer, V~., February 6,
COMBER, EDWARD, Ex-eMef, Narragansett Pier, R. L, March 7,
AHERN, WILLIAM A., Fire Marshal BraMord, Conm, April 28,
F~S~E, HOWARD, Ex-Ch[ef, Fra~ngham, Mass., May 30,
PARTENHEMER, PHILIP, Ex-Ch~f, Greenfield, Mass., July 9, 1934.
AMBROSE, GEORGE C~ Boston, Mass., July 18, !934.
BALKY, W. A., E~reka Fire Hoa~ Co., Boston, AuaU~t 13,
HEITMAN, HENRY H., C~ef, Waterbury, Conn., September 19~ i934.
MONTMENY, ARTHUR, Ex-Chief, CMeopee, Mass., October I, 1934.
MANY, ROBERT, Fabric Fire Hose Coo, Boston, Mass., October 13,
I~EANE, JOHN W., Ex-Deputy CMef, Marlboro, Mass.~ December II,
MOORE, EDWIN D., Ben~ngton~ Vt.~ March 25, 1935.
TORREY, ARCHIE W~, Clfief~ North Sdt~ate, Mass., April 2,
HAYES, JOHN H., Ex-Chief, Bristol, Conn., June !3, 1935.
McLAUGHLIN, DANIEL F., Ex-Ckfief, East Providence, R. L, June 22, 1935.
JOY, MELLEN R., Chief, Saa~s, Mass., July 31, !935.
MAXIM, CARLTON W., Ex-C~ef, M[ddleboro, Mass., A~gust 27, 1935.
STANTON, HOWARD L., Ex-Chief, No,rich, Corm., Augus£ 30, 1935.
MASON, W. S., Chief, Bangor, Me., November [2, 1935.
TITUS, WILLIAM E., Ex-Chief, Pawtucket, R. !.~ February 25, 1936.
MILLER, DEAN H., Ch~ef~ Ashland, Mass., April 2~,
WEDGER, WALTER L., Belmont, Mass. ~une 2~ 1936
PATT, IRVING F~, Ex-Ch~ef, Centre~ Falls, R. L, ~une 17,
~VOODWARD, ,A~ P., Ex-Chief, Dan~elson, Conn., ~ane 27, 1936
~LLEV, IOSEPH B., Pawtucket, R. L, luly I, 1936
LUBV, IOHN J., Chief~ Wallin~ord~ Conn., July 12~ 1936.
FERNBERGER, HERMAN W., Philadelphia, Pa., July 18, !936.
HARRISON, F~NK R., Chief, Onset, Mass., Au~s% 4,
MAINZER, ROBERT H., Hon. Dept. Chief, New York, August 5, 1935.
PALMER, JOHN A., Chief, Torrington, Conn., December 7. ~936.
HILL, C~%iS. E., Chief, Cape El~abeth, MMne, December 28, 1936.
McG~TH, PATR~C~ $., Ex-ch~ef, Meffdan, Conn., D~ed Janum7 8, 1937.
SCANNELL, DR. JOSEPH W., Fire Comm., Lew~ston, Me., $anua~y 16, ~937.
NEAR~, JOHN H., Chief, Nafick, Mass., January !8, 1937.
CASEY, JAMES M., Ex-Chief, Cambridge, Mass., $anuary 25, ~937.
SEARS, C. E., Chief Engineer, Claremont, N. H., May 5, !937.
WHITING, HOMER B., Ex-Chlef, Hampton Beach, N. H., May 26, 1937.
HOADLE~, G. W., Ex-Chief, Naugatuck, Conn., ~une 9,
DUGAN, ARTHUR W., Chief, Vergennes, Vt., July 5, !937.
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MAINE
Alden, Ira C., Chief, Gorham, Me.
Anderson, Edwin Ao, Chief, Thomaston, Me.
Badger, Ray, Chief, Pittsfield.
Black, George W., Chief, East.no
Blanchard, Donald No, Fire Equipment, Lewistono
Bradish, F. L., Chief, Eastport.
Brown, Walter H., Chief, 15 Iredale St., Bridgton.
Butler, James Ho, Chief Engineer, Berwick.
Carll, Wi!lis Go, Assto Chief, Gotham, Me.
Clifford, Win. Ho, 3rd, Chief, Cape Elizabeth.
Cronin, P. J., Retired Ca!lman Engineer, LewistOno
Denis.n, Clifford D., Chief, Harrison.
Doyle, Irving T., Chief, 165 North Main St., Brewer.
Drouin, Chief Z. Fo, Central Fire Station, Lewiston.
Eldridge, John F., Chief, Kennebunkport.
Emery, Linwood J., Chief, Sanfordo
Finch, Ralph B., 90 Ocean Ave., Portland.
Frates, Richard, Chief, 12 North St., Bath.
Gorman, Chas. E., No. 2~8 B. Lincoln St., Augusta.
Gould, Richard K., 192 Middle St., Portland.
Ham.r, Roy, Chief, Bar Harbor°
*Herman, S. A., Chief, S. D. Warren Co., Westbrook.
Hogan, Walter E., Ex-Chief, Or.no.
Hutchinson, Edward J., Chief Engineer, Boothbay Harbor°
Jeffery, Orville J., Chief, Fire Dept., No. Vasselboro, Me.
Lang, Harold D., Box 309, Portland, Me.
Leighton, Deane E., Asst. Chief, Freeport.
Lewis, Percy R., 258 Stevens Ave., Portland.
Lewis, W. B., Chief, Wiscassett.
Liscomb, John I., 1 Woodbury St., South Portland.
Longtin, Joseph O., Fire Commissioner, Lewiston.
Lovejoy, C: W., State Fire Marshal, and Ins. Comm. State of Me., Augusta.
McCosker, Joseph P., Chief, Bangor.
Mercier, So!omon A., Chief, Rmafordo
Miller, Edward F., 2nd Asst. Engineer, Bath°
Morse, Scott, Ex-Chief, Bath.
N.yes, Erlon S., Eastern Fire Equipment Co., Portland.
Nutter, Robert, Maxim Motor Co., Scarboro.
*Pays.n, Alien F., Chief, Camden.
Peters, Edward F., Chief, Or.no.
Putney, P. No, York Beach.
Ramsdel!, Edgar E., Reserve Deputy Chief, 569 Main St., Lewiston.
*Randlette, J. Wo, Chief, Richmond.
Reny, Edward A., Chief, Westbrook.
Robinson, Wallace W., M.D., Amero Standard Tourniquet Co., Portland.
Russell, Van E., Chief, 16 Fulton St., Rockland°
Rut_ledge, Charles B., Fire Apparatus and Equipment, 95 Smith St., So. Portland.
*Sanborn, Oliver T., Chief, Portland.
Small, G. K., 25 Melville St., Augusta.
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Smith, Walter Bo, Chief~ Freeport°
¯
*Smith~ Guy Fo, Chief~ Hou}ton, Maine.
Spear, Char1es Oo, Jr., Chief, South Portland°
Strong~ ~Mbert Eo, Fire Comm.~ Cape Elizabeth.
Tinker, George Lo~ Chief, New Portland°
*Turner, Stanley, Go, Chieg Springvaleo
*Williams, Capto, Win. Eo, 485 French St., Bangor.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Barrow, Win. Ho, Chiet% Candiao
Chase, Raymond Co, Chie~ Rollinsfordo
Clark, John No, Chief, Harrisville.
Cogan, George T., Chief, Fire Dept., Portsmouth~ No Ho
Conne!% Harry J., Chief, Hudson°
Cote, Philip To Jo, Chief, Gorhamo
Crowley, Roger, Chief, International ShoeCoo, Manchester.
Coyle, A. W., Ex-Chief, Box 385, Berlin.
Cushing, Gordon G., Chief, Rochester°
Di!% Frank A., Maxim Mo°eor Company, 72 Granite S% Manchester
Dodge, Fred Mo, District Chief, Concord°
Dolley, Herbert Ao, Chief., Tikono
Doudera, Capt. Frank, Fire Commissioner, Dixville Notch°
Duva!, Alfred, Fire Commissioner, Manchester°
Ely, Win. B., Pittsfield.
Fox, Po A., Chief, Raymond.
*French, Charles H., Chief, Manchester°
Goodrich, Ralph So, Chief, Eppingo
*Gunn, Theodore Wo, Engo Board of No Ho Underwriters, Concord
*Happny, Wi!liam T., Chief, Concord°
*Haskel, Robert W., Fire Dept. Equip, 260 Pleasant St., Claremon~
Hathorne, R. Co, Chief, We;t Lebanon°
Hecker, Fred Ho, Fire Commissioner, Manchester°
Hight, Gerald H, Chief, ~~e.
eare.
Hildreth, Albert Fo, Ex-Chief, Holliso
Holland, James Jo, 39 Carpenter St°, Manchester°
Hough, Wi!lis Fo, Chief% Lebanon.
*Lamott, Go Ho, Chief, Hampton Beach.
*Lary, Geo. Lo, Senior Warden, Gotham.
LePage, Edward, Chief% Berlin.
Lewin, Charles Ho, Ex~Chie~ 3 Pleasant Sto, Hanover°
Lewis, George Eo, Chief~ Box 453, Newport.
Loomis, George, American LaFrance Company, West Lebanon.
Mansfield, L. Po, Ex-Chief, Wolfboroo
Melendy, Albert C., Ex-Chief% Nashua.
Monahan, H. J., Ex-Chieg :Berlin.
Newman, William E., Ex-Chief, Hi!lsboroo
Nott, Carhon Ho, Chief, 22A Schoo! St., Hanover°
Paige, Wra. A., Chief, 40 Elm Sto, Goffstowno
Pahner, Allen Lo, Chief, 24 :Su!livan Sto, C!aremonto
Post, Ao Ho, Chief, Spofford.
Riley, Eo B., Chief~ Keeneo
Robinson~ Chegter, Chief, Suncocko
Robinson, George Eo, Samuel Eastman Coo, Concord.
Rumril], Eugene Co, Chief, Hi!lsboroo
Sargent, Fred Mo, Chief; Sunapeeo
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Smith, William S., Chief, Hooksett Fire Depto No. 2, Manchester.
Spring, Arthur W., Chief, Laconia.
Stevens, Geoo B., Chief, Kingston.
Wheeler, E. H., Chief, 39 West Bow St., Franklin.
VERMONT
Adams, W. H., Sec.-Treas., Vt. State Firemen Assoc., Vergenneso
Blair, Willard Co, Chief, Vergenneso
Burr, Ear! C., Chief, Enosburg Fa!ls.
Chapin, George, First Asst. Chief, White River Juncto
Ferguson, F. Howard, Supt. Fire Alarm, 234 Grove St., Bennington.
Gauthier, Lawrence W., Ex-Fire Comm., Mo.~tpeilier.
Gillette, Waters, Chief% Springfield.
Goguen, Leo J., Sgto, Fort Ethan Al!en Staff Sgt.
*Hanna, Charles A., Chief, No. Springfieldo
Heney, John C., Chief, Barre.
.¯
Humphrey, E. Fo, Chief, Newport.
Hurlbut, Charles H., Chief, Richford.
Hutchinson, Fred A., Chief, White River Junction.
Keery, Thomas D., Chief, St. Albans.
Kingsbury, Harold H., Chief, Norwich.
Kinney, Fo J., Chief, Orleans..
*Koltonski, Alfred H., Chief, Rutland.
Larow, Kenneth, Deputy Chief, Enosburg Falls.
Lavery, C. Newton, Chief, Burlington.
Lawson, Sidney F., Chief, Montpelier.
LeBouf, Howard J., Vergennes.
Potter, Mbert D., Chief, Poultney.
Parrnenter, F. C., Ex-Chief, Chester.
Roby, Horace E., Ex-Fire Cornrn., Montpelier.
Ruscoe, Charles, 1st Asst. Chief, Vergennes.
Sass, Carl M., 2nd Asst. Chief, White River Junction.
Shepard, Harley, Chief, Bethel.
Stockwell, Carl, Ex-Chief, Burlington.
Wakefield, George H., Ex-Chief, LowerPlain, Bradford,
Wilson, Norton, 93 Pine St., Brattleboro.

MASSACHUSETTS
Abbott, William F., Eureka Fire Hose, 257 Lincoln St., Worcester.
Abel, Henry Fo, Chief, Westwood.
Adams, John F., Chief, Milford.
Adams, John S., Chief, 2 Ocean Ave., Marblehead.
Adrian, Cal., Maple St., Carlisle.
Aikrnan, Lewis R., 31 Home Rd., Belmont.
Album, Walter E., Chief, Rehobot.
Alger, Fred B o, Middleboro.
Alie, J. P., Lieut., 140 Nonotuck St., Holyoke.
Allen, E. W., Medfield.
Alien, Ellwood Bo, 115 Gilbert Rdo, Belrnont.
*Allen, Selden Ro, Chief, Brooklineo
Angier, Everett L., Garnewe!l Fire Alarm Co., Newton Upper Falls.
*’Austin, George W., Box 52 Assoc., U. S. Gauge Co., 170 Summer St., Boston.
Babson, Roger W., Wellesley, Mass.
*Baer, Louis, Jr., 36 Orchard St., Marblehead.
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Baggs, Mo C., Chief, Belchertown.
Barker, John J., Boston Coupling Co., 293 Congress St., Boston°
*Barker, Horace R., 87 Sherman St., Springfield°
Barnes, Harold Ao, 42 Ellis St., Brockton.
Bartlett, Ernest N., Chief, Bi!!erica.
Batchelder, Fred M., 120 Harrison A~’e., Boston.
Belcher, Warren H., Ex-Chief, 115 Pauline St., Winthrop.
Belknap, Harry, 512 Beacon St., Boston.
*Belmore, Arthur, Chief, Webster.
Bengston, No B., Assto Mech. Supt. Colonial Beacon Oi! Coo, Everett°
Benson, Merle C., Bryantville, Mass.
Berry, Wo Ao, Ex-Chief, School St., Danverso
Bigelow, Edward F., City Treasurer, 22 Pleasant St., Maflboroo
Bills, Logis W., Supt. Fire: Narm, Lexington.
Bishop, Clayton Wo, Chie~ Onset, Mass.
Blackington, Alton Ho, 9 Hamilton Place, Boston°
Blair, William_ Jo, Chief, Nantucket.
Blanchard, Arthur H., 25 Hampshire St., Cambridge.
Bliss, Philip Wo, 147 Longwood Ave°, Boston°
*Blois, W. C., Chief, Westboro.
.
*Blood, Geoo Leslie, Chief, Littletono
Blossom, Fred Co, Ex-Chief, Cohasseto
Boland, John Wo, Chief, Southboroo
*Boles, James G., Ladderm~n, 46 Victor Rdo, Dorchester.
Bolger, Vincent Ao, 100 Richmond St., Dorchester°
Boston Sparks Association, 1039 Commonwealth Ave., Boston.
Boucher, Win. Bo, Bright Bumper Sales Co., 28 Malden Sto, Watertown.
Boutchie, Thomas, Jr., Chief, Essex.
Bourne, Edward Lo, Chie~ West Bridgewater.
*Bowers, Wi!liam Fo, Chief Protecti~’e Dept., Boston.
*Box 52 Association, 80 Federal St°, Boston.
*Breck, Robert G., Chief, Longmeadowo
Brennan, Edward P., Jr., Chief, Natick, Mass°
Brennan, Francis F., 23 Robin Hood St., Dorchester°
Briggs, Da~zid M., Fire Chief, Halifax.
Brigham, Harold L., Supto Water and Sewage Comm., Marlboro°
Brooks, Wm~ Henry, 92 Milton Ave°, Dorchester°
Brown, Russel! Go, 80 Centra! St., Foxboro.
Brown, Wmo H., United Pyroo Chem. Corp., Lynn°
Browne1!, Clarence H., Chief, District No. 1, Sot~th Dartmouth.
*Buchanan, L. B., Ex-Chief, 10 Bennett St., Woburn.
Buck, Richard C., 12 Oak Kno!l Rd., Natick.
*Bugbee, Percy, N.F.PoAo, 60 Batterymarch St., Boston°
Bumpus, William W., 15 Columbia St., Ayero
Bunyan, Albert, Chief; Chicopee.
Burgin, Thomas So, Mayor, City of Quincy°
Burke, Thomas F., Chief, Pittsfield.
Burnham, Frederick E., Vio Gen Treatment, Box 185, Wellesley, Mass.
Byron, George Eo, Engineer, Hudson.
Cahi11, John E., Fire Dept., Sea Sto, Hopkinton.
Campbell, John, Con. Eng., 127 Prospect St., Reading.
*Campbell, Luther B o, Lieut., Lynn.
Campbell, Warren Po, Chiei~ Cotuit.
Campbel!, Wmo Go, 28 Fay St., Boston°
Catty, John Ho, Ex-Fire Commissioner, Bennett Building, Fall River°
*Carlow, Harry, 60 Ch~rch Green, Taunton, Mass°
Carlson, Jo Henry, Chief, Ashland.
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Carolan, Lawrence, Jr., American La France Co., 28 Brighton Ave., Boston.
Carroll, William J., President Rockwood Sprinkler Co., 36 Harlow St., Worcester.
Carter, L. W., Captain Fire Departmei~t, Manchester.
Casey, John L., Chief, Abington.
Chapman, Chas. "Sandy" 10 Pier View Ave., Beachmont, Mass.
Charnock, P. C., New Eng. Ins. Ex., 89 Broad St., Boston.
*Chase, Benjamin L., Chief, Haverhill.
Chase, C. Hastings, 365 Union Ave., Framingham.
*Chase, Robert R., Chief, Cheshire.
Chick, Win. C., Jr., 317 Coro_monwealth Ave., Boston.
Childs, Alexander S., Chief, Cotuit.
C!app, George V., Ex-Chief, Paxton.
Clark, Fred A., Chief, Attleboro.
Clark, L. N., 29 Richardson St., Newton.
Clark, Robert A., Maxim Motor Co., Middleboroo
*Clark, Win. W., Chief, Westfield.
Clark, Win. M., Chief, National Fire Works, West Hanover.
*Clougherty, Chas. H., 67 Ceylon St., Roxbury
Cobb, Geox:ge F., Commissioner Firemen’s Relief Fund, 99 So. Bay Ave., Boston.
Coffin, James A., American LaFrance Co., 24 Temple St., West Boylston.
Cole, Howard H., Deputy Chief, Scituateo
Coleman, M. James, Chief, Hudson.
*Coleman, John R., Lieut., 43A Carruth St., Dorchester.
Collins, Rev. Michael F., Chaplain N. E. Assoc. Fire Chiefs, Marblehead.
Commins, Charles E., Chief, P. O. Box 591, Warren.
Connors, Chester, 195 Brook St., Medford.
Conron, Harold J., Chief, North Reading.
Cook, Alton L., Chief, Georgetown.
Copeland, Frank H., Chief, Raynham.
*Cornel!, Bert H., 11 Barrows St, Allston.
Corbett, George W., Deputy Chief, Arlington.
Cotton, Carl H., 80 Sutherlund Rd., Brighton.
Cowles, A. Lee, Eureka Fire Hose Co., 560 Atlantic Ave., Boston.
Coyer, C. F., Fabric Fire Hose Co., 1018 Commonwealth Ave., Boston.
Crandall, Leroy H., Andrew J. Morse Co., Gem Mgr., 6 Northampton St., Boston.
*Creamer, Gordon H., Lieut., Holden.
Creamer, Harry A., Captain, Highland St., Holden.
Creaser, L. J., Amer. LaFrance Co., 28 Brighton Ave., Boston.
*Cressy, John, Chief, Beverly.
Cross, Gordon, Chief, Hopkington.
Crowe, John P., Ex-Chief, Westboro°
Crowley, Chas. P. B., 111 Poplar St., Watertown.
Cummings, Merrill A., Chief, Hamilton.
Curtaz, Charles Jo, Box 52 Assoc., 10 Linnet St., West Roxbury.
Cutter, John F., Ex-Chief, Newburyport.
Dahill, E. F., Chief, New Bedford.
Daley, Warren F., 60 Montvale St., Roslindale.
*Dailey, Cornelius P., Chief, North Easton.
Daly, James J., Deputy Chief, 77 Hill St., Cherry Valley.
Damon, J. F., Ex-Chief, Milford.
Daniels, Albert W., Box 52 Assoc., 147 Brighton Ave°, Allston.
*Daoust, Samuel, Chief, Marlboro.
Daub, H. H., Chief Fire Eng., Pembroke, P. O. Bryantvi!le.
Davis, Ernest W., 61 Brantwood Rd., Arlington.
Dawson, L., Gamewe!l Fire Alarm Co., Newton Upper Falls.
Day, John H., Captain F. D., 1 Lynn Shore Drive, Lynn.
Dean, Gardner A., 84 Turner St., Brighilono
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Deane, David G., Buffalo Fire Appliance Coo, 104 Washington Rdo, Springfieldo
DeCourcy, Do Ho, Chief, Winchester.
Deibel, Andrew Fo, Arthur Ho Blanchard Co., 25; Hampshire St., Carabridgeo
*Deslauriers, Theodore, Chief, Ware°
deVeer, Harold Wo, 818 Park Square Bldgo, Boston.
Dever, James Jo, Mi~_e Safety Appliance Co., 5{}5 Boylston Sto, Boston°
*Dickinson, Frank Fo, Chief, Brockton°
DiRocco, Patrick, 98 Litchfield St., Brighton.
Donne, William Ao, 149 Burger Ave., Medford.
Doherty, M. Ho, Chie~ Lincoln, Mass.
Dol~n, Wmo Co, !4 Holbrook St., Jamaica Plain°
*Donnell, Chester Lo, Chief~, Walpoleo
Donovan, James, 157 Brighton Ave., Brighton.
Donovan, J. A., Assto Chief, Lynnfieldo
*Donovan, Lawrence Co, Boston Globe Editor ~’Among the Firemen," 18 Richie
Road, South Quincy°
*Dooling, William J., Chief.~ Maldeno
Dow, Thomas, Chief, 75 Union St., Methueno
Dow, Walter Wo, Seco Met° Fire Assoc., 21 Fairmount Ave J, West Somerville.
Downing, Dewey P., Asst° Chief, !6 Wi!liams St., Ayero
*Doyle, Frank Jo, Lieut., 104- Que.ensbury Sto, Boston°
Doyle, John Ao, Ex-Chief, Newburyporto
Drew, Co Ro, Chief, 109 Summer St°, Kingston.
Drew, Ernest L°, Jro, 57 Carlton Rdo, Belmonto
Driekorn, Otto Mo, Fire Commissioner, Holyokeo
Drohan, William Ho, Captain, 732 June Sto, Fa!l River°
Duchesneau, Joseph Eo, Ex-Chief, 84 Sayles St., Southbridgeo
Dyer, S. B., Ex-Chief, Whitman°
Eames, Hugh L., Chiet% 7 Village St., Reading
Earle, Alonzo No, Chief, Norwood.
*Earley, Charles G., Chief, Turners Fails.
Edmands, Jo Wiley, Chief, Centra! Railway Signa! Co., 272 Centre St., Newton°
Egan, John H., Ex-Chief, 88 Spruce St°, Milford..
Elliott, Otis W., Chiet; Luaenburg.
E!lis, Bel~ami_u M., 79 Cambridge S~o, Boston.
Engborg, Herbert C., 65 Bay State Ave., West Somervilleo
Endicott, Charles K., Chief, Canton.
Estabrook, Harold Mo, 10 ~nverness Rd., Arlington.
Eva,as, Waiter Ho, Lieut. Fire Dept., !5 Chase St., Lynn.
Fales, Howard A., Ex-Asst° Chief, West Medwayo
*Fallon, Thos. E., Chief, Heywood-Wakefield Co., Gardner;(
Farrar, Clarence, Hopkinton.
.
Farrell, James Fo, 7 Elwyn St°, Dorchester.
Fay, Co Norman, 730 Commonwealth Ave°, Boston°
Fay, Robert Eo, Box 52 Assoco, 36 Park Ave., Winchester°
Fears, Fo Clifton, Chief, Rockporto
Ferris, Herbert, Chief, Greenfie!do
Field, Sidney C°, Chief, Melrose.
Fisher, Ernest Ao, !09 River St., Waltham°
Fisher, Eo F., A.DoTo Co°, 60 State St., Boston.
Fitzgerald, Jas. B°, 43 Buswell St., Boston°
Neming, Win. B., Chief, Barre.
F!etcher, Albert Po, 470 Fe~lsway West, Medford.
Foster, Frank Wo, Ex-Chief, 10 Elm St., North Brookfield.
*Fox, Henry A., Ex-Chief, Boston°
*French, Victor M., Chie~ Palmer.
*Gaga~, Jas. Ao, Dist. Chief, 1 ! Allston St°, Dorchester.
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Galvin, Thomas Fo, Commissioner Public Safety, Lawrence.
Garner, S. Bronson, 3 Summit Ave., Winchester.
*Garrity, Stephen C.~ State Fire Marshal, Boston.
Gately, John J., Chief, Hood Rubber Co., ..Watertown.
Geyer, John, Chelsea Fire Dept., Chelsea.
Gibbs, Clarence E., Buzzards Bay.
Gilbert, L. A., Capt. Fire Dept., 9 Glendel! Terrace, Springfield.
Goode, Geo. W., Ex-Fire Comm., 687 Boylston St., Boston.
Goodwin, Fred Mo, 15 Avondale Rd., Newton Center.
Gorey, Edward F., Chief, Taunton.
Gorham, Joseph T., Gotham Fire Equip. Co., 136 Broad St., Boston.
*Gotham, Jos. T., !96 Sixth St., So. Boston.
Graham, Fred Do, Chief, Wakefield.
Grant, F. M., Arthur H. Blanchard Co., 25 Hampshire St., Cambridge.
Grave!le, Charles L., 57 Pleasant St., Woburno
*Grinne11, Charles Wo, Agent, Ipswich°
,Grouse, Win. Ao, 112 Columbia’St~, Brooldine, Mass.
Gunther, Ernest H., Jr., Chief, 1420 Lakeview Ave., Dracut.
*Gutheim, Herman E., Chief, Cambridge.
Haddock, Henry, Asst. Chief, 65 Victory Road, Lynn.
Haley, Joseph Jo, 9 Island View Rd.,. Nantasket Beach.
Hall, Ralph S., 61 Plymouth Ave., East Milton.
Hall, Richard S., Chief, So. Dennis.
Hammond, Harvey, Chief, Holden.
Hammond, Richard A., Chief, Manchester.
Hanna, James F., Chief, Milton.
Hannah, John H., Ex-Fire Comm., Malden.
Hapgood, Leslie A., 134 Elm St., Marlboro.
Hargreaves, James, Chief, No. Andover.
Harrington, Daniel A., 322 Lebanon St., Melrose, Mass.
Harrington, James J., Capt., 26 Wilcox Rd., Ashmont.
*Hartnett, John B., Deputy Chief, Dedham.
Hatton, Clifton B., Deputy Chief, Plymouth.
Havender, Harold L., Chief, Watertown Arsenal, Watertown.
Healy, F. J., 136 Bliss Rd., Longmeadow.
*Hill, William H., Chief, Belmont.
Hiller, Albert E., Chief, Plymouth.
Hiser, Charles, Chief, Adams.
Hodges, Frederick J., 166 Essex St., Boston.
Holmes, Dennis D., Ex-Chief, 353 Linden St., Fall River.
Hooper, Norman.C., Dist. Chief, Lexington°
Hopkin% John Ao, 26 Wenham St., Forest Hi!lso
Home, William D., Chief, Mi:llbury.
*Hurley, Patrick Jo, Chief, Holyoke.
Hutchins, Mo Co, State Fire Warden, 20 Somerset St.~ Boston.
*Hutchinson, Oscar Ro, Chief, Lenox.
Hyland, D°, Capt. F. D., Ware.
Ickrath, Wo Mo, Eagle Signal Corp., 15 Glenham St., Springfield.
Ingham, Ernest, 17 Lincoln St°, Maynard.
Inkley, Clyson P. Chief, Rockland
Jameson, Frank Jo, 4 Mellen St., Dorchester.
Jenks, Fred Ao, Ex-Fire Commissioner, Plymouth.
Johnson, Ernest P., Chief, Leominster.
*Johnson, George L., Ex-Chief, 63 Chestnut St., Waltham°
Johnson, Robert H., Ex-Chief, Ho!den0
Johnson, Robert H., Maxim Motor Co., Cheshire.
Johnston, Waiter Ao, 481 Pleasant St., Maiden.
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Jones, Mellen Wo, 281 Essex St., Beverly.
Kavanaugh, Vo To, 1S Flood St., Walthamo
Keane, James Mo, Town Engineer, 10 Jason Court, Arlington.
*Keddie, L. A., Deputy° Chief, Malden.
~Kel|ey,
Joseph E~, Ch~ef~ Danve rs.
Kellogg, Samuel E., Chieg Hopedale.
Ke!!ough, Willard P., 274 Beacon St., Boston.
Kennealey, Wm~ T., "Boston Sparks Assoc.", 36 Kempton St~ Roxbury.
Kennedy, Thos~ W~, 65 Chelmsford Sty, Dorchester.
*Kenney, John J., Deputy Chief~ Boston.
*Kiessling, Car! J., Chief, Fire Dept., Worcester, Mass.
King, Bernard M., 42 Bromfield Rd.~ West Somervil!e.
King, Everett F., Chief, Lever Bros., 164 Broadway, Cambridge.
Kingman~ Stanley R., Box52 Assoc., 2! Gould Road~ Arlington.
Kingman, Edward R., "Box 52 Assoc." 21 Gould Rd., Aflingtom
Kingsbury, Allen A., Ex-Chieg Medfield.
Kirlin, Frederick M., Spec. Agt., Nat’!. Board Fire Underwriters, 321 Park Ave~
Arlington.
Kleinfe!der, Henry C., 3 Park St., Boston.
Lampard, Charles H., Chief, Swampscott.
Lane, Charles E., Chief; 64 East Main St., Orange, Mass~
Lane, Edward B., Chic}; We!lfleet.
Latham, Danie! E., 294 Washington St., Boston.
Laurie, Ralph D., Supt. Fire Alarm, Hingham~
Leafy, Jas. F., 22 Roseway St., Jamaica Plain.
Leafy, Thos. E., 22 Rosewav St., Jamaica Plain.
Leavitt, Charles F., Chief, gl Spring Road, Nahant.
Lemoine, M. Gale, Homelight Corp.,! Chickatabot Road, Quincy.
*Leonard~ Win. H.~ Lieut., 75 Central A~e., Hyde Park.
LePage, A. L., Capt., Southbridge.
Lewis, Eugene, !1 Egremo,at Rd., Brookline.
Lewis, Seymour, United Electric Co., 322 Summit Ave., Brightom
Lewis, T. Julian, Chief~ Pro~qncetown.
*Light, Francis P., Clerk, Board of Eng., Dover.
Lincoln, Byron E., 558 Newbury St., Bostom
Lindh, Arthur E., Justin A. McCarthy Co., 176 Federal St., Bostom
Litchfield, Gordon H., Am. LaFrance, 28 Brighton Ave.~ Boston.
Logan, Edward A~, Chief, Shrewsbury.
Looney, Daniel J., Sec. Mass. State Firemen’s Assoc., 448 Old South Bldg., Boston~
Loring, Mason L., Deputy Chiel~ Hingham.
Lo~-e!!, Harry Joseph, B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co., !055 Comm. Ave., Boston.
Lucier, John L., Ex-Chief, Northampton.
Lyons, C. W., Room 1100, Statler ONce Bldg., Boston.
MacGregor, H. S., Chief, West Acton.
Madden, John H., 57 Ardale St., Roslindale.
Magee, Richard A., Chief, Truro.
*Magnet, Win. J., Capt., 5A Mapleton St., Brighton.
*MaCon@, Jere}niah g., !03 W. 9th St., South Boston.
*Mahoney, Wi!l~am C., Chief, Peabody.
Ma!lalieu, Win. E., Jr., 55 Battervmarch St., Boston. .
Mansfield, George O., Chief Fire inspector, Commonwealth Pier, Boston.
Maranville, Clifton H., Box 458, Middleboro, Mass.
Marchant, Homer R., Chie}; Gloucester.
Martin, ~ohn J., Boston Janitors’ Supply Co., 136 West Brookline St., Bostom
Maxim, E. L., Maxim_ Motor Co., Middleboro.
Maxim~ Leighton L., 23 Webster St., MidOeboro.
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Mayers, Robert Fo, Deputy Chief, Greenfield.
McCarrick, Thomas J o, Chief, Revere.
McCarthy, E. J., Gamewell Fire Alarm Co., Newton Upper Fa!is.
McCarthy Co., Justin Ao, 176 Federal St., Boston.
McCarthy, Philip Fo, Deputy Chief, Malden.
McCarthy, Timothy G., Chief, Fire D@t., Weymouth, Mass.
:*McCue, Henry Jo, Lieut., 36 Courtney Rd., West Roxburyo
McGonigle, Michael, 448 Old South Bldg., Boston.
*McIntire, Edward Fo, Mclntire Brass Co., 221 High St., Boston.
*Mclntire, Frank N., Mclntire Brass Co., 221 High St., Boston.
*Mclntire, Thomas S., Mc~[ntire Brass Co., 221 High St., Boston.
McLaughlin, J. A., Amer. Fire Equip. Co., 45 Broad St., Boston.
McLean, Hugh D., Fire Commissioner, Holyoke.
McLean, Walter E., Mack Motor Truck Co., 75 No. Beacon St., AllstOno
~"McGaw, Geo. E., Chief, Fa!! River.
McMillan, Win. F., Asst. Chief, Hopkinton.
McNally, John C., Chief, Somerville.
McSweeney, Eugene M., Comm. Public Safety, Boston.
Meade, John Paulding, 60 State St., Boston.
Melanson, Ernest J., Jr., 2 Upland Road, Watertown.
Meunier, O. J., Chief, Southbridge.
Middleton, Elmer H., 329 Boston St., West Lynn.
Minehan, Edw. C., Ex-Chief, 134 Howe St., Marlboro.
.Miner, Alfred N., Mass. Safety Council, 40 Broad St., Boston.
Mitchell, Melvin P., Ex-Chief, 48 Felton St., Hudson.
Moloy, James E., Former State Forest Warden, 17 Elijah St., Woburn.
.Montle, John H., Dist. Fire Warden, 284 President Ave., FalJ River.
Moody, George M., Chiet; Harwich.
Morris.n, Ralph F., 25 Lovell Rd., Watertown.
Moult.n, E. G., Ahrens-Fox Co., 5 Admiral Road, Worcester.
Moxham, William W., Chief, Lynnfield, Mass.
Mulock, Franklin C., Chief, Newton St., Weston.
*;Murray, Wa!ter R., Lieut., Weymouth.
Murri11, M. Wo, Ex-Chief, Scituate.
*Neal, Bertram A., Chief, 23 Myrtle St., Waltham.
Nell, Raymond Jo, Chief, Barnstable.
Newhall, Terry Ao, 108 Essex St., Swampscott.
Newman, Frank C., Ex-Chief, Melrose.
Niedner, Albert L., Chas. Niedner’s Sons Co., 111 Glenwood St., Malden.
Niedner, Win. H., Pres. and Treas. Chas. Niedner Sons Co., Malden.
Norton, Frank, Jr., Chief, Edgartown.
Nute, J. C., Jr., Depo Forest Fire Warden, 58 Linden St., Needham.
*O’Banion, Albert Lee, Supt. Fire Alarm Division, 59 Fenway, Boston
O’Donnell, Joseph V., 158 Neponset Ave., Dorchester.
*O’Hearn, John W., Chief, Watertown.
,’Leafy, Perry, Asst. Chief, Marlboro.
Oliver, Joseph L., Deputy Chief, Cohasseto
O’Neill, E. Jo, 3 Colby Rd., Roslindale.
*O’Neill, James Jo, Jr., Deputy Chief, Lynn.
Page, Charles N., 146 Traincroft Rd., Medfordo
Paradise, Arthur, 271 Waldon St., Cambridge.
*Parker, P. Hildreth, Box 52 Assoc., 81 Benjamin Road, Belmont.
Peckham, J. Austin, 23 Central St., We!lesley.
*Peirce, Walter, Ex-Chief, !171 Mass. Ave., Arlington.
*Perry, Emery, Chief, Harvard.
Pettengill, George H., 109 Bluehil! Ave., Milton°
Philbrook, George A., Ex-Chief, 114 So. Main St., Middleboro.
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Phi!lips, Elmer Lo, 86 School Sto, Needham, American LaFranceo
*Pickersgi11, Wmo F., Bass Wood Ave., Sudburyo
Pilting, Edward Lo, Chiet; Stockbridgeo
Pitman, Theodore Bo, Jr., 36 Eusto~_~ St., Brooldine.
Place, Ralph S., Deputy Chief, Hu!l.
*Pope, Samuel J., Chief, Boston.
Porosky, Matthew, Vice-Pres~, Gamewell Co., Newton Upper Falls.
Potter, Lynwood F., Chief, Westport~
Powers, William E., Chief~ 87 Park St., Clinton.
.
Pratt, Herbert K., Box 52 Assoc., 24 Spring Hill Ave., Bridgewater~
Preble, Edward H., Secretary Board of Selectmen, Belmont.
Prescott, Everett~ 110 North Parkway, Worcester.
Priest, George T., Chief, Maynard.
Pring, Donald T., 20 Vinebrook Rd., Lexington.
Pye, Frederick H~, Chief~ Stoughton.
*@aley, Thomas, Chief, Medford.
@~nlan, Henry J., 16 Whiton Ave., Quincy.
Rat~dlett, Clarence W., Chief, Newtom
Reardon, Joseph W., 487 Broadway, So. Boston.
Reddy, Clarence S~, Deputy Chief, Cohasset.
*Rees, Warren A~, 183 Willow Ave., West Somerville.
Rees, Warren C., 183 Willow Ave.~ West Somerville.
Regan, Timothy, 12 Hazei~on Rd., Newton Centre.
*Rei!ly, William Arthur, Fire Comm., Boston.
Ricl~, Lewis E., Deputy Chlef~ Barre Plains.
Ritschel, FranMin N~, Chief, Gamewell Co., Newton Upper FN!s.
Robart, John Otto, !9 Sidney St., Cambridge.
Roberts~ G~ L., 67 Summer Ave., Reading~
Robertson, Ralph C., Chief, North Attleboro.
Robichaud, Philip J., Chief, Hanson.
Robinson, George E., 80 Federa! St.~ Boston.
*Roeder, Harold E., 10 Victoria Rd., Arlington, Mass.
Rogers, Roland D., 605 R[mmon Ave., Chicopee.
*Root, H. C., Chief~ Springfield.
Ross, Carl, Deputy Chief, Hu!l.
Roulo, Nfred J., Capt., Beverley.
Rounsevi!l% C. C., Jr~, Fire Commissioner, 264 French St., Fall River.
Rowley, Charles F~, Fire Commissioner, BrooMine~
Nyan, Edward T., 48 Bur~ St., Dorchester.
Ryan, James J., Rockwood Sprinlder Co., 34 Harlow St., Worcester.
*Ryder, Frederick M., Chief, Middleboro, Mass.
Sands, William 7., Chief, @incy.
*Salamone, Richard M., C~ief~ Fire Dept., Needham.
Salsman, Win., Chief, Saugus, Mass.
Scan!on, Joseph E., Chief;; 112 Walnut St., Lynn.
Schrnitt, William F~, Mack Motor, 75 No. Beacon Sty, Boston.
Scott, James A~, Captain F. D., Everett.
Scully, John F., American Fire Equipment, 35 Broad St., Bostom
Shaw, M. A., 25 Hampshire St., Cambridge.
*Shea, Michael ~., Chief, Fitchburg.
Shepherd, Melvin B., Pembroke.
Sherman, Edward Dan forth, Hotd Statler Bldg., Boston.
Sherwood, N. D.~ Rockwood Sprin}~er Co., 34 Haflow St., Worcester.
Sibley, Frederick H., Chief, West Springfield.
*Siebert, Everett, Lieut., 60 Cook St., Newton High!ands.
Simon, Rayrnond M., R. D. Wood & Co., 25 Beekmans S% Worcester.
Shnons, Edward S., 111 Summer St., Boston.
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*:Skelton, David W,, Chief, Burlington,
Skelton, Marshall Wo, Burlington°
Skelton, Walter W., Ex-Chief, Burlington°
Skirball, Israel, 416 Marlboro St., Boston°
Slaman, To Ho, Chief, Wellesley..
Sloper, John To, 46 Garrison Rdo, Brooldineo
Smiddy, Earl, 1238 Chestnut Sto, Newton.
Smith, Arthur Jo, Fairview Ave°, Melrose Highlands.
Smith, Charles T., 24 Hamlen Rd., Newton Centre.
*Smith, Ernest Lo, Ct~ief, 206 Exchange St., Atholo
Smith, Fred Fo, Ex-Chief, East Bridgewater°
Shyer, John B., Assto Chief, Bedford°
Soper, Arthur E., Chief, Mansfield.
Sprague, M. Ewing, Chief, Leicester.
*Stackpole, Charles E., Chief, Lowell.
Stalker, Geoo D., Fire Commissioner, 196 Walnut Sto, Holyoke.
Stanley, Vincent T., President Gamewdl Co., Newton Upper Fallso
*Stapleton, John V., Capt., 222 L St., South Boston°
Stetson, M. D. Co., 340 C St., So. Boston...
Stoughton, Ira B., Deputy Warden, Cohasset.
Sullivan, Francis A., Ex-Chief, Lawrence.
Sullivan, James C., Ex-Chief, Lowell.
Sullivan, John N., State Fire Insp., Kurts Place, Taunton.
Sullivan, M. P., 7 Broad St., Boston°
Sullivan, Vincent Jo, 1 Hillside Ter., Belmont.
Swain, Wmo C., 7 Harriet Ave., Belmonto
Taft, Frank, Seagrave Company, 1022 Commonwealth Ave., Boston.
Tancrel!, Wilfred J., Chief, 94 Elm St., Uxbridge.
*Tappen, Robert M., Chief, 167 Main St.; Gardner.
Tarment, John H., Ex-Chief, 12 Howard Ave., Foxboroo
Tart, Frank H., Captain, Wentiamo
Taylor~ Edward W., Chief, Lexington.
*Tierney, Daniel B., Chief, Arlington.
Tierney, John M., Deputy Chief, Arlington.
Tierney, Richard J., Captain, Arlington.
Tower, Gilbert S., Chief, Cohasset.
Tracey, Hubert W., Amer. Fire Equip. Co., 45 Broad St., Boston.
*Tracey, John P., Chief, Great Barrington.
Treen, Ao LeBaron, Chief, Medwayo
Trevett, LeRoy, Chief, Framingham.
*Tru.ax, Edwin Eo, Foxboroo
Tucker, Richard Co, 50 Broadway, Beverly°
Turtle, Harry E., Chief, Concord.
Tyler, Bartlett, 390 Atlantic Ave°, Cohasseto.
Voke, Charles Go, Chief, Chelsea.
Waddell, J. G., General Equipment Co., 584 Commonweahh Ave., Boston°
Walden, Lawton Co, 57 Exchange St°, Worcester.
Wallace, Jo Thoso, Chief, Bourne.
*Walton, Henry, Fire Commissioner, Plymouth.
Warnock, James, Ex-Chief, Swampscotto
Warren, George Ao, Brighton Item, 66 Chestnut Hill Ave°, Brighton°
Waterhouse, William Ho, Mass. Cons. Officer, Falmoutho
Webb, Wo E0, 45 Marion St°, Brooldineo
Webber, Joseph Ao, Amer. LaFrance Co., 28 Brighton Ave°, Boston°
Weinberg, Jos. W., !3 Appleton St., Boston.
*Wells, Ray Do, Chief, Fa!mouth.
Welch, Thomas F., Chief, Williamstowno
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Welch, William Fo, Ex-Chief, Lynn.
Wheeler~ Earle Ao, Ex-Chief, Berlin.
Wheelwright, Everett W., Selectman, Cohasset.
Whitcomb, Jos. C., Maxim Motor Co., Middleboroo
Whiting, Samue! W., Nat. Fire Detector, Miles Rd., Hingham.
*Whitney, Go G., Jr., 59 H~ghland St., Miltom
Whitney, George H., Fire Equipment, 304 Newbury Sto, Bostom
Whitney, John Wo, 36 Leicester Rd., Belmont.
Wiggin, Leslie S., Chief, FranMin.
Wilder, Russe!l Jo, Chief, North Scituate.
Williams, Andrew, Ex-Chle!% Hopkington.
Williams, Ao K., Chief, Sci~uate.
*Williams, Eo W., P. O. Box 1, Lynn°
Williams, Herbert, Supto Fire Alarm, King St., Cohasset.
Wi!liamson, GeOo So, 66 Winter St., Norwood.
Wilson, Waldo, Chief, Carlisle.
Wisentaner, Leo Ao, 13 Linwood Sq., Roxbury.
Wittenhagen, Frederick Wo, Dep. Chief, Beverly
*Wolfenden, John W., Pres.. Box 9 Assoc., Attleboroo
*Wood, Everett B o, Chief, P!ymouth.
Woodcock, Chester Co, Dept. Chief, Rochdale.
Woodward, Emerson L., 2) Church Ave., East Bridgewater°
¥oho, Elwood Ao, Ahrens~Fox Coo, 173 Second St., Cambridge.

RHODE ISLAND
Alsfeld, Adolphe W., Coneimiut Fire Co., Shawomet, R. I.
Allitag, Chief, Warren.
Ballou, Ira A., Jr°, Ahrens-Fox Co., Barrington.
Barker, James Wo, Chief, )¢:[iddletown.
Batchelder, Ear! H°, Chie~% Centerdaleo
*Black, Irving S., Chief; Nat. India Rubber Co., Pro~zidenceo
*Booth, Chas. Lo, Depo Chief, East Gree~_wiCho
Bricldey, Chester Ao, !00 Sheldon St., Providence.
*Callahan, Frank J., Chief, Central Falls.
Cessna, Dominic, Chief, (Marieville), No. Providence°
Char!eswor~h, Frank, Ex-Chief, 59 Bellew.e Ave°, Providence°
*Cote, Ao Jo, Chief~ Wdonsocket.
*Cotter, Thos. Ho, Chief, Providence°
Coughlin, Frank H., Ex-Chief, Johnston Hose Coo, No° 3, 133 Greenville Ave.,
Manton.
*Comolli, Claudia A., Assto Chief, Westerley.
Conno!ley, William To, Deputy Chief, Pawtucket.
Cross, Henry B°, Secretary, Grinnell Co., Providence.
Daley, Thoso V., Chief% Pascoag.
Dawley, Win. S. H., 8 Warner St., Newport.
Drew, Morris R., Ex-Chie}% Va!ley Falls.
Eldridge, Abel So, Depo Chief, Newport.
Fisher, John H., Ex-Chie( Pro~qdence.
Fogarty, Michad, Fire Marshal, 1703 Smith St., North Providence.
Fortier, Henry E., Chief Manville.
Gareau, Lionel P., Chief, West Warwick.
Griswold, Arthur A., Chief, 100 Grosvenor Ave., East Providence.
*Holst, Anne C. Alien, Chief, Cedar Hill, Cowesett.
*Jache, Paul O., Chief, Johnstone Hose Co., No. 3, Manton.
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Jones, Leroy H.~ Jr., 77 R. I. Ave., Newport.
Kelley, Joseph L., 5 Meadow St., Pawtucket°
Lawton, Joseph So, Chief, Newport.
Lenihan, Russell .Ao, Treas£ and Coll. Taxes, Westerley.
Leys, Laudie, 135 Thames St., Newport.
Leys, Win. Ao, Box 599, Newport.
Luft, I. Arthur, Midwestern Mfg. Co., 63 Jackson St., Providence°
McElroy, Harry, Bart. Chief, No. 1, Providence
McKenzie~ Geoo A., Asst. Chief, Westerly°
*McKenzie, James W. M., Chief, Barrington.
Miles, George Scott, Designer, 29 Thames St., Newport.
*Mi!ler, Fred Jo, Chief, East Greenwich.
Nichols, Daniel A., Ex-Chief, County Road, Barringtono
Nicho]s, Leon A., Barringtono
*Pasetti, Columbus, Chief, Westerly.
Part, Everett I., Lieut. Fire Dept., Central Falls.
Payne, Moses, Jr., Asst. Chief, Westerly.
Reynolds, Adelbert Jo, Chief, Oakland-lVlapleville Fire Coo, Oakland, R. Io
Rhodes, John, Chief, Saylesville.
*Rodman, R. W., Chief, North Kingstown Fire Dept., Wickford.
*Savage, John A., Chief, 270 Broad St., Valley Fallso
Sayer, W. Norman, City Clerk, Newport
Sholander, W. E., 98 Sefton Drive, Edgewood
Sluiter, Ro T., American LaFrance, 35 Valley St., Cranston°
Smith, George W., Ex-Chief, 43 Whitford S~., Wakefieldo
Smith, Harold A., Ex-Chief, Greenwood.
Smith, John, 69 Granite St., Westerly.
Stone, David E., Deputy Chief, Station 3, Woonsocketo
*Tabor, J. Earle, Chief, Forestdaleo
*Taupier, Napoleon, Chief~ Pawtucket°
*Vanderbilt, William H., Chief, Oakland Fo D., Newport~ Governor of Rhode
Island.
Wheeler, Henry So, Mayor, Newport.
*Whipple, Nathan Wo, Jr., Chief, North Cumberland Volo Fo Do, Valley Falls.
Wilbur, Cliffbrd H., Chief, So° Kingston.

CONNECTICUT
Angeley, Win., Chief, Glenville, Conno
Armstrong~ John J., ASSto Chief~ East Hartford.
Barber, Irving Ro, Chief, Moosup, Conn.
Boyington, Charles L., Ex-Chief, Newington.
Brencher, George Ao, Chief, Darien.
Brockett, Myron Ro, Chief, North Haven.
Burgess, Harold E., Lieut., Box 145, Danielsono
Burr, Edwin R., Chief, Stratfield F. D., 81 Stratfield Rdo, Bridgeport.
Bussmann, Herman, Ex-Fire Commissioner, 71 Orange St., New Haven.
Cameron, Lloyd J., Chief, West Haven.
Carrigan, Co J., Chief, Terryville.
*Cavanaugh, Thomas Fo, Chief, Waterbury.
Churchil!, Frank W., Rocky Hill.
*Clark, Horace B., Fire Commissioner, 21 Woodland St., Hartford.
Conrady, William, Asst. Chief~ Earle St., Rockville.
*Cromack, Harold F., Chief, Unionville.
Czine, John J., Chief, Wallingfor&
Delagrange, Ro M., Chief, Stoningtono
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Donnelly, T. H., Chief, Center Fire Dist., West Hartford.
Enquist, Roy Co, Chief, 89 Hopson Ave°, Branfordo
Everly, James, Ex-Chief of Fairfield Co. No. 1, Comps Beach, Westport.
Fancher, Rufus Ro, Ex-Chief, 317 Edgewood Ave., New Haven°
Nynn, Thomas Fo, Jro, Asst. Chief, Bridgeport.
*Foy, Albert B., Chief, South Manchester.
Franklin, Edgar C., Supto Fire Alarms, Torrington.
Fulton, A. Jo, Chief, Westfield Vo!. Dept., Middletom
*Gisborne, Fo R., Chie~ Sound Beach.
Glenn, Russe!l A., Sro, Gamewel! Co., 335 Fairview Ave., Bridgeport.
Goodman, Edward Fo, Chief, Torringtono
Gray, Joseph Do, Chief, General Electric Co°, Bridgeport.
Greene, Richard M., Batti Chief% New Haven°
Grifl3n, John H., Chief, Norfolk°
Griswold, Henry G., Fire Commissioner, 759 Woodward Ave., New Haven.
Griswold, Henry H., Ex-Chief, 749 Woodward Ave°, New Haven°
Hale, Leslie N., Fire Commissioner, Newingtono
Hall, Wi!liam Fo, Chief, Piainfieldo
Hamill~ Walter Lo, Mgro Homelite Corp., New Haven.
Hamilton, Kenneth E., Chief, Simsbury.
*Hansen, Ernest, Chief, East Haven.
Harford, D. Wo, Ex-Chief, 10 Chestnut St., So. Norwalk.
Harper, George Ho, Jro, Chief, Putnam.
Harris, Arthur E., DepuV Chief, Merideno
Heimer, Edward, Eng. Co. No. 5, East Hartford.
*Heinz, Paul P., New Haven, Conn. Fire Marshal.
Henderson, R. W., Chief, Thomaston.
Hermann, Edward, Jr., Chief, District No. 2~ Fairfield.
Hopkins, H. E., 28 Hutchins St., Danielson.
Hunt, George Lo, Second ASSto Chief, Guilford.
: Hunt, Harris R., American LaFrance Corp., New Hartford°
*Hutchinson, John Ao, Jr., Asst. Chief, Old Greenwich.
tngals, Francis Eo, Chief, Chaffinch Island V. F. D., Guilford.
Jenkins, Vernon So, Chief, Lost Acres, No. Granby.
Jopso,~, Harold E., Chief, Deep River.
Judso~_~, Allen Do, Chief, Stratford.
Kantack, W. W., Chief, 145 Main St., So. Merideno
Kau!, Richard D., The Sealand Corp., Bridgeport.
Kavanagh, J. D., Chief, Remington Arms Co., Bridgeport.
*Keens, Michad To, Chief, Hartford.
Kelley, Roland A., Asst. Chief, Gem Eleco Co., 389 Lenox Ave°, Devon°
Kennedy, John J., Chief, Bryant Elec. Co., ~.46 Vine St., Bridgeport.
Knickerbocker, Daniel E., Chief, Po O. Box 63, Springdaleo
Lahey, D. J., Fire Marshal, Waterbury°
Lamphere, Lo L., Ex-Chief, Naugatuck.
Landon, Bo H., First Assto Chief, Guilford°
*Lawton, M. Wo, Chief, Middletown.
Leigh, Frank, Fire Commissioner, Annex Fire Dept., New Haven.
Leonard, Jules A., Windsor.
Lippmann~ Ernest J., Fire Commo, Rockvi!le.
Loller, Charles Po, Chief, 539 Pine Rock Ave°, Hamdeno
Mabbett, Frank Ao, Chief, Mystic.
*b~’~[aurer, Robert L., Chief,Westporto
Maxwel!, Orrin B., Fabric: Fire Hose, Cheshire.
McCleery, Thornton Vo, 5! Echo Lake Rd., Watertown0
McCray, J. Stanley, Fire Commissioner, Rockville.
McNamara, John Ho, Chief, 45 Fairfield Ave., Danbury.
McPherson, Donald S., Chief, Winstedo
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*Meaney, Leon R., Fabric Fire Hose Co., 40sceola Drive, Greenwich.
Meunier, Frank, Chief, East Hartford.
Miller, George Jo, Fire Comm., West Haven.
Milne, George B o, Chief, Rockvilleo
Mo!leur, Albert Mo, 2798 Whitney Ave., Hamdeno
Morgan, Samue! W., Chief, Wethersfieldo
Mot, hey, John F., Chief, Meridem
Murphy, Thomas J., Chief, Southington.
Noble, William Jo, Chief, New Britain°
Norton, Clarence E., Asst. Chief, 78 Boston St., Guilford°
*Oddy, Harold Wo, Assoc. Chief, Nor.ton.
Oldack, Edgar A., Peter Pirsch & Sons Co., 567 Connecticut Ave., Bridgeport.
"Leafy, Thomas Jo, Asst. Chief Eng., Bridgeport.
*Pach!, John S., Chief, Annex Fire Dept., 23 Chamberlain St., New Haven.
Park, H. H., Chief, Noanko
Peters.n, Carl G. R., Chief, Trumbull Fo D., Box 293, Bridgeport.
Petrucelli, Leonard, Asst. Chief, Merideno
Pitney, C. H., Chief, Newington.
*Potter, Stuart M., Chief, Greenwich.
Pracny, Edward H., Chief, Walcott. ’
Prior, E. Po, Chief, !8 Lincoln St., Plainvilleo
*Purti!l, Joseph, Chief, Pawcatuck.
*Reif, Lawrence Eo, Chief, 152 Court St., New Haven.
Reynolds, Charles A., Chief, Willimantico
Ringers, J. H., Sandy Hook.
*Sanger, John Joseph, Chief, Forest Ave., Sound Beach.
Schepp, Win. F., Fire Comm., Nichols.
Schmehl, Clarence W., Chief, East Portchester.
Shanaghan, Edward, Asst. Chief, East Haddam.
Shepard, Geo. Ho, Sro, Fire Comm., West Haven°
Shipman, Thomas H., Chief, New London.
*Short, Winthrop Eo, Chief, 55 Reynolds St., Danielson.
Stapley, Sidney Ro, Chief, 37 Hi!ltop Drive, Nichols, Bridgeport°
Starkel, Frank, State Police, Hartford°
Stiles, Walter F., Captain State Police, Hartford.
Stowe, Lewis Fo, Chief, Milford.
-~
Strain, Harold A., Am. LaFrance Co., 252 High St., Milford.
Sturges, Wi!liam F., Chief, Ridgefieldo
Supernor, Alfred Ho, Fire Marshall, Guilford.
Swan, James W., Chief, 7 Swan Ave., Seymour°
Veit, Victor H., Chief, Stamford°
¥irelli, Frank, Deputy State Fire Marshal, Bridgeport.
*Volk, Chaso A., Chief, Norwalk°
Von Holtz, Edward A., Fire Commissioner, P. O. Box 413, Southport.
Warren, Ira A., Deputy Chief, Danielson.
Wellington, George, Fire Commissioner, 1699 Noble Ave., Bridgeport.
White, Herbert Po, Chief, Groton.
Wiltse, James Ro, Chief, Elm Forest Fire Co. No. 1, 45 Sanford St., East Haven.
Wochomurka, Edward, Chief, Tollando
NEW JERSEY
Balantine, Edward D., Diro Public Safety, Irvingtono
*Callahan, Andrew To, Chief, Harrison.
Carlson, Ao Ho, Commissioner, Edgewater°
Cordes, Fred W., Chief, Maplewood.
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Day, Gus L., Ex-Chief, Mendham.
*Oemeiner, George, Chief, Orange.
Gussner, Thomas L., Chief, Bloomfield.
Hagstrom, A. O., Sales Repo Acme Visible Records, 6 W Park St., Newark.
*Hayes, J. Day-!d, Chief; Millburno
*Hutch, Andrew, Chief, Nutleyo
Keegan, James T., Supt. Prot. Dept., 227 Wash. St., Newark.
*Lasher, Chief George P., Edgewater.
*Linden, William, Chief, Westfield.
*McGinley, Chas. A., Chief, East Orange.
Mitchd!, George, Ex-Chief, East Orange.
Mot!let, William, Jersey City, 254 Bowers St.
Murray, Francis A., Chief, Teaneck.
*Murray, Thomas J., Chief, Summit.
New Jersey Fire Alarm Co., 37 South 8th St., Newark.
*Reid, Robert A., Chief, Be!levi!it.
Schafer, Samue!, Fire Commissioner, Bloomfield.
Thompson, ~ames, Jr., Fi~e Dept. Stao No. 3, Irvington.
Wilderotter~ Charles J., 429 Fairmount Ave., Newark.
NEW YORK
Archer, Dr. Harry M., Dep. Fire Comm. Fire Dept., New York.
Beardstee, F. W., 34th St. and 38th Are., New York.
Bradbrook, Go E., Braxmer Co., 242 West 55th St., New York.
Cair_,~s, Edward, 444 Lafayette St,, New York°
Case, 1. H., Fire Engineering, 24 West 40 St., N. Y.
*Cavanagh, Harry Go, A. D. T. Coo, 155 Sixth Ave., New York.
Dwyer, John T., Eureka Fire Hose Co., Rockefeller Ctr., New York.
Green, Henry L., 387 W. I\{ain St., Ilion.
Green, Joseph H., Pres. Eureka Fire Hose Coo~ Rockefeller Ctr, New York.
K~ss, George J., Woodhouse g~[fg. Co., 17 E. 42nd St., New York.
*Lenz, Chaso Co, Pres. Atlas Fire Equip. Co., New York
Meek, Clarence E., AhrenS Fox Fire Eng. Co., 17 E. 42nd St., New York.
Meier~ H. O., Quaker Rubber Corp., Phi!.,
Morley, G. Monroe, Jr., 13 Williams St., New York.
*Mulcahy, James J., Ex-Chief, 16 Franldin Ave., Yonkers.
Mullins, Gordon R., 523 West 1t2th St., New York.
*Myers, Arthur, Atlas Fire Equip. Co., 22 Warren St., New York.
Merrill, Leonard A., United Mut. Fire Insurance, Buff!lo°
Olson, Earl, Federal Elece:i Co., 551 5~h Ave., New York.
O’Neil!, E. E.~ President Araerica~ LaFrance Foam!re Corp., Elmira, New York.
Pusch, R. H.,’Genera! Pass. Agt., Grand Centra! Terminal.
Shepperd, Fred, Editor "girt Engineering," 24 West 40tla St., New York.
Sheridan, Philip A., Chief; Port Chester, New York.
*Smith, D. B. & Co., Utica.,
Speakman, M. P., J. I. Holcomb Co., 437 E!e,zenth Ave.
S~ewart, C. D., American LaFrance Fire Eng. Co., 250 West 57th St., New York.
Stillman, T. G., 45 East 75th St., New York.
Sullivan, Arthur G., Am. LaPrance and Foam!re Ind., 100 LaFrance St., Elmira.
St~!li~.~an, Joseph N., Chief, Utica.
Walker, Hubert, Americas LaFrance Co., Elmira.
Ward, LaFrance Truck Corp., 276 [ackso,a Ave., Bro,~x, New York.
Woodhouse, D. A., 156 Chambers gt., New York.
OHIO
Britton, Tom Do, Repub!ic Rubber Co., Yomagstowno
Fox, Charles H., 2966 Erie Ave. Cincinnati.
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Larghe% S. G., Pres. Akron Brass Mfg. Co., Wooster.
Love, J’. M., Gen. Mgr. Akron Brass Mfg. Co., Wooster.
Schellin, John C., Pres. and Gem Mgr. Wooster Brass Co., Wooster°
Stevenson, Lester, Seagrave Corpo, Columbus.
Wilkinson, P. W., Sec’y. Board of Fire Comm., Baltimore, Maryland.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Anthony, Nell J., 2127 P Street, N. W., Washington.
Richardson, George J., Sec-Treas. International Association Fire Fighters, 207
American Federation Labor Bldg., Washington.
MARYLAND
Wilkinson, P. W., Sec’yo Board of Fire Comm., Baltimore
PENNSYLVANIA
Cornwa11, R. A., Kerotest Mfg. Co, Pittsburgh.

INDIANA
Hanson, Elwood S., Elkhart Brass Mfg. Co., Elkhart, Ind.
CANADA
Beaulieu, Rosaire, Chief, Quebec, Canada.
Geoo C. Maitland, Chief, Red Rock, Ontario.
Pare, R. Eo, Chief, Montreal.
*Snuggs, H. R., Sec’yo Board of Fire Underwriters, Nova Scotia°
*W. J. Scott, Fire Marshal, Toronto, Ontario.
COLORADO
Bryan, W. S., Asst. Chief, 2969 Foster Ct., Denver.

HONORARY MEMBERSHIP LIST
Austin, C. H., Ex Fire Comm., Nashua, No H.
Bogan, Robert Ao, Chief, . Baton Rouge, Lao
Bogardus, Geo. M., Ex-Chief, South Norwalk, Conno
Chesson, F~ederick W., Ex.-Fire Commo, Waterbury, Conno
Collins, Waldo A., Ex-Chief, Holliston, Mass.
. Cushman, Frank, Chief, Uo S. Industria! Educational Service, WaShington~ Do Co
Damon, J o F., Ex-Chief, Milford, Mass.
Dougherty, Thomas F., Ex-Asst. Chief, 163 East 81st Sto, New York., No
Downey, James A., Ex-Chief, Wallinford, Conn.
Doyle, John P., Ex Chief, 12 Wellesley Ave°, Wellesley, Mass°
Estes, Reuben E., Ex-Chief, Lowiston, Maine°
Evans, John, Chief, New Orleans, Lao
Fortin, Charles E., Ex-Chief, 299 Pine St., Lewiston, Me°
Hall, Herman S., State Supervisor Trade and Industo Education, State Capital,
Hartford, Conn o
Healey, Do Edward, Oper. Eleeo Fire and Police Dept. (retired), Worcester, Mass.
Leonard, Fred A., Ex-Chief, Box 31, Ogunquit, Maine~
Mahoney, Thomas H., Ex-Chief, 16 Grant Sto, Westfield, Mass
Mol~an, John C.i Ex-Chief, Hartford, Conn.
Mottesheard, Ro Eo, Chiefs Dearborn, Micho
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Nicolls, John T., Ex-Chief, Malden, Mass.
Ordway, O. O., Ex-Chief, ~_eading, Mass,
Saunders, E. F., Ex-Chief, 1 lg Clark Road, Lowe!l, Mass.
Sermons, Daniel F., Ex-Chie}% 66 Lan&eer S~, Wes~ Roxbury, Mass.
Sma!% Robert O.~ Direc*zor of Vocations! E&ca~ion, Mass., 70 Dane S~., Beverly,
aass~
S~ei~ke!lner, Pete,’, Chieg Milwaukee, Wis.
¯
S~ratmn~ M. Norcross, Supervisor of Vocational Education, Mass., 1! Trowbridge
Arlington,~Mass.
Taft,St.~
~e~ry
R., Ex-Chie( Norwich, Conm
Tiffany, Frank M., Ex-Chm( Bennm~ton~ ~)t.
Tracey, Frank E.~ Ex-Ch~et; Woburn, glass.
Weeks, Reuben, Ex-Ch~eg Providence, R. I.
Winslow, Herbert I-I., Comm. o~ Firemen’s Relief Fund of Mass., 221 Market St.,
Lyn~, Mass.
INSU~L&NCE BROKERS SECTION
Anderson, Arthur J., Obrien Russell Co., !08 Water St., Boston, Mass.
Bolt, Dalton & ©.hutch, 89 Broad S,:., Boston, Mass.
Brown, Lucy C., Delafield & Brown Co., Lenox, Mass.
Bagg, Wi!liam E., Insm’ance Broker, Pittsfield, Mass.
Cairns, Robert T., Spec. Agt. Prov. Wash. Ins. Co., Boston, Mass.
Cherry~ Marti*_~ C., New Hampshire Fire Ins. Co., 89 Broad St., Boston, Mass.
Clark, Robert Mo, Go ~-1. Aldrich & Sons, ~0 Main St., Keene, N. H.
Crane~ Norman Bo~ Adjuster, 44- Kilby St., Boston, Mass.
Dalton, William ~., Adjuster, !~1 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
Downs, Edgar To, Ad~usteri ~1 Pearl St,, Bos~on, Mass,
Edgerly, Ferdinand Bo, Edgerly Ins. Agency, 839 Elm St., Manchester", N. H.
Ersk~ne, Kenneth I-1o, Mgro Liverpool & London & G!obe Ins., Boston, Mass.
Eteson, Howard C., No E. Mgro Utica Fire Ins. Co., 11 Riverside Ave., Medford,
Mass.
Everett, Douglas W.~ Ins. Broker, Concord, N. H.
Field, Eddy & Bulldey, 1:200 Main St., Springfield, Mass.
Go .~Alen Putnam Agency, Manchester, N.
1-Ial!er, Julius, Obrien Russe!! Co., 2 Coulton Park, Needham, Mass.
Hinckley, Ralph Go, No E. Mgr. Amer. Ins. Co. of Newark, Boston.
Hurst, Carl Eo, State Agen% Conn. Fire Ins. Co., Boston, Mass.
Jordan~ Chester L., 22 Mont~ment Sq., Portland, Me.
Jordan, Win. T., Ins., 23 A~den Rd., Watertown, Mass.
¯
Luitich, Pdfred W., Staff Adjt~ster Fire Assoc. of Phil., Boston, Mass.
Marsh, Eynn Po, Spec. Ag~. Home Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.
Mason, Lo K., 6 Pleasant St., Malde:t~_, Mass.
McWal~er, John J., 34 Main St., Concord, Mass.
New Hampshire Fire Ins. Co., MancMster, N. I-I.
Phi!lips, H. Vincent, Adjuster, 200 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.
Ramsay, Merri!l F., 41 Pear! St., Boston, Mass.
Ray, Maynard C., Burlington,
Rogers, Fred Ko, Adjuster, 10 Post ONce Sq., Boston, Mass.
Slee, Charles A., Agency Inc., I~surance Broker, Marblehead, Mass.
Smith, Carlton Do, Spec. Agt. Amer. Eagle Fire Ins. Co., Boston, Mass.
.~talhda~,~ " v Clarence
T Sr~ec. A~t.o Amer. Ins, Co., Newark, Boston, Mass.
Thomas, Clyde S., ~’~o~ StoT}v{id~-leboro, Mass.
T0urison, Edward G., Adjaster, !4! Milk St., Boston, Mass.
*Star before name denotes membership in International Association of Fire Chiefs.
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THE FALSE ALARM
That red box on the corner--the F[I~g ALARM BOX--to most..
people is a symbol of safety. They know that whe~ the P~ed Terror-FIRE--strikes at their home~ they can call to their aid the fir~ fighting.
forces of the city by a s~ngle pull of ~he hook. In less than fifteen seconds
.after. touching the hook~ the alarm is sounde~ in all fire s~a~ons. The
fire alarm box is ~he q~ickest and most dependable method of calling
Fire Dep~r~ment. "
In ~he year 1959~ the Boston ~ire Depar~men~ responded ~o
calls and in not ’one case was there any faHure or delay. ~t. I~$
calls were FALSE ALA~NIS. I~$ t~mes you were @epr[ve~ of ~he proice,ion you depended upon from the ~re Department. The Boston
Department is a large oranization and if a second and a genuine~ alarm
is received~ o~her apparaus will be immediately despatched, but i~ w~ll
have to co~e_ ~om a grea~er distance resul~ing ~ a delay. De~ays are
dangerous when a fire depar~men~ ~s needed. Whoever you are, . wherever
you live--you pay for fire protection i~ ~axes or ren~. Those. I~$
ALARMS cos~ you about $150,000~nough to build and equip a modern
fire s~a~]on.
In the las~ ten years your fire pro~ection, has bee~ cu~. off I~,00~
by F~NE ~A ~MS~ This is equivalent ~o closing yo~ nea~’est fire s~a~on
for a period of about three months. Those malicious FiLSE
have cost you about. $I,500~000 in hidden taxes~
¯.
You th~nk pulling a. FALSE ALAR~ is a ~oke on the F~re Depa~ment--but the ~oke seems to be on yore
~rom ~oston F~¥e and Protec~i~ D~par~m~n~, ~nnua~ ~a~l
F~brua~y 5, 19~0
-~

TOTAL MEMBERS, DECEMBER 4, 1940
MAINE ................... ~ ....................... ............................................. : .............................
NEW HAMPSHIRE: .................................................................:.: ...........................
VERMONT .................’. ..............................................................: ....: ...........................
MASSACHUSETTS ...........................................................i .....................................
RHODE ISLAND ........................................................................................ .............
CONNECTICUT ......................................................................................................
NEW JERSEY .......................................................................................................
NEW YORK .......................................... ....’ ...............il.. ..............i.... ..........o ...............
OHIO ..........................................................................................................................
WASHINGTON, D. C ..........................................................................................
PENNSYLVANIA .............................................i ........................... ..........................
INDIANA .......................................................................................................................
CANADA .......................................... ..............................................................
COLORADO ...........................................................................................................
LOUISIANA .............................................................................................................
WISCONSIN .................................................. , ................¯ .............................................
MICHIGAN ...................’ ..........................................¯ .............. ............
MARYLAND ............................................................................................................
TOTAL ................................ .....i ........o .................................................................
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60
56
31
526
63
131
23
33
3
1
1.
1
2’
1
1
945
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Still Faster ACCELERATION!
FOR

1941 brilliantly faster pick-up and
getaway through both 1st and 2rid gears
are added to the famous performances of
the Ford V-8 engine the engine which has
already won world honors for its stamina
its speed -- its economy under the most
strenuous conditions, Ford V-8 cars and
trucks are highly adaptable to the exacting
demands of the fire-fighting service in your
community, This year more than ever,
when you get the facts you’ll get FORD
Equipment !~

SEE YOUR
FORD DEALER

Noxon Metal Polish
BRASS "- CHROME -" ~ GLASS
Non-inflammable

NOKON, INC.
287 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON
WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE

...WEED TIRE CHAINS...
have served fire fighters faithfully ever since the adoption
of motorized equipment. When you buy tire chains
specify WEED AMERICAN Bar-Reinforced for greater
traction and more than double the mileage of ordinary
chains,

AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE COMPANY, INC.
BRIDGEPORT, GONN.
BOSTON OFFIGE Park Square Building

Bridgeport Hydraulic Co.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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HEART OF THE

FIRE DEPARTMENT

A conflagration hazard exists in practically every community, awaiting only the outbreak of fire under adverse
circumstances such as storm, high wind, or skillfully
planned sabotage, coupled with a Delayed Alarm to
destroy in an hour the result of years of industry. Now,
more than ever, with the security of the industrial processes essential to the National Defense at stake, time is
the vital ~lement in the control of fire, and only equipment
of demonstrated reliability and efficiency should be considered for this vital service.
Gamewell manufactures and installs fire alarm
and police systems applicable to every community and industry. We gladly cooperate in
planning such protection.

THE GAMEWELL COMPANY
Specialists in Public Safety
NEWTON UPPER FALLS

¯

MASSACHUSETTS

